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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA
NORTHERN REGION
I. INTRODUCTION
A. BRIEF INTRODUCTION ABOUT THE REGION
Northern Region of the Geological Survey of India, covering the States of Delhi,
Jammu & Kashmir, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh, and
Union Territory Chandigarh encompasses an area of 6,68,491 sq km. Out of the six Regions
through which the Geological Survey of India operates in the country, it is the second largest
Region. Office complex spreads over an area of 12.5 acres with several peripheral buildings at
Plot-2, Sector E, Aliganj, Lucknow. On 28th January 1993, the Office Complex was named as
VASUNDHARA. As per HPC Committee recommendation, the activities are now governed under
Mission Mode.

The Northern Region office was started at Lucknow under the stewardship of Shri R.
N. P. Arogyaswami, Superintending Geologist. In the year 1961, the Northern Region was
elevated to the status of Directorate under Shri P. C. Hazara, as Director. To intensify and
concentrate on the geological surveys in the Himalayan terrain, Himalayan Geology Division
(HGD) was formed in 1963 with headquarters at Lucknow focusing the problems of the geology
of Himalaya transcending the limits of the states falling in the Region. During the year 1967, the
post of regional Director was elevated to the status of Deputy Director General.
Appreciating the importance of glaciers of the Himalayan terrain and their key role in
hydrological cycle of the nature, the Glaciology Division with headquarters at Lucknow was
created on 4th January 1974. For managing the environment, the Environmental Geology
Division was created on 1st January 1975 with headquarters at Lucknow. In 1985, Map
Compilation, Publication and Information Division (MCPI) was split into two separate
Divisions, viz. Map and Cartography Division and Publication Division. It was at this time that
the Publication Divisions of the regions were entrusted with the responsibility of bringing out
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GSI publications. It is noteworthy that the Regional Library at Lucknow continues to get
enriched with the scientific books, journals, unpublished Departmental reports, etc. NR library
possesses more than 20,500 books and 21,504 unclassified and 7066 classified unpublished
reports at present, in addition to the journals. National and International journals are being
subscribed by the Library.
The Himalayan Mountain Ranges extend for about 2500 km (with an average width of about 240
km) all along the northern border of the Indian sub-continent, from Jammu and Kashmir in the
west to Arunachal Pradesh in the east, constituting the Extra-Peninsular region. From south to
north, the Himalaya is broadly divided into (i) Foothill or Outer Himalaya, (ii) Lesser Himalaya,
(iii) Higher Himalaya and (iv) Tethyan or Trans-Himalaya across its length. The major rivers that
originate from the great Himalayan Mountain Ranges are the Indus, Ganges and their various
tributaries. The Indo-Gangetic plain lying between Peninsular and Extra-Peninsular India has
average elevation 150 m (amsl) with a low gradient from about 300 m in the Upper Ganga Plain
of Punjab to mean sea level at the Sunderbans delta of Bengal.
The Region exposes diverse geology with different rock types representing the
complete spectrum ranging in age from the Archaean metamorphites/granitoids to the youngest
Quaternary alluvium. The Region is tectonically and physiographically divided into three broad
domains i.e. the Peninsular India, the Extra-Peninsular India and the Indo-Gangetic Plain. IndoGangetic Plain is sandwiched between the shield area of the Peninsular India and the highly
deformed suites of the Himalaya of the Extra-Peninsular India comprising essentially the
younger metasediments. The tectonic trough (foreland basin) sandwiched between peninsular
shield in the south and Himalayan Mountains in the north, formed due to upliftment of the later,
has been filled up by sediments derived from both sides, especially from the Himalaya.
Structurally, the Himalayan mountain chain occurring all along northern part of India can be
divided into four contrasting longitudinal litho-cum-morphotectonic belts from south to north,
viz. i) foothill belt, ii) Main Himalayan belt, iii) Indus-Shyok belt and iv) Karakoram belt. The
foothill Himalaya is a 10 km to 50 km wide Miocene to Lower Pleistocene molasse sequence
represented by rocks of the Sirmur Group (i.e. Subathu and Dagshai + Kasauli or
Murree/Dharmshala) Siwalik Group. This belt is a domain of active tectonics having
participation in the terminal phase of the Himalayan Orogeny. This is followed to the north by
the Lesser and Higher Himalaya, represented by geological sequences of the Proterozoic age
with the Phanerozoic cover of varying thickness in different parts. The foothill Himalaya is
separated from the Lesser Himalaya by the north-dipping regional fault/thrust commonly known
as the Main Boundary Fault (MBF) or the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT). The Main Frontal
Thrust (MFT) limits the margins of the Siwalik Zone against the Indo-Gangetic Plains (IGP).
The Lesser Himalaya is 60 km to 80 km wide and is a discontinuous belt stretching
between the MBT in the south and the Main Central Thrust (MCT) in the north. It consists of the
para-autochthonous Late Proterozoic meta-sediments, thrust over by three vast nappes that are
built up successively of Palaeozoic sediments, Precambrian epi-metamorphics and mesograde
metasediments. The epi-metamorphic and meso-metamorphic nappes throughout their extent are
characterized by Early Proterozoic (=1900 Ma) and Early Palaeozoic granitic bodies of large
dimension. The MCT separates the Lesser Himalaya from the Higher Himalaya to its north. The
Higher Himalaya marks the region of the highest peaks of the Himalaya (like Nunkun,
Leopargial, Kedarnath, Badrinath, Nanda Devi, Api, Dhaulagiri, Mt. Everest, Kanchanjunga),
made up of 10 km-15 km thick Precambrian crystallines exhumed up and intruded by granites,
some of which are of the Tertiary age. The Indus Shyok belt/the Tethys Himalaya extends to the
south of the Trans-Himalayan Karakoram belt and comprises ophiolite mélange (i.e. Indus
ophiolite and associated formations) and plutonic rocks (Ladakh Granitoid Complex) of the
Indus Shyok belt. These predominantly fossiliferous sediments range in age from Late
Proterozoic to Eocene. Sporadic occurrences of chromite have been reported from the ultrabasic
rocks associated with Dras volcanics from Ophiolite-Melange zone. Karakoram belt, the
northernmost zone, comprises Palaeozoic and Mesozoic sedimentary sequence on a metamorphic
5

basement of unknown age. This Trans-Himalayan belt lies to the north of the Indus Suture Zone
in Ladakh region and extends eastward into Tibet. No important mineral occurrence is known
from this belt.

B. GEOLOGY AND MINERAL RESOURCES
Geologically, under Northern Region, the states of Haryana, Himachal Pradesh,
Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab, Uttarakhand and Uttar Pradesh encompass diverse lithology
ranging in age from the oldest Archaean metamorphites/ granitoids to the youngest Quaternary
alluvium. The stratigraphic succession of the rocks exposed is given in the Geological map of
Northern Region.
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HARYANA AND DELHI
Haryana state has an area of 44,222 sq km and Delhi covers an area of 1483 sq km.
Physiographically, state is divisible into three main geomorphic domains viz. Sub Himalayan
Region, Indo Gangetic Plain and Aeolian Plain (north-eastern fringe of Thar Desert forming a
part area in Haryana). Main geomorphic features are represented viz. a) Mountains of the Outer
Himalayas in the north comprising mainly high structural hills (Siwalik Group), b) Piedmont unit
formed in the immediate south of the Outer Himalaya mountain front, c) Alluvial Plain (Older
and Younger Alluvial Plains), d) Aeolian deposits in the west and southwest forming fringe part
of Thar Desert, etc) Structural and denudational ridges\ hills in the south and south west part
(North Delhi Fold Belt, NDFB, part of Aravalli Delhi Fold Belt). General slope in the northern
part of state is towards south while in the southern part it is towards north. In Delhi,
geomorphological features are mainly represented by the denudational hills, alluvial plains (older
& younger) and aeolian plains at places. Three major chronostratigraphic units of Proterozoic,
Tertiary and Quaternary age are known to occur in state of Haryana. In Delhi, only two major
chronostratigraphic units are occurring viz. Proterozoic and Quaternary. Geologically 95% of the
area is covered by the Quaternary sediments and the rest 5% comprises the Meso to NeoProterozoic rocks of Delhi Supergroup present in south and south-west intruded by more than
one phase of acidic and basic intrusives of Neo- Proterozoic age (Post Delhi Intrusives) and the
tertiary rocks in the north-east. Delhi Supergroup includes metasedimentary rocks of Alwar and
Ajabgarh Group. The Alwar Group is represented by Bayal-Panchnota Formation, which has
been divided into two units -basal unit consisting of thickly bedded feldspathic gritty and
micaceous quartzite and upper unit comprises of ripple marked massive quartzite. The Ajabgarh
Group comprises predominantly of argillaceous sediments, comprising slate, phyllite, pelitic
schist, limestone and quartzite. These rocks grade from calcareous to argillaceous facies upward.
Lithologically, Ajabgarh Group is divisible into five Formations, each with characteristic
lithounits. These are represented by Golwa-Gangutana Formation, Deota-Dantal Formation,
Thanagazi Formation, Asarwas Formation and Tasing Formation. The plutonic pahse of acid
magmatism is represented by granite, pegmatite and quartz veins while the volcanic phase is
represented by rhyolite and hypabyssal feldspar porphyry and aplite. Neo-Proterozoic rocks
referred as Tundapathar Formation belonging to Shali Group occur in the northeastern part of
Haryana along the contact between the Siwalik Belt and Palaeocene belt marking the Main
Boundary Belt. The Palaeogene sediments comprise Subathu, Dagshai and Kasauli Formations
occurring in the northern part of Haryana. Tertiary rocks occur above the Proterozoic basement
in the western part near Hissar. It is an isolated outcrop measuring about 300 m in length and 20
m wide, at Daha, 15 km northwest of Tosham. The Siwalik in Haryana are mainly represented by
Lower, Middle and Upper Siwalik, stretching from Kalka in northwest and Kala Amb in the
southeast. Lower Siwalik is exposed along NE-SW trending linear belt forming low flanking
ridges near Kalka. These consist of coarse red and purple colored gritty clay and fine to coarse
grained hard earthy sandstone. Middle Siwalik, are present in detached patches as Saketi
Formation. Upper Siwalik comprises red and orange variegated clays and interbanded friable
grey sandstone. Around Delhi, Ajabgarh Group of rocks exposed as detached hillocks and ridges
trending NE-SW exposes purple and white quartzite interbedded with phyllite and slate. The
Alwar Group comprises quartz amphibole quartzite, subordinate schist and minor limestone.
They are well developed in the hill ranges of Bayal, Panchnota, Madogarh, Khodana etc in the
southwestern part of the state. Quaternary sediments cover most part of Haryana and along the
Yamuna River in parts of Delhi. The Quaternary sediments have been classified as Older and
Newer Alluvium. Older Alluvium is represented by the alternating sequence of sand and clay
layers with small kankar nodules. Newer Alluvium comprises loose grey sand and silt deposited
along Yamuna and Ghaggar and their tributaries and the carbonate and sulphate lake deposits. In
the southern and western border of Haryana, the Aeolian sediments occur in the form of
stabilised & mobile/active dunes and sheets forming the northeastern fringe of Thar Desert.
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HIMACHAL PRADESH
Geologically rocks ranging from the Proterozoic to Quaternary ages are exposed and
represent classic geological sequence. Undifferentiated Proterozoic sequences mostly confined to
the Lesser Himalaya, are represented by Jutogh and Vaikrita groups. Jutogh Group comprises
Panjerli, Manal, Bhotli, Khirki, Taradevi, Kanda, Naura, Badrol, Rohru, Chirgaon and Jaknoti
formations comprising a thick sequence of carbonaceous phyllite, quartzite, slate, phyllite, schist
and gneisses where as the Vaikrita Group comprises Kharo, Morang, Shiasu and Chamba
formations made up a thick pile of garnetiferous staurolite-kynite schist and gneisses, sillimanite
gneiss, migmatite, quartzite marble, calc-silicate rocks and amphibolite.
Palaeo-Proterozoic: The Jeori-Wangtu Banded Gneissic Complex and Kulu, Naraul,
Sundernagar and Rampur groups represent the Palaeo-Proterozoic in Himachal Pradesh. The
Jeori-Wangtu Granitoid/Gneiss is strongly foliated with well-developed augen-gneisses,
mylonitic gneiss and porphyroblastic biotite gneiss with non-foliated granitoids in the central
part. The Kulu Group, one of the three principal crystalline nappes of Himachal Pradesh,
comprises Khamrada, Gahr and Khokan formations consisting of schist, gneiss, quartzite, quartz
schist, slate, phyllite and garnetiferous schist. The Naraul Group consists of quartzarenite
phyllite, shale, slate and diamictite whereas the Sundernagar Group comprises dominantly purple
coloured arenaceous sediments with argillities and characterized by interstratified basic lava
flows of the Mandi-Darla Volcanics. The Rampur Group presents an association of metabasalts
and metasediments dominated by clastics. It is divisible into three formations namely, Bhallan,
Banjar and Manikaran. Meso-Proterozoic in the Himachal Himalaya are represented by Larji and
Shali groups. The Larji Group consists of lower Hurla Formation and upper Aut Formation,
broadly comprising a sequence of slate, quartzarenite, diamictite and stromatolitic carbonate
rocks. The Shali Group has been divided into eight formations namely Ropri, Khaira, Khatpul,
Sorgharwari, Tattapani, Makri, Parnali and Bandla consisting of shale, siltstone, quartzarenite,
massive dolomite, limestone, cherty dolomite, green and purple shale, grey limestone and white
quartz arenite. The upper part of the Meso-Proterozoic is represented by the Darla-Tattapani
(Peontra Volcanic) represented by quartzite, slate and basic flows.
The Neo-Proterozoic era has been divided into two lithosequences as Lower and Upper.
The Lower Neo-Proterozoic era is represented by Jaunsar, Simla and Haimanta groups whereas
the Upper Neo-Proterozoic era is represented by Guma, Blaini, Infrakrol, Krol, Manjir and
Katarigali formations. The Jaunsar Group is typically developed in the Deoban structural belt
and is divisible into three formations namely Mandhali, Chandpur and Nagthat. Mandhali
Formation is composed of limestone, argillite, arenite and conglomerate. The Chandpur
Formation is represented by alternate sequence of argillite and arenite. The Nagthat Formation
comprises sandstone, arkose quartzarenite, grits, conglomerate, grey, purple and green shale,
slate and phyllite. The Simla Group is divisible into four formations, Basantpur, Kunihar,
Chhaosa and Sanjauli. The Basantpur Formation is characterized by the abundant interbeds of
limestone and dolomite within argillite and siltstone whereas Kunihar Formation comprises
lenticular interbeds of stromatolite-bearing limestone with fissile shales. The Chhaosa Formation
is characterized by a thick rhythmic sequence of shale, siltstone and greywacke. The Sanjauli
Formation is divisible into Lower and Upper members, on the basis of characteristic lithological
associations. The Haimanta Group comprises Batal Formation, is broadly made up of phyllite,
quartzite, pyritous carbonaceous phyllite.
The Krol Group is divisible into A, B, C, D and E formations. The Krol A Formation
comprises alternation of greenish grey calcareous shale and argillaceous limestone with variable
gradation. Krol B Formation is characterized by thinnly laminated purple to red shales with
green shale intercalations and thin interbeds of thin dolomite and cherty limestone. Krol C
Formation is represented by dolomite, cherty limestone and shale, Krol D Formation comprises
an alternation of cherty limestone and shale whereas Krol E is the topmost lithostratigraphic unit
with a dominant banded grey and pale cream white calclutite to dololutite with a rugged
appearance. In the Spiti/Kinnaur and Higher Himalayas, the Cambrian rocks comprise Kunzamla
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and Parahio formations. The Permian in Himachal Pradesh is represented by the Kuling Group in
the Spiti/Kinnaur area whereas in Chamba area, it is represented by the Salooni Formation. The
Kuling Group is divisible into fossiliferous Gechang and Gungri formations. The Gechang
Formation is consisting of brown to grey, pale grey, coarse-grained weakly bioturbated, cross
bedded, calcareous sandstone with local conglomerate and/or shell lag at base. The Gungri
Formation comprises black shale, calcareous silty shale, phosphatic, cherty and calcareous
nodules and thin limestone. The Salooni Formation is represented by black shale, slate,
calcareous slate and lenticles of limestone and is fossiliferous.

PUNJAB
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The Punjab state with an area of 50,362 sq km forms a part of the Indo-Gangetic basin.
The two broad geomorphic entities, viz. the Siwalik foothills towards northeast part of the state
and alluvial fill of the Indus drainage basin characterise the physiographic setting of the Punjab.
The dominant physiographic high are as i) Lahore-Sargodha Ridge in the west; ii) DelhiJagadhari Ridge in the east; iii) Delhi-Lahore Ridge in the south and iv) Siwalik ridges in the
northeast. Chandigarh covers an area of 114 sq km.
GEOLOGY
The Neogene and Quaternary units are classified into i) Siwalik Group and ii) the
Quaternary alluvium comprising the Older Alluvium and Newer Alluvium. The maximum depth
of the Quaternary sediments recorded is about 4500 m. The base configuration indicates that the
Punjab basin appears to be deeper in the northern side and shallower southward and deepest
towards NW. The Siwalik Group is classified into three subgroups namely Lower/Middle and
Upper Siwalik subgroups The rocks of the Lower and Middle Siwalik subgroup are exposed as
NW-SE trending ridges in the northeastern part of Gurdaspur district while the Upper Siwalik
rocks are exposed in Ropar, Hoshiarpur and Gurdaspur districts. The Lower Siwalik Subgroup,
represented by the Chinji Formation, is chiefly composed of fine to medium grained,
sporadically pebbly sandstone and chocolate to maroon claystone. The Middle Siwalik Subgroup
comprises the Nagri and Dhok Pathan formations. The Nagri Formation comprises alternating
conglomerate and red clay. The Dhok Pathan Formation consists of poorly sorted massive, grey,
coarse grained and micaceous sandstone with minor conglomerate. The Upper Siwalik Subgroup
is made up of coarse gravel and boulder conglomerate alternating with clay/mudstone and
sandstone. Its contact with the overlying Quaternary sediments is unconformable.
The Quaternary Alluvium of the state can be divided into three chronostratigraphic units
viz. (i) Older Alluvium (ii) Newer Alluvium and (iii) Aeolian Deposit. The Older Alluvium is
formed by the depositional processes of the pre-existing palaeo-drainage of Middle to Late
Pleistocene Period, comprising admixture of reddish clay, silt, sand with kankar, grey medium to
coarse calcareous sand with kankar and subrounded to subangular unsorted pebble, gravel and
cobble beds. The Newer Alluvium is formed of present day streams, representing
Holocene/Recent Period. It is chiefly composed of blue to white-grey micaceous sand with
alluvium interbands of purple and red clay. The Aeolian Deposits spread throughout the Punjab,
except in the areas covered by the hard rocks of the Siwalik Group. Broadly, these are the
undifferentiated aeolian flats/dunes/sand sheet and newer dunes. Based on the degree of
consolidation, these can be divided into following three categories (i) stabilized and consolidated
older dunes (ii) intermediate and semi-consolidated dunes and (iii) newer, mobile and reversible
dunes.
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JAMMU & KASHMIR
Jammu & Kashmir State comprises three administrative regions, viz. Jammu, Kashmir
and Ladakh encompassing an area of 2,22,296 sq. km. Located in the Northwestern part of
Himalaya, Jammu & Kashmir (J&K) is a mountainous terrain, except for about a five kilometers
wide stretch of Tarai zone on the southern part represented by Siwalik foothills and adjoining
Indo-Gangetic Alluvial Plain. The geographical entity of J&K is represented by four tectonogeomorphic domain represented by linear tectonic belts, which in the northwest take a turn to the
southwest to form the western Syntaxes, the ‘Jhelum Syntaxes’. These tectonic belts from north
to south are (i) Karakoram belt, (ii) Indus-Shyok belt. (iii) Main Himalayan belt and (iv) Frontal
fold belt. Jhelum Syntaxes and the two re-entrants, the broad Chenab re-entrant near Ramban
and the sharp Ravi re-entrant near Dalhousie in H.P. are the major morphotectonic units.

GEOLOGY
The state of Jammu and Kashmir is covered by rocks ranging in age from Proterozoic to
Recent. The geological lithounits/formations are described as below:
Karakoram Belt forms the northernmost sector of Ladakh and covers the southern
slopes of great Karakoram Range in Trans-Himalaya exposing Palaeozoic-Mesozoic sedimentary
formations of Karakoram-Tethyan basin. Karakoram Granitoid occur towards north of ShyokNubra zone. The belt is separated from Indus Shyok belt by the main Karakoram Thrust also
called as South Karakoram Thrust. The rocks in the belt are folded into Karakoram synclinorium
and Saltoro synclinorium with a geanticline in between. The Karakoram batholith appears to be
emplaced along the core of the geanticlines. Indus Shyok Belt is sandwiched between
Karakoram belt in the north and Main Himalayan belt in the south, comprising mainly
Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments and associated mafic, intermediate and acid magmatic rocks
with imprints of Upper Palaeozoic and Early to Middle Mesozoic sedimentation in Shyok belt.
Wakha, Pashkyum and Shyok thrusts are the major lineaments from south to north in this belt,
which have sub-divided the belt into three zones viz. Sangeluma parautochthon, Indus GroupLadakh Granitic Complex autochthon and Shyok-Nubra zone. The Sangeluma parautochthon
along with Indus Group autochthon forms Indus tectonic zone, and Ladakh batholith separates it
from Shyok Nubra zone.
Main Himalayan belt is the most complex tectonic belt in the region and occurs between
Frontal Fold belt in the south and the Indus-Shyok belt in the north, exposing the rocks ranging
in age from Proterozoic to Quaternary. Parautochthonous zone, Kashmir synclinorium, Thathri
dome, Chamba synclinorium, Kishtwar window, Giambal-Suru crystalline geanticline, Zanskar
synclinorium, Rupshu anticlinorium and Kuling-Lilang Schuppen zone are the prominent
structural features of this belt. Phanerozoic succession of Kashmir Tethyan basin is folded into a
regional NW-SE trending synclinorium comprising a series of anticlines and synclines. The
rocks on the southern flank of Kashmir synclinorium have moved along Panjal Thrust to over
ride the rocks of Parautochthonous zone and this part of Kashmir synclinorium constitutes
Kashmir nappe. Frontal Fold Belt exposes the rocks of Sirban Limestone, Subathu Formation,
Murree and Siwalik Group of rocks and the younger Quaternary sediments. Foot Hill Fault,
Mastgarh anticline, Mandili structural unit, Muttal-Jigni anticline, Lodhra-Lapri anticline and
Panchari syncline are the prominent structural features of this belt from south to north. Muree
thrust forms the boundary of the belt.
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UTTAR PRADESH AND UTTARAKHAND
The Uttar Pradesh covers an area of 2,47,933 sq. km represented by vast alluvial fill of
middle Ganga drainage system. The southern part of Uttar Pradesh is characterized by rocky
upland. The northern fringe area is represented by Tarai and Bhabhar geomorphic units flanking
the Siwalik Foothills. Uttarakhand covers an area of 46,480 sq. km and represents the Western
Himalayan domain divisible into Sub or Outer Himalaya, the Lesser Himalaya, the Higher
Himalaya and the Tethys Himalaya from south to north.

GEOLOGY
In Uttar Pradesh, geologically, the rocks ranging in age from Archean to Holocene are
present. The oldest crystalline rocks are confined to the southern and southeastern part of the
state and are extensions of sequences exposed in the M.P., Bihar and Jharkhand. These are
dominantly represented by basement gneisses, older metamorphites with younger granitoids as
intrusives; metasedimentaries; sedimentaries and the alluvial. The metamorphites include various
types of schist, quartzite, marble and gneiss. In general, the metasedimentaries belong to Palaeo
and Palaeo-Mesoproterozoic period. The sedimentaries include rocks of the Vindhyan
Supergroup represent Meso to Neoproterozoic period and Gondwana Supergroup, Late
Palaeozoic period. Basic volcanic flows of Late Mesozoic-Early Tertiary period are occurring as
capping over earlier sequences as detached outcrops. A major part of the state is covered by
Ganga Alluvium. Several mineral deposits of economic importance occur in association with the
above rock units in the state. Gneisses with metasedimentarty enclaves along with intrusive
granite and other igneous rocks constitute the dominant lithology and represent the oldest suite
of rocks. These are confined to the southern part of the state and exposed in the Bundelkhand and
Sonbhadra regions. The natural relationship between different lithounits in these oldest rocks has
been obliterated by metamorphism, migmatisation, granitisation and repeated deformation.
In Bundelkhand region, granite-gneiss and granitoids constitute the dominant rock types
and the assemblage is known as Bundelkhand Granitoid Complex (BGC). In Sonbhadra region,
gneiss is the dominant rock and the assemblage is termed as Dudhi Gneissic Complex (DGC).
The Bundelkhand Granitoid Complex (BGC) contains a wide variety of plutonic and hypabyssal
rocks dominated by granites of several generations, gneisses, migmatites and leucogranites.
Among the enclaves, metabasic rocks are widespread. Rafts of schists and metasediments are
also present. Migmatites, different types of granite, quartz reefs and younger basic intrusives
have been identified and assigned to various types. Quartz reefs trending NE -SW and forming
wall like ridges rising upto 175m above the ground are common. Dolerite dykes trending NW-SE
are very common. The Dudhi Gneissic Complex consists mainly of granite gneiss, migmatites
and non-foliated, massive younger granite with enclaves of metamorphites and veins of
pegmatite, aplite and quartz. This is the westward continuation of the Chhotanagpur Granite
Gneiss Complex (CGC) of Bihar/Jharkhand. Metasedimentary and meta-igneous enclaves occur
with their long axes parallel to the foliation of the enclosing gneiss which is generally ENE WSW. Dykes of doleritic/gabbroic composition transect the gneissic country.
Rocks of Mahakoshal Group, Bijawar Group and Vindhyan Supergroup constitute the
Proterozoic sequence. The Mahakoshal Group includes metasediments with interlayered
metavolcanics and granitic bodies intruding it. Bijawar Group is represented by a sequence of
ferruginous quartzite, carbonate, phosphorite, sandstone and tuffaceous rocks. Isolated outcrops
of Ajabgarh Group occur around Mathura area. Metabasalts, tuffs, agglomerates and ultramafic
(Kimberlite?) plugs occur within a linear tectonic belt in the Jungel valley of Mirzapur Sonbhadra area. The Jungel volcanics and sedimentaries are supposed to represent Palaeo to
Meso Proterozoic period.
The Vindhyan sequence -resting unconformably over the Mahakoshal and Bijawar
groups -has been divided into four groups viz. Semri, Kaimur, Rewa and Bhander in the
ascending order. The Semri Group includes carbonates, tuffs, shale and minor sandstone, often
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glauconitic. The Kaimur Group consists of a thick arenite -argillite sequence. The Rewa Group is
represented by alternate sequence of argillite and arenite. The Bhander Group is consisting of
shale, greenish shale, siltstone, reddish brown to purple pink, spotted sandstone with shale
partings and quartz arenite at top. Rocks belonging to the Gondwana Supergroup of Permo-Carb
period are exposed in a small area in Sonbhadra district. It is composed of conglomerate,
sandstone, gritty at places, pink and pale green shales. Detached outcrops of basic volcanics
(dolerite to basalt), representing the Deccan Trap, are found as capping over Bundelkhand
Granitoid Complex, Bijawar Group and Vindhyan Supergroup in Bundelkhand region, southern
Uttar Pradesh.
The State of Uttarakhand carries within it an important component of the Himalayan
Tectonogene- the North Western Himalayas. It is geographically divided into Garhwal &
Kumaun Himalayas lying between Kali valley in the East and Tons-Yamuna Valley in the West.
This region occupies both the stretch of Himalayas and the Indo-gangetic Foredeep and
encompasses a wide assemblage of Litho-tectonic units ranging in age from Proterozoic to
Phanerozoic.
The area can be divided longitudinally from South to North into Outer/Sub-Himalayas,
Lessar Himalayas, Central Himalayas and the Tethyan Himalayan zones.
The outer/Sub-Himalayas comprises the rock of Siwalik Group which occupies an area between
Indo-Gangetic plane in the south and rocks of Lessar Himalayas in North. The Siwalik Group is
thrusted over Indo-Gangetic Plane along the Himalayan Frontal Fault. Tarai plains occurring to
the south of Siwalik ranges are composed of alluvial fill deposits as exposed in Haridwar,
Nanital and Udham Singh Nagar districts.
The Siwalik representing the molassic sediment of Neogene age are divided into Lower,
Middle and Upper Siwalik with classical coarsening upward sequences. The dominant lithology
composes varied proportions of sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, shale and boulder conglomerate.
Siwaliks are rich in Cenozoic vertebrate and plant fossils.
A huge pile of Lesser Himalayan Metasedimentary Sequence is exposed to the north of
Siwalik Group of rocks, and occupies a substantial part of Uttarakhand Himalaya. This entire
package is Meso-Proterozoic to Cambrian in age. This package is thrust over Siwalik along Main
Boundary Thrust (MBT) in south. The rocks of Lesser Himalaya are sedimentary and low grade
metamorphic rocks with basic volcanics and acidic intrusive rocks.
The Lesser Himalayan Sequence is a complex geometry of fold and thrust belt,
structurally evolved during Himalayan Orogeny. The Lesser Himalayan metasedimentary
sequence comprises two major units’ viz. Lesser Himalayan metasedimentary rocks and remnant
crystalline klippen. The Lesser Himalayan rocks mostly age around Meso and Neo-Proterozoic
to Cambrian with some marine transgressive facies of Phanerozoic age. They are grouped into
Deoban, Jaunsar, Baliana, Krol, and Tal. The major lithology includes quartzite, slate,
stromatolitic limestone, cherty limestone, dolomitic limestone, phyllite, diamictite, greywacke
with scanty fossil records. A number of granitoid and basic volcanic bodies have been emplaced
within the rocks of the folded complexes of Proterozoic age. The crystalline klippen tectonically
occur within the Lesser Himalaya represent the undifferentiated Proterozoic rocks and are
grouped into Almora, Ramgarh and other klippen rocks. They comprise biotite schist, quartzmica schist, garnet-mica schist, porphyroblastic augen gneiss, ortho and para-gneiss, granite
gneiss, quartzite and basic intrusive. The largest remnant of crystalline thrust sheet in
Uttarakhand is represented by Almora nappe. This nappe has thrust contact with Lesser
Himalayan Metasedimentary sequence in north known as North Almora Thrust (NAT). In south,
the Almora nappe tectonically overrides the Ramgarh Group of rocks along South Almora Thrust
(SAT). The Ramgarh Group of rocks further thrusts over the Lesser Himalaya in south along
Ramgarh Thrust (RT).
Main Central Thrust (MCT) delimits the Lesser Himalaya in north along which Central
Crystallines are thrust over it. The Central Crystallines comprises high grade metamorphic rocks
of Paleo-Proterozoic with intrusive Paleozoic and Tertiary granites. The northern boundary of
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Central Crystallines is marked by normal fault known as South Tibet Detachment (STD). North
of it lies the Tethyan Himalayan sedimentary rock sequences of Paleo-Proterozoic to Eocene age.
The Higher Himalaya or Central Crystallines represents the high grade rocks composed of
regionally metamorphosed katazonal metasediments of green schist and amphibolites facies.
They have age around Paleo-Proterozoic with intrusion of Paleozoic and Tertiary granites. They
are mainly divided into Bhilagana, Mana and Helang formations. They comprise garnetiferous
schist, quartzite, crystalline limestone, quartz-mica schist, kyanite-silliminite schist, calc gneiss,
porphyroblastic augen gneiss, paragneiss, granite gneiss, migmatites and amphibolites with
intrusive Tertiary tourmaline leucogranite.
The rocks of Central Crystallines form the basement for the overlying Tethyan
Himalayan Sequence. The basal succession of Tethys Himalaya is represented by Martoli Group
and show some features of low grade metamorphism in otherwise complete sedimentary
succession. The Tethys Himalaya is well enriched with the invertebrate fossils like trilobites,
ammonites, lamellibranchs, corals, brachiopods etc. The Martoli Group is intruded with granite,
pegmatite and quartz veins. The other groups are Sumna, Nihal and Rawali Bagar. They range in
age from Neo-Proterozoic to Eocene representing siliciclastic and carbonate sedimentary rocks.
The higher reaches of Uttarakhand Himalaya occupy several high mountain peaks with more
than 6,000 m height viz. Nanda devi (7,816 m), Trishul (7,120 m), Kedarnath (6,940 m), Shivling
(6,543 m), Panchchuli (6,903 m), Om Parvat (6,191 m) etc. and remained snow capped
throughout the year and provide beautiful scenic view. These higher peaks region host many of
the well known glaciers of Himalaya like Milam, Bhagirathi Kadak, Khatling, Chorabari, Ralam,
Pindari, Namik, Satopanth etc. constantly feed the most of the perennial holy river system.
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C. STATUS MAP
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II. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
The Northern Region went through several phases of re-structuring and re-organisation
with a view to optimising its scientific output and facing the challenges of ever changing work
needs depending upon the priorities and thrust areas as per the policies adopted by the
Government of India from time to time. The present organisational set-up of the Region is given
below as Organogram and the present strength of the technical as well as non-technical personnel
is shown in Annexure-12.
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ORGANOGRAM
ADG & HoD: S. P. Nim

L.N. Singh, DDG (Geophy)
Sagina Ram, TC (Geophy)

MISSION-I
M.K. Rai, GPM (UP I &III)
Mahendra Singh, GPM (UP II)
A.K. Singh, GPM (UP IV)

MISSION-II
R.P. Singh, S.K. Singh
Proj. BH. Log & Min. Invest.
(Geophy)
MISSION-IV
Sagina Ram, Geophysics (Seismotec)
SS
Sagina Ram, BBSO
Mahendra Singh, Geophysical Lab.
Jai Kamal, Geophy Instt.
G.S. Tiwari & Alok Kumar
Core Lib., NR

A.P. & M.
Sanjay Kumar Chowdhary

Alok Chitranshi, Director (Finance),
NR

R.P. Rai, HoO
Dr. R.J. Singh, Nodal Officer,
APAR Cell & Griev. Cell, NR
Jai Kamal, HoO, Geophysics Divn.
K.N. Sinha, HoO, Engg. Divn.
G.C. Kandpal, RTI
V.D. Bhole, CPIO
K.C. Joshi, Vigilance Officer
A.P. Rai, Nodal Officer, Legal cell
Awadesh Kumar, Estate/Liaison
CPWD
Jai Kamal, Liaison Off., SC/ST Cell
Jaya Singh, Liaison Off., Women Cell

NORTHERN REGION
HEADQUARTERS
S. P. Nim, ADG

R. K. Aggarwal, PSS, NR
Dr. R. J. Singh, TC-II, NR
A. P. Rai, TCS Division
MISSION-I
T Mullaivendhan, DDG & RMH, NR
Dr. Shailendra Singh, RM-I,
Secretariat &
Regional Geochemical Division
Deepali Kapoor, RS Division
MISSION-II
S. Behera, DDG & RMH, NR
Asfar Hakim, Director, RM-II,
Secretariat
Dr. G. S. Tiwari, Geothermal
MISSION-III
Amit Kumar Ray, DDG & RMH, NR
Alok Chitranshi, RM-III Secretariat
R.D. Mehrotra, Geodata Division
Champa Sensarma, Publication
Division
D. D. Bhattacharya, M&C Division
MISSION-IV
Varsha A. Aglave, DDG & RMH, NR
Dr. P.K. Singh, RMH-IV, Secretariat
Jaya Singh, Palaeontology Division
Dr. G.S. Tiwari, Petrology Division
Dr. S.P. Shukla, Glaciology Division
Dr. R.J. Singh and Abhinandan
Srivastava, EQG Division
V.D. Bhole, Min. Physics
Dr. S.C. Tripathi, Himalayan Geology
Div
MISSION-V
G.C. Kandpal, RTI, Lucknow & FTC,
Bhimtal
Hemant Kumar, FTC, Saketi

GEOTECHNICAL LAB.
P.S. Pipal

Deo Nath, DDG, SU: UP
Rakesh Kumar, DDG, SU: UK

Ch. Venugopal Rao, DDG, SU: P, H &HP

Brij Kumar, DDG, SU: J&K

TC
A. K. Gupta, SU: Haryana
N. K. Punj, P&HP

TC
Rajesh Joshi, SU: J&K

MISSION-I
Rajinder Kumar, Proj: STM, SU: P&HP
P.S. Sethi, Proj: RGM, SU: P&HP

MISSION-I
Vijay Shivgotra, Proj. STM,
SU: J&K
Rajesh Joshi, Proj. GCM, SU:
J&K

MISSION-I

TC
Suresh Pareek, SU: UP
Bhupender Singh, SU: UK

MISSION-I
Amit Dharwadkar, Proj: STM, UP
Brijesh Kumar, Proj: GCM, UP
S.K. Tripathi, Proj: STM, UK
MISSION-II
Asfar Hakim, P.S. Misra & R.K. Naik, Proj:
MIP, SU: UP
Bhupendra Singh, Proj. MIP, SU: UK
MISSION-III
S. K. Tripathi, Proj. Geoinfo. & M&C Div,
SU: UK
MISSION-IV
M.C. Upadhyay, Engg. Geology, SU: UP
P.K. Singh, Env. Geology, SU: UP
B.M. Gairola, Engg. Geology, SU: UK
Bhupender Singh, Proj. Landslide, SU: UK

SS
Kaumudi Joshi, HoO, SU: UP
B.M. Gairola, HoO, SU: UK

MISSION-II
Moumita Mitra Sinha, MIP,
SU: Haryana
Sanjay Wahi, MIP, SU: Haryana
A.K. Gupta, MIP, SU: Haryana
N.S. Nayyar, Proj. MIP, SU: P&HP

MISSION-III
N.K. Punj, M&C and Proj. Geoinfo.,
SU: P&HP
Mukesh Nagar, Proj. Geoinfo.,
SU: Harayana
Pushp Lata, M&C Div., SU: Haryana
MISSION-IV
Manoj Kumar, Proj. NLSM, SU: P&HP
Sanjeev Kumar, Eng. Geol. Div., SU:
P&HP

SS
V.P. Singh, Chemical Lab., SU: Haryana
P.S. Gill, Chemical Lab., SU: P&HP
CHEMICAL DIVISION
Ashwani Kumar, DDG

ENGINEERING (SERVICES)
K.N. Sinha, R.P. Chaudhary, Awadhesh
Kumar, Manmohan Singh, Drilling
Management
Alok Shukla, Vehicle Management

SS
Mukesh Nagar, HoO, SU: Haryana
Sanjeev Kumar, HoO, SU: P&HP

MISSION-II
Rajesh Joshi, Proj. MIP, SU:
J&K

MISSION-III
Rajesh Joshi, M&C Div.,
Proj. Geoinfo., SU: J&K

MISSION-IV
Ajay Kumar, Engg. Geol. &
Landslide Div. , SU: J&K

SS
Ajay Kumar, HoO, SU: J&K

LIST OF SUPERVISORY OFFICERS AND THEIR DETAILS AS ON 01/12/2016

NORTHERN REGION HEADQUARTERS, LUCKNOW
Vasundhara, Sector-E, Aliganj, Lucknow, FAX No. 0522-2336079, 2326241
e-mail: hod.nr@gsi.gov.in; tcnro@gsi.gov.in; pssdaak@gmail.com
Sl. Name
No
1 S.P. Nim

Designation

Extn
Mobile No.
No.
555
9415441540

IP
Phone
05001

209

9415470424

05031

204

8283822603

05038

0522-2335085
(Off.)
0522-2333753
(Off.)
---

304

9415547007

05030

912

8004254568

05013

560

9455105914

05015

0522-2333754
(Off.)
Suptdg. Geologist, Remote --Sensing Division
Director, Himalayan
--Geology Division
Director, Glaciology
--Division

227

9415560177

05036

274

9532698545

05034

854

7607374176

---

953

9452987100

05020

ADG & HoD, NR

2

R.K. Aggarwal

Director, PSS, NR

3

Ram Jivan Singh

Director, TC-II & Report
Processing Cell

4

R.P. Rai

Director & HoO, NR

5

7

Champa Sensarma Director, Publication
Division,
Jaya Singh
Director, Palaeontology
Division & Park and
Museum Cell
Alok Chitranshi
Director (Finance), NR

8

Deepali Kapoor

9

S.C. Tripathi

6

10 S.P. Shukla

Landline
0522-3221664,
2325104 (Off.)
0522-2339921
(Off.)
0522-2339921
(Off.)

e_mail Id
s.nim@gsi.gov.in
r.agarwal1@gsi.gov.in
rkagg_56@yahoo.com
ram.singh9@gsi.gov.in
ramjivansingh@gmail.co
m
r.rai1@gsi.gov.in
champa.sensarma@gsi.go
v.in
jaya.singh@gsi.gov.in

alok.chitranshi@gsi.gov.i
n
Deepali.kapoor@gsi.gov.i
n
s.tripathi1@gsi.gov.in

11 P.S. Pipal

---

117

7379667888

05010

s.shukla@gsi.gov.in,
satyashukla63@gmail.co
m
p.pipal@gsi.gov.in

12
13

---

415
417

9481714552
9415758868

05037
05051

l.singh1@gsi.gov.in
sagina.ram@gsi.gov.in

---

466

9450664742

05006

jai.kamal@gsi.gov.in

---

461

9415834219

04430

r.singh16@gsi.gov.in

---

411

8765924038

manindra.rai@gsi.gov.in

---

425

9415273518

---

439

9415093555

mahendra.singh1@gsi.go
v.in
anil.singh@gsi.gov.in

---

427

9450362193

sanjay.singh4@gsi.gov.in

-------

169
657
341

8605758416
9450397676
9935641551

05011
4416
05005

23 Alok Kumar

---

367

8004254568

05020

Vivek.bhole@gsi.gov.in
a.rai@gsi.gov.in
d.bhattacharya2@gsi.gov.
in, ddbgsi@gmail.com
alok.kumar1@gsi.gov.in
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---

381

9450645286

05026

g.tewari@gsi.gov.in

---

851

7839098268

05042

kc.joshi@gsi.gov.in

-----

665
754

8960367858
9654405286

05004
05017

155

9423106792

05009

r.mehrotra@gsi.gov.in
ashwani.kumar3@gsi.gov
.in
k.sinha2@gsi.gov.in.

---

149

7755831555

05045

sanjay.chowdhary@gsi.g
ov.in

---

141

8902466718

---

---

139

9451954791

---

ravi.chowdhary@gsi.gov.
in
awadhesh.kumar@gsi.go
v.in

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

25
26
27
28
29

30
31

Suptdg. Geologist, G.T.
Lab., NR
L.N. Singh
Dy.DG (Geophysics)
Sagina Ram
Director, GP (Coordn.),
Seismotec., BBSO, NR
Jai Kamal
Director, Geophysics
(Instrumentation) & HoO
R.P. Singh
Director (GP), Physical
Property Management
M.K. Rai
Suptdg. Geophy., Geophy.
Mapping UP-I & III, NR
Mahdendra Singh Suptdg. Geophy., Geophy.
Mapping UP-II, NR
Anil Kr. Singh
Suptdg. Geophy., Geophy.
Mapping UP-IV, NR
S.K. Singh
Suptdg. Geophy., Borehole
Logging
Vivek D. Bhole
Director, Mineral Physics
A.P. Rai
Director,TCS Division
D.D. Bhattacharya Director, M&C Division
Suptdg. Geol., Core
Library & Transport Pool
G.S. Tiwari
Director, Petrology
Division & Core Library
Ram Jivan Singh
Director, Earthquake
Geology Division
R.D. Mehrotra
Director, Geodata Division
Ashwani Kumar
Deputy Director General
(Chemistry), NR
K.N. Sinha
Suptdg. Engineer
Engg. Division & HoO
Sanjay Chowdhary Ex. Engineer (NFJAG),
Nodal officer AP&M
Division
R.P. Chaudhary
Exec.Engineer (NFJAG),
Drilling Division
Awadhesh Kumar Ex. Engineer, Estate &
Transport Pool
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Sl. Name
No
32 Manmohan Singh

Designation

Landline

Extn
Mobile No.
No.
142
7839402045

IP
Phone
---

e_mail Id

Ex. Engineer, Drilling
Division

---

33 T Mullaivendhan

Dy. DG & RMH

---

815

9444224624

05048

34 Shailendra Singh

Director, TC & RGD

---

825

9450093216

05053

t.mullaivendhan@gsi.gov.
in
shailendra.singh@gsi.gov
.in,
singhgaur4@gmail.com

35 S. Behera
36 Asfar Hakim

Dy. DG & RMH
Director (TC)

9437282742
9451394502

05050
05014

s.behera@gsi.gov.in
asfar.hakim@gsi.gov.in

9432239531
9415560177

05035
05012

amitkr.ray@gsi.gov.in
alok.chitranshi@gsi.gov.i
n

manmohan.singh@gsi.go
v.in

Regional Mission Head-I

Regional Mission Head-II
-----

715
553

Regional Mission Head-III
37 Amit Kumar Ray
38 Alok Chitranshi

Dy. DG & RMH
Director, TC

-----

315
615

39 Varsha A. Aglawe

Dy. DG & RMH

---

315

9422105755

05046

40 P.K. Singh

Director, TC

---

317

9450641688

05024

Varsha.aglawe@gsi.gov.i
n
p.singh@gsi.gov.in

41 G.C. Kandpal

Director & RMH-V

---

9839007709

05052

g.kandpal@gsi.gov.in

Regional Mission Head-IV

Regional Mission Head-V
911

STATE UNIT: UTTAR PRADESH, HQ: Lucknow
Vasundhara, Sector-E, Aliganj, Lucknow
FAX No. (Same as of NRO), e-mail: ddgsuup@gmail.com
42 Deo Nath

Dy. DG, SU: UP

43 Suresh Pareek
44 Kaumudi Joshi

Director, TC
Director, & HoO

45 Asfar Hakim
46 P.S. Misra
47 R.K. Naik
48 Brijesh Kumar
49 M.C. Upadhaya
50 P.K. Singh

0522-2323572
(Off.)
---

515

8004911293

05002

deo.nath@gsi.gov.in

517
511

9829034377
9437485810

05054
05059

Director, Strategic Mineral
Director, Strategic Mineral
Suptdg. Geologist,
Industrial Mineral
Director, GCM
Director, EG Division

---

9451394502

---

553
553
714

7080802802

--05021
---

suresh.pareek@gsi.gov.in
kaumudi.joshi@gsi.gov.i
n
asfar.hakim@gsi.gov.in
prem.misra@gsi.gov.in
rajesh.naik@gsi.gov.in

-----

708
828

8005493019
9630094788

05047
05040

Director, Proj: Env.
Geology

---

710

9450641688

05024

brijesh.kumar@gsi.gov.in
mahesh.upadhyay@gsi.g
ov.in
p.singh@gsi.gov.in

STATE UNIT: UTTARAKHAND, HQ: Dehradun
Industrial Area Near Urja Park, Patel Park Dehradun-248001
Phone No. & FAX No. 0135-2628347; 2620436, e-mail: tcgsi.uk@gmail.com
51 Rakesh Kumar

Dy. DG, SU: Uttarakhand

52 S.K. Tripathi

Director, GCM

53 Bhupender Singh

Suptdg. Geologist, TC &
Proj.: LSM
Suptdg. Geologist, Proj.:
MIP
Director, EG Division &
HoO

54 Bhupendra Singh
55 B.M. Gairola

0135-2629882
(Off.)
0135-2726248
(Res.)
0135-2970322

---

9811151331

18001

rakesh.kumari@gsi.gov.in;
rakesh1958@gmail.com

---

9410141082

18005

---

---

8755578677

18003

9411559449

---

9717872927

18002

santosh.tripathi@gsi.gov.i
n
bhupendra.singh@gsi.gov
.in
bhupendra.singh2@gsi.go
v.in
brij.gairola@gsi.gov.in

--0135-2620436
(Off.)

---

STATE UNIT: PUNJAB & HIMACHAL PRADESH, HQ: Chandigarh
Plot No.3, Dakshin Marg, Sector-33B, Chandigarh-160020
Phone No.: 0172-2626232, 2622528, 2622530; FAX No. 0172-2621945, 2622529; e-mail: directortcphp@gmail.com
56 Ch. Venu Gopal
Rao
57 N.K. Punj
58 Parvinder S.Gill
59 Navjeet Singh
Nayyar

Dy. DG, SU: P & HP
Director, TC, M&C and
Proj:Geoinformatics
Director, Chemical
Division & HoO
Suptdg. Geologist, MIP

0172-2624702
(Off.)
---

---

9866449348

17001

---

8146271651

17003

ch.rao1@gsi.gov.in;
venugopal1@gmail.com
n.punj@gsi.gov.in

0172-2622530

---

9779004911

17016

p.gill@gsi.gov.in

---

---

9417227443

---

navjit1.nayyar@gsi.gov.i
n
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Sl. Name
No
60 Rajinder Kumar
61 P.S. Sethi

62 Manoj Kumar
63 Hemant Kumar
64 Sanjiv Kumar

Designation
Director, Project: STM
Item (Siwalik)
Suptdg. Geologist,
Proj:GCM & Nodal
Officer, Siwalik Fossil
Park (Saketi)
Director, Proj.: NLSM
Suptdg. Geologist, FTC,
Saketi
Director, EG

Landline
---

Extn
Mobile No.
No.
--9313502359

IP
Phone
17006

---

---

---

---

-----

-----

8968443417
9873838242

17004
17011

0172-2622528

---

---

---

e_mail Id
rajinder.kumar@gsi.gov.i
n
parminder.sethi@gsi.gov.i
n

manoj.kumar@gsi.gov.in
hemant.kumar@gsi.gov.i
n
sanjeev.kumar1@gsi.gov.
in

STATE UNIT: HARYANA, HQ: Faridabad
NH-5P, NIT Faridabad-121001
Phone No.: 0129-2411441, 2411443; FAX No. 0129-2417341, 2423128; e-mail: tcsuhar@gmail.com
65 Ch. Venu Gopal
Rao
66 A.K. Gupta
67 Sanjay Wahi

Dy. DG, SU: Haryana

---

---

9866449348

16001

Director, TC & MI (BM)
Director, MI (SM&BM)

0129-2411441
---

-----

9718373777
9899288809

68 Moumita Mitra
Sinha

Suptdg. Geologist, Proj.
Basemetal &
Geoinformatics (IGCP)
Director, Chemical
Division
Director and HoO
Proj:Geoinformatics
Suptdg. Geologist, M&C
Division

0129-2411442

---

9717120017

16002
16004
16003
16013

0129-2410647

---

9868022498

16005

v.singh1@gsi.gov.in

---

---

9999744701

16013

mukesh.nagar@gsi.gov.in

---

---

9868593947

16006

pushp.lata@gsi.gov.in

69 V.P. Singh
70 Mukesh Nagar
71 Pushp Lata

ch.rao1@gsi.gov.in;
venugopal1@gmail.com
a.gupta1@gsi.gov.in
sanjay.wahi@gsi.gov.in
moumita.mitrasinha@gsi.
gov.in

STATE UNIT: JAMMU & KASHMIR, HQ: Jammu
Yard No.-2, Transport Nagar, Narwal, Jammu-180006
Jammu Office Phone No. 191-2477702, 2474486; FAX No.: 0191-2477854, 2477906; Kashmir Office FAX No.: 0194-2312438
72 Brij Kumar

Dy.DG, SU: J&K

73 Rajesh Joshi

Director, TC, MIP & Proj:
GCM
Suptdg. Geologist, Proj:
Geoinformatics, M&C
Division, Proj: STM
Sr. Geologist, EG, Proj.:
LSM & HoO

74 V. Shivgotra

75 Ajay Kumar

0191-2477702
(Off.) 01912475531 (Res.)
---

---

9419121115

19001

brij.kumar@gsi.gov.in
brijkumarhw@gmail.com

---

9450110602

19005

rajesh.joshi@gsi.gov.in

---

---

8005493870

19003

vijay.shivgotra@gsi.gov.i
n

---

---

9402500776

---

Ajay.kumar1@gsi.gov.in
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III. ACTIVITY DOMAIN
SCHEMES
Mission-I
Survey & Mapping
Mission-II
Mineral Exploration
Mission-III
Information/Dissemination

COMPONENTS/ACTIVITIES
Specialised thematic mapping, geochemical mapping,
geophysical mapping and systematic geological mapping
Exploration for gold, tungsten and base metal and
industrial minerals
Map compilation and publication on various earth science
subjects, information technology and creation of data for
GSI Portal
Geotechnical, environmental, landslide, earthquake
geology and seismology, and glacial studies. Research
work on fundamental geosciences and Arctic
Training under RTI and FTC

Mission-IV
Specialised Investigation and
Research & Development
Mission-V
Human Resource Development
Acquisition and replacement of State of the Art
STSS
Modernisation, Assets Procurement & instruments/equipments
Management
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MISSION-I
BASELINE GEOSCIENCE DATA GENERATION
A total of 20 regular field items, 3 service items and 1 RP item are being taken up
under the canopy of Mission-I, NR. Thirty-eight geologists, twelve geophysicists and nine
chemists (one part time chemist with each GCM item) are involved to accomplish the activities
of Mission-I, NR.
During the current Annual Programme, 4 items pertaining to Specialised Thematic
Mapping and 1 RP item pertaining to second generation mapping will be taken up under Ground
Geological Survey covering 1010 sq km area with the objective to resolve the problems of
lithostratigraphy and tectonics of the intricate areas. It mainly includes: STM in parts of STM in
parts of Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Jammu & Kashmir, Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan (M.P. & Rajasthan being contiguous areas). An RP item in Siwalik will involve
Traverse Mapping in gap areas of Siwalik Group in the states of Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal
Pradesh, Haryana, Punjab and Uttarakhand for compilation of Siwalik Group with the help of
photo geological maps. One STM item is being taken up in the Vindhyan to establish the
sedimentological and depositional history of the Lower Vindhyan basin and to correlate the
geological setup in eastern and western sectors of the basin. STM of Indus Tectonic Belt to
demarcate its lithounits in Ladakh area and study of Seawa Granite-gneiss and Panjal Traps in
J&K.
Under Systematic Geophysical Mapping, an area of 14000 Sq km in parts of UP,
Rajasthan, Gujarat will be covered under 4 regular items. The data thus collected as well as
available data shall be analysed and interpreted which will help in launching new programmes
for mineral investigations.
Under the National Geochemical Mapping Programme, 11 items covering an area of
9208 sq km, including OGP areas of Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and extended
OGP areas of Ladakh, J&K. The approved OGP area of NR falls in 58 Toposheets covering an
area of 22401.128 sq. km. A total of 20 Toposheets of UP comprising Core-OGP area of
13361.681 sq km and 27 toposheets having non-core OGP area of 8058.701 sq km. 858.072 sq
km of non-core OGP area in 10 toposheets of Haryana. 122.674 sq km of non-core OGP area in
one toposheet belonging to NCR. 21422.528 sq. km. area in 54 Toposheets has been covered by
Geochemical Mapping till the F.S. 2015-16. A total of 855.926 sq. km. OGP area of NR is
proposed for GCM for the F.S. 2016-17 and remaining 122.674 sq km belongs to NCR. Thus,
covering the whole of identified OGP area of NR by FS 2016-17. Besides, the OGP areas of WR
and CR of 6 Toposheets will be covered by the officers of Northern Region.
One Service Item as a part of the Regional Geochemical Division, NR, is also
proposed for compilation of geochemical database generated through NGCM programme. The
upgradation of NGCM reports of the previous field seasons, to final status, shall be taken up
concurrently, depending on the availability of analytical data. 54 reports of NGCM which have
been finalized and reports upto FS 2013-14 will be finalized by the end of FS 2016-17.
Under Remote Sensing Division, NR an item has been proposed on creation of
hyperspectral library of Golwa-Gangutana mineral belt, Mahendragarh district, Haryana by way
of collecting hyperspectral signatures of rocks, mineralized zone (if seen on surface), and altered
zones in field and Lab. The Service Item by Remote Sensing Division envisages procurement of
data products, maintenance of lab infrastructure and assistance, processing and related services Data Preparation – Geocoding (Geo referencing and Image rectification) of digital/ raster data;
Digital Image Processing (Enhancement); mosaicing and subsetting. Maintenance of lab
infrastructure, support to Divisions / Projects of Northern Region in interpretation of satellite
data and generation of thematic maps.
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LIST OF ITEMS UNDER MISSION-I, FS: 2016-17
S.No. Code No.
1.
SER/NR/HQ/2016/001

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

Item
Planning, Co-ordination, Implementation, Monitoring and
Quality Control of all activities of the Mission-I
Regional Geochemical Division
SER/NR/HQ/2016/002
Compilation of Geochemical database generated through
NGCM programme.
SUB-MISSION-IA: GROUND SURVEY
SPECIALISED THEMATIC MAPPING (STM)
Jammu & Kashmir
STM/NR/JK/2015/001
Specialised Thematic Mapping of Indus Tectonic Belt in
Kyun La-Shuruk Sumdo-Liyan-Nidar-Kitche La-Nechung
area, Ladakh, J&K.
STM/NR/JK/2016/001
Specialized Thematic Mapping to study the tectonic setup
and evoluationary history of Seawa Granite gneisses and
Panjal Trap and delineate the tectonic relationship of the
Panjal Trap with older Salkhala Formation in DharorSarthali-Duggan-Bani area, Kathua district, J&K with
special reference to REE concentration.
Himachal Pradesh
RP/NR/PHP/2016/002
Traverse Mapping in gap areas with the help of photo
interpreted maps and synthesis of STM data of Siwalik
Group in the states of Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Himachal
Pradesh, Haryana and Uttarakhand.
Uttar Pradesh
STM/NR/UP/2016/003
Specialised Thematic Mapping of the rocks of Lower
Vindhyan in parts of UP, MP and Rajasthan to establish the
sedimentological and depositional history of the Lower
Vindhyan basin and to correlate the geological setup in
eastern and western sectors of the basin.
Uttarakhand
STM/NR/UK/2016/065
Specialised Thematic Mapping in extension of ChamriAdditional Item
Amtiargad blocks, Tons Valley with emphasis on reported
polymettalic sulphide mineralization in parts of Dehradun
district, Uttarakhand.
GEOCHEMICAL MAPPING (GCM)
Jammu & Kashmir
GCM/NR/JK/2016/004
Geochemical Mapping in toposheet nos. 52L/9 and parts of
52K/16 in Rhongo-Kyun Tso area, Leh district, Ladakh,
Jammu & Kashmir. (On Expedition Basis)
GCM/NR/JK/2016/005
Geochemical Mapping in toposheet nos. 52F/10 (Part),
52F/15 &16 (Part) in Shyok-Nubra belt, of Leh district,
Ladakh area, Jammu & Kashmir. (On expedition basis)
Punjab & Himachal Pradesh
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/006 Geochemical mapping in toposheet nos. 63L/4 and parts of
63L/8 in Sidhi and Singrauli districts, Madhya Pradesh.
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/007 Geochemical mapping in toposheet nos. 63L/12 and 63L/8
(part) in Singrauli District, MP and Sonbhadra District, UP.
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/008 Geochemical mapping in toposheet no. 64M/4 in Surguja
District, Chhattisgarh.
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S.No. Code No.
12.
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/009

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.
20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Item
Geochemical mapping in toposheet nos. 54F/1 & part of
54F/2 in Bharatpur and Sawai - Madhopur districts,
Rajasthan.
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/010 Geochemical mapping in parts of toposheet no. 54F/2 in
Bharatpur and Sawai - Madhopur districts, Rajasthan.
Uttar Pradesh
GCM/NR/UP/2016/011
Geochemical mapping in toposheet no. 63L/1 and parts of
63G/8 in Chandauli, Mirzapur & Sonbhadra districts, U.P.
and Rewa District, M.P.
GCM/NR/UP/2016/012
Geochemical mapping in toposheet no. 63K/16 and parts of
63G/8 in Chandauli, Mirzapur and Sonbhadra districts, U.P.
and Rewa district, M.P.
GCM/NR/UP/2016/013
Geochemical mapping in toposheet no. 63O/4 and parts of
63G/8 in Chandauli, Mirzapur and Sonbhadra districts,U.P.
and Rewa district, M.P.
Uttarakhand
GCM/NR/UK/2016/014
Geochemical Mapping in toposheet nos. 53O/16 and parts of
53O/4 in Almora, Nainital and Udham Singh Nagar districts,
Uttarakhand.
GEOPHYSICAL MAPPING (GPM)
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/015
Geophysical mapping in toposheet nos. 45L/8, 46I/ 1, 2, 3 &
5 in Udaipur, Chittorgarh, Dungarpur, Banswara districts,
Rajasthan and Panchmahal district Gujarat.
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/016
Geophysical mapping in toposheet nos. 45 L/ 1, 2, 3, 4 & 7
in Udaipur, Chittorgarh and Dungarpur districts, Rajasthan.
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/017
Geophysical mapping in toposheet nos. 45H/14, 15 & 16,
46E/13, 45O/3 in Udaipur, Dungarpur, Bhilwara districts,
Rajasthan.
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/018
Geophysical mapping in toposheet nos. 63P/5, 63L/10, 41
E/8, 12 & 16 in Varanasi & Mirzapur districts of UP, Rewa
district of MP and Kachchh district of Gujarat.
SUB-MISSION-I B: REMOTE SENSING
HM/NR/HQ/2016/019
Application of Hyperspectral/Multispectral techniques of
imaging alteration/mineralized zone & building up of
Spectral Library in the Golwa-Gangutana Mineralised Belt
of Mahendragarh District, Haryana.
SER/NR/HQ/2016/003
Procurement and maintenance of satellite data/aerial
photographs. Digital Image processing and related services include Geocoding, mosaicing, subsetting and enhancement.
Technical guidance in interpretation of satellite data/aerial
photographs to the officers of user Divisions.
RP/NR/PHP/2016/002
Traverse Mapping in gap areas with the help of photo
(Linkage with STM, SU: interpreted maps and synthesis of STM data of Siwalik
PHP)
Group in the states of Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Himachal
Pradesh, Haryana and Uttarakhand.
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PROGRESS OF WORK DURING FS 2016-17 FROM JULY TO
SEPTEMBER, 2016
Major Activity Area

Target for the
Field Season
2016-17
I. GROUND GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Specialized Thematic Mapping on
1360 sq.km
1:25,000 scale (in Sq. Km.)
RP Item (Traverse Mapping)
100 L Km
II. GROUND GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY
Geochemical Mapping on 1:50,000
9208 sq km
scale (in Sq. Km.)
III. GROUND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY
Geophysical Mapping on 1:50,000
14000 Sq. km.
scale (in Sq. Km.)

Achievement since
commencement of
FS 2016-17

% achievement

440 sq.km

32.35%

20 L km

20%

3578 sq.km

38.85%

1350 sq.km

9.64%

ITEM WISE TARGET AND ACHIEVEMENT
SPECIALISED THEMATIC
F.S.
Coverage (Sq km)
MAPPING (STM)
Target
(sq-km)
Sl.
FSP Code
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
Total since
No.
(April-June’16) (July-Sep’ 16) commencement
of FS: 2016-17
1 STM/NR/JK/2015/001
220
Nil
220 sq.km
220 sq.km
2 STM/NR/JK/2016/001
220
Nil
65 sq.km
65 sq.km
3 STM/NR/UP/2016/003
350
Nil
55 sq.km
55 sq.km
4 STM/NR/UK/2016/065
220
Nil
65 sq.km
65 sq.km
(Addl. Item)
5 STM/NR/UP/2016/066
350
-------35 sq.km
35 sq.km
(Addl. Item)
Total
1360
Nil
440 sq.km
440 sq.km
GEOCHEMICAL
MAPPING (GCM)
Sl.
FSP Code
No.

F.S.
Target
(sq-km)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

800
800
800
1300
700
800
600
800
800
800
1008
9208
F.S.
Target

GCM/NR/JK/2016/004
GCM/NR/JK/2016/005
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/006
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/007
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/008
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/009
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/010
GCM/NR/UP/2016/011
GCM/NR/UP/2016/012
GCM/NR/UP/2016/013
GCM/NR/UK/2016/014
Total
GEOPHYSICAL MAPPING
(GPM)

Coverage (Sq km)
2nd Quarter
Total since
(July-Sep’ 16) commencement
of FS: 2016-17
768 sq.km
768 sq.km
832 sq.km
832 sq.km
85 sq.km
85 sq.km
456 sq.km
456 sq.km
28 sq.km
28 sq.km
180 sq.km
188 sq.km
160 sq.km
160 sq.km
Nil
176 sq.km
192 sq.km
502 sq.km
88 sq.km
355 sq.km
Nil
Nil
2789 sq.km
3550
Coverage (Sq km)

1st Quarter
(April-June’16)
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
8 sq.km
Nil
176 sq.km
310 sq.km
267 sq.km
Nil
761 sq.km
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Sl.
No.

FSP Code

(sq-km)

1
2
3
4

GPM/NR/HQ/2016/015
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/016
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/017
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/018
Total

3500
3500
3500
3500
14000

1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
Total since
(April-June’16) (July- Sep’ 16) commencement
of FS: 2016-17
Nil
175 sq.km
175 sq.km
Nil
500 sq.km
500 sq.km
Nil
300 sq.km
300 sq.km
Nil
375 sq.km
375 sq.km
Nil
1350 sq.km
1350 sq.km

RESEARCH PROJECT
(RP Item)
Sl.
FSP Code
No.

F.S.
Coverage (L km)
Target
Traverse
1st Quarter
2nd Quarter
Total since
Mapping (April-June’16) (July- Sep’ 16) commencement
(L km)
of FS: 2016-17
RP/NR/PHP/2016/002
100
Nil
20 L km
20 L km
Total
100
Nil
20 L km
20 L km

1

PROJECT: SPECIALISED THEMATIC MAPPING
STATE UNIT: JAMMU & KASHMIR
Item Code: STM/NR/JK/2015/001
Title: Specialized Thematic Mapping of Indus Tectonic belt in Kyun La –Shuruk-Sumdo-Liyan
–Nidar-KitcheLa – Nechung area, Ladakh, J&K. (On Expedition basis)
Objectives:




To study the structure and tectonics of the area.
To delineate the mineralisation potentiality of gold, REE & Chromium in the area.
To study petrography and petrochemistry with special reference to REE mineralization.

Highlights:
1. The officers left for the expedition from GSI Jammu office on 23rd July, 2016 and
established field camp at Nyoma on 02.08.2016.
2. The area of investigation forms south-eastern most part of Indus ophiolite belt and also
south-eastern extension of Zanskar Mountain Range and lies in the Trans-Himalayan
region presenting a very rugged mountainous terrain with high relief and with average
elevation ranging from 4142 m to over 6000 m above the mean sea level. Between the
high mountain ranges, lie very wide glacial valleys, carved by glaciers and remodified by
river Indus and its tributaries. The area is drained by glacier and snow fed streams, which
finally join with the river Indus. The River Indus is the main artery of the composite
drainage system of the Ladakh Himalayas.
3. Geologically, the area of investigation lies in the southeastern corner of the Indus
Tectonic/Ophiolite belt of Ladakh. This belt is bordered to the north by the Ladakh
Granitoid Complex and to the south by the Schuppen belt. The rocks of this belt are
classified into the Indus and the Sangeluma Groups. The Indus Group comprising
essentially shallow water to molasic sediments lies unconformably over the Ladakh
Granitoid Complex while the Sangeluma Group comprising marine to continental
sediments overriding the former tectonically along Pashkyum Thrust. Both, Indus and
Sangeluma Groups are further subdivided into Formations and members.
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4. An area of 220 sq km was mapped. Bed rock samples, petrological, paleontological,
geochemical and stream sediment samples were collected from the different lithologies to
know about the economic potential and geochemistry of the area.
5. The mapped area exposes litho-units belonging to Indus and Zanskar Spiti Belts ranging
in age from Paleo-proterozoic to Holocene.
6. The Indus belt in the area has been divided into Indus, Dras Volcanics, Sangeluma,
Shergol Groups and Liyan Formation with their corresponding Formation and Members.
7. The Sangeluma Group is divided into Dras Nindam, Shange and Shergol Formations. The
Indus group in the area is represented by Kukshoo and Karit Formation and is mostly
observed in the NE side of the assigned area. These Groups of Indus Formation are
traversed by faults striking NE-SW respectively. The Kukshoo Formation comprises
Khaki Green Shales, Siltstone and marl
and has a gradational contact with the
underlying Skinding Formation in the area. The Kukshoo Formation in the area is
overlain by Karit Formation with a faulted contact between the two and comprises
Polymictic Conglomerate containing clasts of sandstone, chert and jasper and thin
unmappable bands of limestone.
8. The Zanaskar Spiti Belt is divided into Paleo protero Tso Morari Gneissic Complex and
Permian Jurassic Kuling Lilang Group / Schuppen Belt / Melange Zone.
9. The rocks of the area have suffered polyphase deformation with at least three distinct
phases of folding represented by F1, F2 and F3 folds respectively. The general trend of
bedding is NW-SE to WNW-ESE; however, swing in strike as well as reversal of dip is
frequent, due to the effect of polyphase deformation. Folds generated by first phase of
deformation are rare in occurrence and wherever found, are tight to isoclinal in nature.
These show diverse orientation of fold axes, due to the superposition of the later phases
of deformations. Folds related to the second phase of deformation are the most prominent
and are of regional scale. They are moderately tight with fold axes plunging towards
WNW and have folded the first generation folds co-axially resulting in type-III
interference. The Nidar Member of the Nindam Formation of Sangeluma Group is folded
into a westerly plunging major NW-SE trending overturned syncline.
Numerous faults and thrusts trending in NNE-SSW direction are traced in the
area and include Pashkun Thrust, Wakha Thrust and Sanku Thrust and Liyan, Lato and
Tajurma Faults.
10. Chromite mineralisation in the form of veins, pods and stringers and some magnesite
veins are observed in the ultramafics of Shergol Formation. Malachite staining has also
been observed in the Vesicular Basalt of Dras Volcanics in Nidar.
All the assigned pro rata targets for 2016-17 FSP were successfully achieved.
Item Code: STM/NR/JK/2016/001
Title: Specialized Thematic Mapping to study the tectonic setup and evoluationary history of
Seawa Granite Gneisses and Panjal traps and delineate the tectonic relationship of the Panjal
Traps with older Salkhala Formation in Dharor-SarthaliDuggan-Bani area Kathua district, J&K
with special reference to REE concentration.
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Objectives:




To study the tectonic set up and evolutionary history of Seawa Granite gneisses and
Panjal Trap.
To study the mineral potentiality of Seawa Granite gneisses and Panjal Traps with special
reference to REE mineralization.
To study the tectonic relationship of Panjal Trap with older Salkhala Formation.

Highlights:
 Mapping was carried out from Bani to Chalog, Bani to Kembili village & from Guduru to
Banjal Gala to Kot & Godud villages. The rock exposed from Bani to Chalog & Bani to
Sarthali village north of Duggan Nala is mainly phyllite & associated quartzite of
Salkhalas. The rocks belonging to parautochthonous & Seawa gneiss are exposed to the
south of Duggan & Seawa nala from Sarthali to Kembili villages. Seawa gneiss occurs
along & south of Seawa nala intruded within Sincha fm of parautochthonous. The Sinch
formation (fm) from Sarthali to Kembili is mainly of quartzite & slate in nature. The
contact between Seawa gneiss & Sinch fm is marked by intrusion of thick quartz vein
(10m). This quartz vein near Gusolta nala is highly sulphide bearing. The contact
between Sinch & Ramban fms to the north of Gusolta is marked by appearance of
phyllite with highly continuous foliation. The contact of Ramban & Baila fms is present
to the north of Banjal Gala & south of Gusolta village where alternate carbonate & metaargillite bands of Baila fm are present. To the north of Banjal Gala, thick sequence of
quartzite & associated meta-argilite units of Gamir fm appears upto Nunhi village & is
underlain by Sauni volcanics with a disconformable contact. The quartzite unit in contact
with sauni volcanics to the south is highly thick & milky white & light grey in colour.
The upper unit is grey to light blue colored & is also associated with meta-argillite &
minor carbonate bands. The Sauni volcanics are underlain by shale & sandstone units of
Murre group with a thrusted contact inbetween.
 The primary structures are found in the form of sedimentary bedding of quartzite & metaargillite units, bandings & laminations of thin meta siltstone & argillites in Salkhalas,
Sinch, Ramban & Gamir fms and by alternate carbonate & argillite bands of Baila fm of
of parautochthonous. Gamir quartzite shows horizontal laminations & trough cross
beddings which indicate its northerly younging direction. The secondary deformation
structures are found throughout the covered area. The foliation in Sinch fm is slightly
sparse compared to Salkhalas & Ramban units where it is very closely spaced &
continuous in nature. Oldest foliation ((S1) in the area is parallel to the primary bedding
and laminations (S1//S0) & trends in NW – SE direction and dipping eitherways but
dominance towsrds north. Characteristic phyllitic sheen is very conspecious on S1//S0
plane in phyllites and has even developed on interacted thin quartzite bands. Tight
isoclinals folds probably of F1 stage have been found within S1//S0 units. However, folds
within Gamir quartzite are closed type. The later crenulations & disjunctive spaced
cleavage developed on S1//S0 are found throughout the Salkhalas & parautochthonous
units.
 The Sauni volcanics & underlying Murree group have a low angle (<20°) thrusted contact
exposed between Kot & Gudod villages. This thrust has developed calcrete material (fault
gauge) along thrust plane. A local fault has also been observed within Gamir fm at
contact of its arenaceous (quartzite) & meta-argilite units. This fault also shows presence
of calcrete with vuggy structures due to solution activity. This makes it very light
weighted with open holes & crackes.
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STATE UNIT: PUNJAB & HIMACHAL PRADESH
Item Code: STM/NR/PHP/2016/002
Title: Traverse Mapping in gap areas of Siwalik Group with the help of photo interpreted maps
in the states of Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana and Uttarakhand
Objectives: Compilation of Siwalik Group with the help of traverse mapping and photo
interpreted maps in gap areas of J&K, HP, Haryana and UK.
Highlights: During Second Quarter (July to Sept 2016) in FS 2016-17, the following work has
been carried out:


Geological Field work was initiated on 05/08/2016 starting from the Gap areas in parts of
the toposheet numbers 43P/10 and 43P/14 in Kathua district of J&K. About 20 Line km
traverses along the Basolhi- Jindrota –Saman-Bhund sections were carried out to check &
demarcate the formation level units. Kalar, Pinjor and Saketi (i.e US-1, 2, 3 respectively)
formations of the Upper Siwaliks were observed. Only Nagri Formation (i.e MS-1) of
Middle Siwaliks and Chinji (i.e Nahan) Formation of Lower Siwaliks are exposed.
However, the Dhokpathan formation (MS-2, of Middle Siwaliks) and Kamlial Formation
(LS-1, of Lower Siwaliks) are nearly absent in the study area. However, in J&K, the
Siwaliks in parts of 43G and 43F are not accessible & amenable, so PGRS maps of these
gap areas on 1:25,000 scale are required from the PGRS Div GSI Lucknow for
compilation work.



Geological maps prepared and finalized during the FS-2014-15 & 2015-16 under three
STM items in PHP have been submitted to the Geodata Division, GSI-Chandigarh for
overall compilation of the geological maps and intimating the ‘Gap areas in PHP.
GeoData Division has also provided the Gap area map in Siwaliks showing the
unmapped areas and the areas which needs field visits to solve the litho-boundary
matching problems.



Compiled Geological maps of the uncovered areas of Siwaliks from M/C Division GSI
Lucknow are also required to match/check the gap areas in J&K, in UPUK and in PHP.
The gap area of Siwaliks comprise the parts of the toposheet nos. 43F/12, 16, 43G/9, 10,
11, 13, 14, 15 and 43P/10, 14 in J&K. The M&C Division, GSI,NR-Lucknow has also
intimated the ‘Gap areas’ with Coordinates in J&K, PHP and UP&UK; and has requested
the PGRS Div. (on 19/08/2016) for maps of the ‘Gap areas’.



Toposheet nos. 53K/9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 53O/2, 3 and 62C/4, 8 represent the gap
areas in parts of UP & Uttarakhand. The PGRS Division has recently submitted the ‘Gap
Area maps of these Toposheets. In gap areas, in parts of UPUK, the field work is under
progress for field checks with the help of the map provided by the PGRS Division.



Technical discussion with the officers of STM Project about the new RP item on Siwaliks
for compilation work during FS-2016-17. The officers are engaged in the compilation and
synthesis of report material. Also prepared the status map of Siwaliks in J&K.



Reference Section of Lower Siwaliks in Raun-Mansar-Purmandal-Uttarbehani Section in
J&K, as proposed during the FS 2013-2015, has been reviewed.



Publication division, GSI NR, Lucknow has been requested for providing the
unpublished GSI reports on Siwaliks for compilation and synthesis in present RP item.



Officers of the STM projects have attended the modifications and corrections; have taken
print-out of the reports and maps. Three STM Siwaliks reports (STM/NR/PHP/2014/001,
002 and 003) were updated and submitted to the office of the DDG & RMH-I, GSI
Lucknow for circulation. All the three STM Siwaliks’ reports have been circulated timely.
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STATE UNIT: UTTAR PRADESH
Item Code: STM/NR/UP/2016/003
Title: Specialised Thematic Mapping of the rocks of Lower Vindhyan in parts of UP, MP and
Rajasthan to establish the sedimentological and depositional history of the Lower Vindhyan
basin and to correlate the geological setup in eastern and western sectors of the basin.
Objectives:


To establish the sedimentological and depositional history of the Vindhyan Basin.



To correlate the Lower Vindhyan rocks in Chittorgarh, Nimbahera, Jhalawar, Kota, Bundi
districts of Rajasthan; Sidhi and Rewa districts of Madhya Pradesh and Sonbhadra district
ofUttar Pradesh.



To model the Proterozoic Geological history of the Region.



To study mineral potential of the area.

Highlights:


Mapped of an area about 55 sq. km. at 1:25,000 scale in T.S. No 45L/10 in Nimbahera
area.



The prominent lithotypes in the area comprise of Basement (Berach Granite and the
Bhadesar Formation of Bhilwara Supergroup), Lower Vindhyans (Semri Group) and the
Upper Vindhyans (Kaimur Group).



Lower Vindhyans (Semri Group) overlies the basement rocks with a tectonic contact as
observed near Bhadesar.



The Bhilwara Supergroup of rocks in the present study area is repreresented by
metasediments mostly quartzite of Bhadesar Formation.



The Semri Group in the mapped area is represented by a thick sequence of limestone,
sandstone, siltstone and shale.



Structurally, the area is almost undeformed as manifested by the horizontal to shallow
dipping sandstone, shale and limestone lithounits. However, in the western margins of the
area the lithounits dip easterly with shallow to moderate dips.



A limonitic zone trending N-S with highly deformed rock leading to crushing and obliterating
the original rock characters has been observed near Sava Village.

Item Code: STM/NR/UP/2016/066 [additional]
Title: Specialised Thematic Mapping of rocks of Mahakoshal Group and Dudhi Granitoid
Complex in Dudhinagar-Deorahi-Mahuria-Bishrampur-Guretha area in Sonbhadra and Mirzapur
Districts of Uttar Pradesh to establish basement-cover relationship and to ascertain the mineral
potential of the area.
Objectives:


To establish the basement-cover relationship of Dudhi Granitoid Complex with
metasediments of Mahakoshal Group



To ascertain nature and contact of Dudhi Granitoid Complex and its associated granite
phases.



To search for REE in granites & BIF associated mineralisation in the area.
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Highlights:







The southern part of the area dominantly exposes the Dudhi Gneissic Complex (DGC)
comprised of various types of gneisses (hornblende gneiss, quartzo-feldspathic gneiss,
migmatitie etc.) along with metasedimentary enclaves.
The northern part of the study area exposes the Parsoi formation comprising mainly
phyllites belonging to Mahakoshal Group.
Various types of younger, intrusive granite bodies (leucocratic granite, porphyritic
granite, pink granite) along with mafic dykes, pegmatites, quartz veins, etc. of different
generations are also encountered.
The detailed mapping work was initiated near the contact of DGC and Mahakoshal
Group. The regional trend of foliation is ENE-WSW to E-W with variable dips towards
either side (N or S).
STATE UNIT: UTTARAKHAND

Item Code: STM/NR/UK/2016/065
Title: Specialised thematic mapping in extension of Chamri-Amtiyargad blocks, Tons valley
with emphasis on reported polymetallic sulphide mineralization in parts of Dehradun district,
Uttarakhand.
Objectives:


To characterize the detailed lithology and work out the structural framework and
stratigraphy of the Lesser Himalayan succession in the Tons valley of Dehradun District,
Uttarakhand.



To study the base metal mineralisation potentiality of the Tons Valley area.



To unravel the relationship of mineralised zone with country rock of the area.

Highlights:


Carried out field work in and around the Bhandrauli to Lokhandi and adjoining sections
and mapped an area of 65 sq km.



The mapped area represents limestone, dolomitic limestone, shale, argillite, with quartzite
bands and basic intrusive of Bajmara and Sauli formations of Deoban Group and AtalDharagad basic volcanic and silisi-clasitics.



At places, the primary sulphide minerals like chalcopyrite and galena are seen in the
quartzite and in the domomitic limestone-shale sequence. A few old workings are also
noticed at places of the metallic mineral occurrences. The weathered and highly oxidised
outcrops with orange, lilac, red and purple staining are noticed. They probably represent
the leached outcrops.



At few places, iron leaching is common on outcrops and often associated with
carbonaceous shales imparting it orange to yellow colour stains.



The rocks exhibit signatures of superposed deformations. These include the fold axis
mullions, folded axial surfaces of earlier folds, partly developed hook shaped folds and
later brittle deformation. Some shear related features like tension gashes, s-c fabric and
small shear zones are also noticed in the area. Hence in the study area, more than two
events of deformation can be envisaged. Presence of stromatolites is seen in the
limestone of Deoban Group at many places.
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PROJECT: GEOCHEMICAL MAPPING
STATE UNIT: JAMMU AND KASHMIR, JAMMU
Item Code: GCM/NR/JK/2016/004
Title: Geochemical Mapping in toposheet nos. 52L/9 and parts of 52K/16 in Rhongo-Kyun Tso
area, Leh district, Ladakh, Jammu & Kashmir. (On expedition basis)
Objectives: To create a geochemical database of 52L and 52K of Jammu and Kashmir state
using multi elemental analysis.
Highlights:


All the field targets were achieved successfully by the end of September 2016.



Attended marginal correction in sample location maps and engaged in filling of excel
sheets for field data.



Engaged in modification of sample location maps, land use, land cover map and slope
maps.



Camp has been closed

Item Code: GCM/NR/JK/2016/005
Title: Geochemical Mapping in toposheet nos. 52F/10 (part), 52F/15 & 16 (part) Shyok-Nubra
belt, of Leh district, Ladakh area, Jammu & Kashmir. (On expedition basis).
Objectives: To create a geochemical database of 52F of Jammu and Kashmir state using multi
elemental analysis.
Highlights:


All the given targets achieved successfully i.e. 50 nos. of stream sediments, 11 nos. of
water samples, 10 nos. of duplicate samples, 20 nos. of heavy mineral samples, 10 nos. of
XRD samples & 15 nos. of hard rock samples have been collected & have been duly
processed and packed as per latest NGCM guidelines available on GSI portal.



Extra 06 nos. of hard rock samples have also been collected from Trisha village falls in
TS no 52F/10 for thin section study to identify Albitite rock type. The said samples have
been sent to Lucknow in the petrological lab for thin section preparation.



Writing & corrections in report pertaining to FS 2015-16 have been attended with duly
care under the supervision of Sh. Rajesh Joshi, Director.



As the soil is not developed in the area, therefore, Soil ‘C’ & R samples could not be
taken.
STATE UNIT: PUNJAB & HIMACHAL PRADESH

Item Code: GCM/NR/PHP/2016/006
Title: Geochemical mapping in toposheet nos. 63L/4 and parts of 63L/8 in Sidhi and Singrauli
districts, Madhya Pradesh
Objective: - To create a geochemical database of 63 L of Madhya Pradesh state using multi
elemental analysis.
Highlights:
Field work for Geochemical Mapping was initiated and 85 nos. of unit cell samples (with
13 nos. of composites) were collected and processed and out of that 10 nos. of composites were
submitted for chemical analysis during this quarter. Based on geological traverse, the area
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comprises Chhotanagpur Gneissic Complex of Archaean to Palaeoproterozoic age, volcanosedimentary sequences of Mahakoshal Group of Palaeoproterozoic age and younger sedimentary
sequences of Gondwana Supergroup in majority. There is an overlying unit of Deccan Basalt
scattered to the south and central part of the study area. Sandstone of Gondwana Supergroup is
represented by Ferruginous Sandstone and Barakar Sandstone which is coarse grained, poorly
sorted and friable in nature. The area shows an overall undulatory to plain land topography due
differential weathering pattern.
Apart from regular FSP activity, compilation (excel format) of chemical results and
sample location points of previous NGCM activities pertaining to the SU: P&HP was also
carried out as a linkage item and sent to Mission-I, NR, Lucknow.
Item Code: GCM/NR/PHP/2016/007
Title: Geochemical mapping in toposheet nos. 63L/12 and parts of 63L/8 (part) in Singrauli
district, MP and Sonbhadra District, UP
Objectives: To create a geochemical database of 63L of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh
states using multi elemental analysis.
Highlights:
During the period, a total of 456 sq. km of geochemical mapping was carried out in TS
No: 63L/12 in parts of Singrauli district, M.P and Son-Bhadra district, U.P. The study area is
mainly covered by agricultural fields, forests, open scrub, human settlements and open cast coal
mines. Geologically, the northern and south eastern part of the toposheet comprises granite
gneiss, biotite and hornblende schist of Chottanagpur Gneissic Complex of Archean to
Palaoproterozoic age trending in ENE-WSW direction. Majority of the area exposes the reddish
brown, medium to coarse grained, ferruginous sandstone of Barakar Formation with BIF bands
followed by fine to medium grained, friable, grayish white sandstone of Talchir Formation. Due
to prolonged weathering and erosion of Talchir Formation, southern part of the study area is
presently utilized for cultivation of paddy, maize and seasonal vegetables. The Barakar
Sandstone is mainly exposed as ridges trending in E-W direction.
The coal seams within Barakar Formation are currently being exploited by Northern
Coalfields Ltd. and Reliance India Ltd. 34 nos. of unit cell samples (103A, 102A, 102B, 102C,
102D, 101A, 101B, 101D, 114A, 114B, 114C, 126A, 126B, 125A, 125B, 112A, 111A, 98C,
110A, 110B, 97A, 97C, 97D, 96A, 96B, 96D, 95A, 95B, 95C, 94D, 107B, 107D, 134B and
121C) and 1 composite sample (102) are lying under the active mining area. Apart from this 29
nos. of unit cell samples (9C, 22A, 22B, 22C, 23B, 23C, 23D, 24A, 24B, 24C, 25A, 25B, 26A,
26C, 35B, 36A, 36B, 39A, 39C, 51B, 51D, 52A, 52C, 64A, 64B, 64D, 65A, 65C and 78A) and 4
nos. (026, 039, 052 and 065) of composite samples are submerged under the Govind Vallabh
Pant Sagar Reservoir. Moreover, the landscape in and around the coal mines has been
considerably modified. Incremental coal mining activities in the area and rapid development of
coal based thermal plants like NTPC, Reliance Power Ltd., Essar Power Ltd. etc. have resulted
in acute air and water pollution, which may lead to serious health problems among the residents
of the locality.
Item Code: GCM/NR/PHP/2016/008
Title: - Geochemical mapping in toposheet no. 64M/4 in Surguja District, Chhattisgarh
Objectives: To create a geochemical database of 64M of Chhattisgarh state using multi
elemental analysis.
Highlights:


Attend correction and modifications in Mineral Investigation report for L-1 stage
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pertaining to F.S. 2015-16; item code ME/NR/PHP/2015/016.


Attend correction and modifications in geological map of T.S. 53F/01 pertaining to F.S.
2015-16.



Attend correction and modifications in STM report for L-2 stage pertaining to F.S. 201416; item code STM/NR/PHP/2015/003.



Submission and final circulation of MI report pertaining to F.S. 2015-16, item code:
ME/NR/PHP/2015/016.



Submission and final circulation of STM report for pertaining to F.S. 2014-16, item code:
STM/NR/PHP/2014/003.



Arranged the sample location details and analytical results for NGCM reports pertaining
to F.S. 2002-2014.

Item Code: GCM/NR/PHP/2016/009
Title: Geochemical mapping in toposheet nos. 54F/1 & part of 54F/2 in Bharatpur and SawaiMadhopur districts, Rajasthan
Objectives: To create a geochemical database of 54F of Rajasthan state using multi elemental
analysis.
Highlights:


Carried out pre-field work like preparation of drainage, tentative sample location,
Landuse & Landcover, Slope, Hillshade and Elevation Maps of the Toposheets Nos.54F/1
& 2 (part).



Consultation of previous report and literature related to current field work.



Carried out Regional Geological Traverse along Hindaun-Suroth-Jatwara-Durgsi- Kapura
Maluka.



Carried out Geochemical Mapping in the study area and covered 180 sq.km with
collection of Stream sediment/Slopewash Samples on 1km x1km grid & Composite
Samples from 2km x 2km grid from the dunal area.



Collection of 60 nos. unit cell samples from 1km x 1km grid, 30 nos. composite samples
from 2km x 2km and total 45 nos. of Composite samples, 01 no. of heavy mineral sample
and 1no. petrography sample in the study area.



Observed Sandstone of Indergarh Formation of Rewa Group near Durgsi and Kapura
Maluka village. The sandstone is grayish brown fine grained and thickly bedded with
shallow dip.



The peneplained terrain is covered by undifferentiated aeolian and fluvial sand, silt and
clay.

Item Code: GCM/NR/PHP/2016/010
Title: - Geochemical mapping in parts of toposheet no. 54F/2 in Bharatpur and Sawai-Madhopur
districts, Rajasthan
Objectives: - To create a geochemical database of 54F of Rajasthan state using multi elemental
analysis.
Highlights:


Initiated field camp at Karauli from 14th July 2016.



Engaged in collection of sample pertaining to NGCM project.



Collected 160 Unit cell geochemical samples in southern part of toposheet no 54F/2.



Engaged in sample processing for composite samples.
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Collected 4 petrographic samples for thin section studies.



Submitted stream sediments samples for chemical analysis to SU: P. & H.P.



Engaged in correction, modification and submission of report pertaining to FS:2014-16
STATE UNIT: UTTAR PRADESH

Item Code: GCM/NR/UP/2016/011
Title: Geochemical mapping in Toposheet No.63L/1 and part of 63G/8 9 in Chandauli, Mirzapur
and onbhadra districts of U.P. and Rewa district of M.P.
Objective: To create a geochemical database of 63L and 63G of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh states using multi elemental analysis
Highlights: 9 water samples were collected during this quarter. Total 44 stream sediment/ slope
wash samples were collected against the target of 200 covering an area of 176 sq.km area
Item Code: GCM/NR/UP/2016/012
Title: Geochemical mapping in Toposheet Nos.63K/16 and part of 63G/8 in Chandauli,
Mirzapur and Sonbhadra districts of U.P. and Rewa district of M.P.
Objectives: To create a geochemical database of 63K and 63G of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh states using multi elemental analysis
Highlights: 10 composite (total 106) samples were collected against the target of 184 samples
and all 9 water samples were collected as per the assigned target. 42 stream sediment/ slope
wash samples (total 502) were collected during this quarter.
Item Code: GCM/NR/UP/2016/013
Title: Geochemical mapping in Toposheet Nos.63O/4 and part of 63G/8 in Chandauli, Mirzapur
and Sonbhadra districts of U.P. and Rewa district of M.P.
Objectives: To create a geochemical database of 63L and 63G of Uttar Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh states using multi elemental analysis.
Highlights: 60 nos. of stream sediment/ slope wash samples (total 355) were collected during
this quarter. In addition to this water samples (9 nos.), Regolith (2 nos.) and Soil horizon (2 nos.)
were also collected.
STATE UNIT: UTTARAKHAND
Item Code: GCM/NR/UK/2016/014
Title: Geochemical Mapping in Toposheet nos. 53O/16 and parts of 53O/4 in Nainital and
Udham Singh Nagar districts, Uttarakhand.
Objectives: To generate a geochemical database of 53O of Uttarakhand State using multielemental analysis.
Highlights:


Literature survey of the Siwalik Group, Bhimtal Formation and Ramgarh group of rocks
was carried out. In toposheet no. 53 O/4, the area is mainly classified into Older Alluvium
of Middle to Late Pleistocene age and Newer Alluvium of Holocene age. The area is a
classical example of badland topography which may result in major environmental
hazard in the area.
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Total 6 nos. of water samples were collected in association with Mr. Praveen Kumar
Singh, Chemist, GSI, NR, Lucknow.



Because of absence of flowing stream within A1 grid, water sample no.
53O/4/A1/W/2016 was collected as ground water sample.
PROJECT: GEOPHYSICAL MAPPING

Item Code: GPM/NR/HQ/2016/015
Title: Geophysical mapping in toposheet nos. 45L/ 8, 46I/ 1, 2, 3 & 5 in Udaipur, Chittorgarh,
Dungarpur, Banswara Districts, Rajasthan and Panchmahal District, Gujarat.
Objectives:
1. To generate gravity magnetic data for the delineation of subsurface structures
2. To establish the geophysical database of degree sheet nos. 45L and 46I.
Highlights:








Established the geophysical camp at Partapur, Banswara district, Rajasthan
A total of 70 GM stations have been observed covering an area of 175 sq km (5%).
1 no. of rock samples have been collected for physical property measurement.
Drift/ diurnal variations of gravimeter/ Magnetometer have been observed to study the
behavior of the instruments.
Few gravity stations have been repeated in order to measure the accuracy/ repeatability of
the instruments.
Drift and diurnal corrections have been applied to the observed GM data.
Report entitled “Report on ground geophysical mapping in parts of degree sheet 5F &
54G (Toposheet Nos. 54F/16, 54G/13, 14, 15 and 16) has been circulated with the
permission of Dy. DG & RMH-I on 29.09.16.

Item Code: GPM/NR/HQ/2016/016
Title: Geophysical mapping in toposheet nos. 45L/1, 2, 3, 4 & 7 in Udaipur, Chittorgarh and
Dungarpur Districts, Rajasthan.
Objectives:
1. To generate gravity magnetic data for the delineation of subsurface structure
2. To establish the geophysical database of degreesheet no. 45L
Highlights: During the period officers had carried out gravity, magnetic and differential global
positioning system (DGPS) surveys in parts of toposheet no. 45L/1. An area of 500 sq. km has
been covered by taking 200 observations as per SOP norm (one observation per 2.5 sq. km.) &
collect 3 rock samples.
Item Code: GPM/NR/HQ/2016/017
Title: Geophysical mapping in toposheet nos. 45H/14, 15 &16, 46 E/13 and 45O/3 in Udaipur,
Dungarpur, Bhilwara districts, Rajasthan.
Objective:
1. To generate gravity magnetic data for the delineation of subsurface structures
2. To establish the geophysical database of degreesheet nos. 45H, 46E & 45O.
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Highlights: Prefield preparation such as collection/checking of geophysical instruments, camp
establishment, and GM data collection, participation in training programme, correction and
modificatiuon/submission/circulation of GPM report on 30.09.2016.
Item Code: GPM/NR/HQ/2016/018
Title: Geophysical mapping in toposheet nos. 63P/5, 63L/10, 41E/8, 12 & 16 in Varanasi &
Mirzapur districts of UP, Rewa district of MP and Kachchh district of Gujarat.
Objectives:
1. To generate gravity magnetic data for the delineation of subsurface structures
2. To establish the geophysical database of degree sheet nos. 63P, 63L and 41E.
HIGHLIGHTS: Party members have attended prefield preparations to execute FS: 2016-17. A
total of 150 GM stations have been observed covering an area of 375 sq. km. A total number of 5
rock samples have also been collected from the exposed in situ formations from Toposheet no.
41 E/8.
RSAS
Northern Region, Lucknow
Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2016/003
Title: Procurement and maintenance of satellite data/aerial photographs. Digital Image
processing and related services-include Geocoding, mosaicing, sub setting and enhancement.
Technical guidance in interpretation of satellite data/aerial photographs to the officers of user
Divisions.
Objectives:
1. Procurement of digital satellite data from NRSC for different SU/Divisions/Projects of
GSI requiring RS input for their respective field assignments as per FSP proposals
towards preparation of thematic maps based on satellite imagery
2. To provide technical guidance in interpretation of FCC/aerial photographs for generation
of thematic maps to the officers of various user Divisions
Highlights:


IRS P6 LISS III digital satellite data pertaining to toposheet nos 53O/10 & 11 was
browsed and selected for various user Divisions.



179 nos. coloured print out were given to the various user divisions of NR.



191 nos. A4 size print out were given to the various user Divisions of NR.



48 nos. scanning of tracings/ Maps were done for different Divisions of NR.



Procurement of 17 scenes of IRS P6 LISS IV digital satellite data of Himachal Pradesh at
the request of Glaciology Division is under finalisation- Bill submitted to party bill
section for advance payment along with mandate form from NRSC.



Sr. PAC of ENVI software and Spectroradiometer done.



Issue of NDC-5 Nos

Item Code: HM/NR/HQ/2016/019
Title: Application of Hyperspectral/Multispectral techniques of imaging alteration/ mineralized
zone & building up of Spectral Library in Golwa- Gangutana Mineralised Belt of Mahendragarh
District, Haryana.
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Objective: Creation of spectral library of Golwa Gangutana mineral belt, Mahendragarh district,
Haryana by way of collecting hyperspectral signatures of rocks, mineralized zone (if seen on
surface), altered zones in field and Lab.
Highlights:


Preparation of pre field maps is under progress.



Fieldwork initiated on 20th June, 2016.



7 days field work has been completed in the study area covering T.S. no. 54 A/1.



Total 52 no. samples have been collected for generation of Lab. spectra, petrographic
study and XRD analysis.



10 nos. thin sections received.



For XRD analysis processing of 10 samples has been done and samples have been sent to
Mineral Physics Division.



28 no. samples sent to CHQ for collection of hyperspectral signatures.

Item Code: RP/NR/PHP/2016/002
Title: Traverse Mapping in gap areas with the help of photo interpreted maps and synthesis of
STM data of Siwalik Group in the states of Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh,
Haryana and Uttarakhand.
Objective: Compilation of Siwalik Group with the help of traverse mapping and photo
interpreted maps in gap areas of J&K, HP, Haryana and UK
Highlights:


Soft copies of the maps of the Siwalik area were collected from M& C Division.



Georeferenced the maps and superimposed over FCCs prepared with the help of LISS III
data for preparation of photo interpreted map of the Siwalik area.



Landsat 8 OLI multispectral data (6 nos) covering degree sheets 53K, 53O, 53A, 62C, 52
D and 43P were downloaded. The digital satellite data in different bands was layer
stacked and spectrally enhanced by using different image enhancement techniques like
resolution merge, histogram equalization, haze reduction etc.



Hard copy of 1:25000 scale geological maps of T.S. No. 53 A/6, 7, 11, 12 &16; 43P/6, 7,
11,15; 53O/16& 62C/4 were collected from M&C Division and concerned officers (STM
Divison). The available geological maps of Siwalik Group were georeferenced and
projected in Arc GIS.



Received the shape files of Siwalik belt of NR on 1:50,000 scale by Geodata Division.



Conjunctive study of multispectral digital satellite data (Landsat 8 OLI, IRS P6 LISS III)
and available geological maps of Siwalik belt on 1;25000 and 1:50,000 scale was carried
out to delineate the Siwalik Group in unmapped areas



Photointerpreted map of the Siwalik Group (gap area) covering T.S. no. 53K/9,10, 11, 13,
14,15 &53O/2 &3; 62C/4 &8 has been prepared and handed over to the officers of STM
Division, P&HP, Chandigarh.



Photointerpreted map of the Siwalik group (gap area) covering T.S. no. 53A/10,
11,12,14,15, 16; 52D/3, 4 &43 P/10 &14 is under finalization
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REGIONAL GEOCHEMICAL DIVISION
NORTHERN REGION
Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2016/002
Title: Formulation and Evaluation of NGCM programme and maintenance of Regional NGCM
database.
Objective:
(i) To monitor, evaluate and report about the programmatic/technical activities of the NGCM
programme of the Region through Operational Directorates. (ii) Liason with Chemical Division
of the Region for timely analysis of the NGCM samples. (iii) Maintenance of a Regional
database on the geochemical mapping and NGCM activities through Operational Directorates.
Highlights:


48 final reports of NGCM till 2012-13 printed, published and brought under public
domain as per directives.



NGCM status updated and compilation of volume of data generated by RGM division,
GSI, NR since inception.



Data compiled for soil, regolith and water samples is being done.



Officer attended 2 workshops at Hyderabad and Kolkata and the rectification in shape file
data suggested is being attended.



Extarction of coordinates of exact sample point locations for 103 toposheets till 2012-13
is being carried out
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MISSION-II
NATURAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
With the advancement of Geoscience, the role of Mission – II has become more pronounced.
With the ever- increasing need of minerals in the development, new challenges are palpable.
Responding to the country’s emerging needs, GSI has justifiably laid thrust on the mineral
exploration activity. Prognostication of mineral deposits constitutes the frontier of exploration
activity. With this background the current mineral investigation programmes are aimed.
Mission-II encompasses following core activities.
A. Mineral Resources Assessment
B. Natural Energy Resources (except Oil & Gas)
The Mineral Investigation being a 'core-player' of GSI, a total of seventeen items and
one service item are being taken up under the aegis of Natural Resources Assessment. Total
fifteen items have been proposed for FS 2016-17 under Mineral Resources Assessment, MissionIIA. Two items have been proposed under Natural Energy Resources, Mission-II-B (Geothermal
Resources).
The items being taken up during field season 2016-17 have been envisaged in
accordance with the CGPB recommendations. Under Mission IIA, fifteen new investigations –
Six items for assessment of industrial and fertiliser minerals, three items for assessment of REE,
one item for tin along with REE, two item for tungsten along with REE and three items for
assessing the copper mineralisation will be taken up during FS 2016-17.
The six items proposed for assessment of Industrial and Fertilizer Minerals include two
investigations for limestone and one investigation for quartzite in J&K, two investigations for
andalusite in Uttar Pradesh. One limestone investigation in Jammu & Kashmir and one potash
investigation in P&HP are the follow up of requests received from the State Governments.
Considering the department's renewed thrust on the REE exploration, a total of three
items have been proposed. Other than three REE-specific items, three more REE items being
clubbed with exploration of other associated minerals - one each in the states of Uttar Pradesh,
Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh have also been proposed in FS 2016-17. Three G-2 stage
mineral investigations (one for andalusite and two for copper) are being taken up to assess the
resource potential of the areas. The G-2 stage investigation for copper and andalusite
mineralisation are being taken up in Haryana and Uttar Pradesh respectively. A total of 7050 m
of drilling will be carried out in 5 nos. of items (G-2 Stage: 3 nos. and G-3 Stage: 2 nos.). Out of
the total drilling, 3500m will be carried out by in house and 3550m will be outsourced.
Under Geothermal Resources (II-B), two new items for assessment of geothermal fields
in areas of Bhavnagar, Surat, Mahesana, Patan, Junagarh, Surendranagar and Kheda districts of
Gujarat and in around Barren Island of Andaman & Nicobar Islands will be taken up. Both the
geothermal investigations will be inter regional items.
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LIST OF ITEMS UNDER MISSION-II, FS 2016-17
S.No. Code No.
1
SER/NR/HQ/2016/004

Item
Planning, co-ordination, implementation, monitoring and
quality control of all activities of FS 2016-17 under the
Mission-II in Northern Region.
SUB-MISSION-IIA: MINERAL RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
PROJECT: BASEMETAL
STATE UNIT: HARYANA
2
ME/NR/HR/2016/020
General exploration for copper mineralization in South of
Gangutana (Block-1 of Zone A), Mahendragarh District,
Haryana. (G-2)
3
ME/NR/HR/2016/021
General exploration for copper mineralization in North of
Golwa, Mahendragarh district, Haryana. (G-2)
4
ME/NR/HR/2016/022
Preliminary exploration for copper mineralization in NNW of
Islampur Village, Mahendragarh district, Haryana. (G-3)
PROJECT: STRATEGIC MINERALS
STATE UNIT: PUNJAB AND HIMACHAL PRADESH
5
ME/NR/PHP/2016/023 Reconnoitory survey for Tungsten, Tin, REE and rare metals
in Dalhousie granitoid, Chamba District, Himachal Pradesh.
(G-4)
6
ME/NR/PHP/2016/024 Reconnoitory survey for Potash, Phosphate and associated
minerals in Ferozpur District, Punjab. (G-4)
PROJECT: INDUSTRIAL AND FERTILIZER MINERALS
STATE UNIT: JAMMU & KASHMIR
7
ME/NR/JK/2016/025
Reconnoitory survey for Limestone of Zanskar basin of
Khangral-Lamayuru area, Leh and Kargil districts, Ladakh
Region, J&K. (On Expedition basis) (G-4)
8
ME/NR/JK/2015/026
Reconnoitory survey for quartzite in parautochthonous zone in
Latti, Basantgarh and Barrot area, Udhampur and Kathua
districts, J&K. (G-4)
PROJECT: STRATEGIC MINERALS
STATE UNIT: JAMMU & KASHMIR
9
ME/NR/JK/2016/027
Reconnoitory survey for REE and polymetallic mineralization
in Kaplas Granite and its surrounding metasedimentaries
rocks in Loang, Sarthal areas of Bani, Kathua district, J&K.
(G-4)
PROJECT: INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
STATE UNIT: JAMMU & KASHMIR
10
ME/NR/JK/2016/028
Recconnoitory survey for Limestone of Baila Formation in
Darhal-Lah area, Rajouri and Riasi Districts, J&K.
(G-4)
PROJECT: STRATEGIC MINERALS
STATE UNIT: UTTARAKHAND
11
ME/NR/UK/2016/029
Reconnoitory survey for tin, tungsten and rare earth
mineralization around Thalisain area, Pauri Garhwal district,
Uttarakhand. (G-4)
STATE UNIT: UTTAR PRADESH
12
ME/NR/UP/2016/030
Reconnoitory survey for REE mineralization in Bundelkhand
Granitoid Complex, Jakhaura-Baroda Dang area, Lalitpur
district, Uttar Pradesh. (G-4)
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S.No. Code No.
13
ME/NR/UP/2016/031

14

15

16

17

18

Item
Reconnoitory survey for REE mineralization in Bundelkhand
Granitoid Complex, Bahadurpur Kalan-Sijari Buzurg area,
Jhansi-Hamirpur districts, Uttar Pradesh. (G-4)
ME/NR/UP/2016/032
Reconnoitory survey for tungsten and REE mineralization in
Dudhi Gneissic Complex, Deorhi-Barwatola area, Sonbhadra
district, Uttar Pradesh. (G-4)
PROJECT: INDUSTRIAL MINERALS
STATE UNIT: UTTAR PRADESH
ME/NR/UP/2016/033
General exploration for andalusite in segment “A” of Pulwar
Block, north of Pulwar village, Mahakoshal Group, Sonbhadra
district, U.P. (G-2)
ME/NR/UP/2016/034
Preliminary exploration for andalusite in segment “B” of
Pulwar Block, north of Pulwar Village, Mahakoshal Group,
Sonbhadra district, U.P. (G-3)
SUB-MISSION-IIB: NATURAL ENERGY RESOURCES
PROJECT: GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE
GT/NR/NEnR/2016/035 Monitoring of temperature, discharge and chemical
parameters of hot water springs and wells to ascertain the
origin of hot water and variation in Geochemistry and
geothermics with cold water located in Gujarat.
GT/NR/NEnR/2016/036 Preliminary assessment of geothermal sites in and around
Barren Island and other areas in Andaman & Nicobar Islands.
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PROGRESS OF WORK DURING SECOND QUARTER, FS 2016-17
MISSION-II
NATURAL RESOURCES ASSESSMENT
MAJOR ACTIVITY AREA

1
2
3

Large Scale Mapping on
1:12,500/10,000/25,000 (Sq km.)
Detailed Mapping on
1:2000/5000/1000 scale (Sq km.)
Drilling (m)

F.S. Target
(sq. km.)

% achievement

775

Total since
April'16
(in Sq Km)
226.0

4.9

1.07

2.04

7050

29.16

1402.4

21.84

ITEM WISE TARGET AND ACHIEVEMENT
Sl.
No.

Item No.

1

ME/NR/HR/2016/020

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ME/NR/HR/2016/021
ME/NR/HR/2016/022
ME/NR/PHP/2016/023
ME/NR/PHP/2016/024
ME/NR/JK/2016/025
ME/NR/JK/2015/026
ME/NR/JK/2015/027
ME/NR/JK/2015/028
ME/NR/UK/2016/029
ME/NR/UP/2016/030
ME/NR/UP/2016/031
ME/NR/UP/2016/032
ME/NR/UP/2016/033
ME/NR/UP/2016/034
Total

LSM on
DM on
Drilling (m)
1:12,500/10,000/25,000
1:2000/5000/1000 scale
(Sq km.)
(Sq km.)
Target FS Achivemen Target FS Achivement Target FS Achivement
2016-17
t
2016-17
2016-17
0.50
0.02
2550
0

50.00
100.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
50.00
125.00
125.00
125.00
-

2.00
0
0
0
0
0
3.0
6.0
4.0
11.0
-

0.30
1.00
0.20
0.20
0.20
1.00
1.50

775.00

26.0

4.9

50

0
0.03
0
0
0
0.05
0

2000
1000
1000
500

16.90
0
27.00
0

0.10

7050

43.90

ITEM WISE HIGHLIGHTS OF WORKDONE
Item Code: ME/NR/HR/2016/020
Title: General exploration for copper mineralization in South of Gangutana (Block-1 of Zone
A), Mahendragarh District (T.S. no. 54A/1), Haryana, (G -2).
Highlights:


The boreholes drilled during FS 1980-83 were located on ground on the basis of platform
of drill rig for GBH- 1 to GBH-10 and information collected from local people. The coordinates of location of boreholes were taken by GPS.



Detail mapping (1:2000) has been carried out for an area of 0. 20 sq. km in south of
Gangutana village, located 05 nos of borehole. After the new guidelines were issued by
the visiting Dy. D.G. from NMH-II cell at the Faridabad in the 1st week of September,
20016. The first borehole SGBH-12 (1st level) (27°52'3.92"N & 76°02'38.4"E), second
borehole SGBH-13, (2nd level) third borehole SGBH-14 (1st level), (27°52'1.61"N &
76°02'36.8"E), forth borehole SGBH-15 (2nd level), (27°52'0.692"N & 76°02'38.674"E)
and fifth borehole SGBH-16 (2nd level) (27°51'58.12"N & 76°02'37.82"E), prepared
proposal for approval and after approval from NMH-II, borehole locations were shown to
the drilling contractor. Boreholes are proposed to intersect mineralization zone at vertical
depth of 60m (1st level), 120m (2nd level) and 180m (3rd level). The boreholes no
SGBH-12 (1st level), SGBH-13, (2nd level), SGBH-14 (1st level), SGBH-15 (2nd level)
and SGBH-16 (2nd level).



Drilling for borehole SGBH-1 (2nd level) (27°52'20.20"N & 76°02'50.56"E) and SGBH3 (1st level) (27°52'19.30"N & 76°02'47.0"E) completed and core logging also
completed.



The drilling for boreholes no. SGBH-14 and SGBH-16 was started on 23-09-2016.



Sampling for drilled boreholes is under process.



Traverses were taken in the assigned area. The area comprises quartzite, impure
crystalline limestone, calcareous quartz biotite schist with quartzitic intercalations,
calcareous quartz biotite schist with sulphides amphibolites, pegmatites, quartz and
calcite veins.

Item Code: ME/NR/HR/2016/021
Title: General Exploration for Copper (Cu) mineralization in North of Golwa, Mahendragarh,

Haryana (G-2).
Highlights:


Borehole NGBH-2 (27° 50’ 48.4”N and 76° 02’ 04.1”E) has completed the depth of
120.20m on 19/07/2016. Geophysical logging of NGBH-02 has been done on 19/07/16.



Summarized lithologs of NGBH-02: 1.3m grey silty sand with minor clay (recent
sediments); 1.3m to 68.20m: Calc Quartz Biotite Schist (QBS) with impersistent quartzite
bands, 68.20m to 120.20m: Calc QBS with alternate bands of quartzite. Sulphide
mineralisation within this zone lies between 71.45m to 110m depth. The mineralsiation
occurs as in the form of chalcopyrite, chalcocite, specks of bornite (72m depth) and
pyrite/pyrrhotite. The concentration of chalcopyrite with visual estimation of 2 to 3%
occur between 71.45 to 92.10m. From 92.10m to 110m there is a disseminated
mineralisation of chalcocite with VE of sulphide mineralisation is 1% or less.



Borehole NGBH-03 (27°50’55.2”N and 76°02’03.7”E) has been started on 27/07/16
(inhouse drilling) and closed after achieving the total depth of 120.55m on 18/08/16.
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Geophysical logging of NGBH-03 has completed on 31/08/16 by Geophysical team GSI,
NR.


Summarised lithologs of NGBH-03: upto 2.0 m thick friable calcareous Quartz Biotite
Schist (QBS) with intercalation of thin biotite bands.; 2.0 m to 52.0m: Calc QBS with
bands of quartzite intercalation along foliation/fracture plane. No sulphide mineralisation;
52.0 m to 80.0m: Calc QBS with alternate bands of quartzite. Sulphide mineralisation
within this zone starts with 52.0m depth interval with stringers of chalcopyrite, chalcocite
and bornite. It also observed at an interval of 60.0m and 64.80m borehole depth with
visual estimation of less than 0.2% Cu ore. 80.0 m to 120m depth: Calc QBS with
alternate bands of quartzite along foliation plane. The sulphide mineralisation i.e.,
chalcopyrite and chalcocite concenrtates between 80.0m to 110.om borehole depth with
visual estimation of 2 to 3% approximately. Mineralisation continues upto 117.85m with
visual estimation of less than 0.1 to 0.2% Cu ore as in the form of chalcocite. 0.04 sq km
of area has been covered under survey work which comprises contouring, all boreholes
location, litho-contacts demarcation.



Borehole NGBH-4 (Out sourced) (27°50’44.6”N and 76°02’00.7”E) has started on
15.09.16 and closed after reaching the depth of 201.0m on 30.09.16. Geophysical logging
of NGBH-04 has completed on 07/10/16.



Borehole NGBH-5 (In House) (27°50’48.1”N and 76°02’02.4”E) has commenced on
05/09/2016 has attended the total depth of 210.15m on 05/10/16. Geophysical logging of
NGBH-04 has completed on 06/10/16.



0.24 sq. km of DM has been covered with the help of Surveyor in the field.



05 nos. of chip samples (NGBH 02/A to E) has been collected from the surface across the
mineralised zone (at an interval of 1m for each samples) and submitted on 15.09.16 to
Chemical Lab, Faridabad for base metal and REE analysis.



37 nos. of core samples of borehole NGBH-1/1 to 37 has submitted for base metal and
Ag, Au analysis to Chemical Lab, Faridabad on 15.09.16 for analysis.
08 Nos. (NGBH-02/PCS-01 to 08) of petrological core samples (PCS) has been collected
and sent them for chemical analysis to Petrological Lab, GSI, Faridabad.



Item Code: ME/NR/HR/2016/022
Title: Preliminary Exploration for Copper Mineralisation in Northwest of Islampur village,
Mahendragarh District, Haryana. (Stage: G3)
Highlights:


The Detail Mapping (1:2000) has been carried out for an area of 0.10 sq km in and
around NNW of Islampur village falling under Toposheet no 54A/1.



A total of 06 nos of samples collected for petrographic studies.



One borehole location (NIBH-1) was proposed and approved by RMH II, NR.



Borehole location has been shown to Drill unit, NR Lucknow

 4 nos of channel samples and grab samples have been collected for chemical analysis.
Item Code: ME/NR/PHP/2016/023
Title: Reconnoitory Survey for Tungsten, Tin, REE and rare metals in Dalhousie Granitoid,

Chamba district, Himachal Pradesh.
Highlights:
Large scale mapping on 1:12,500 scale is being carried out in and adjoining area of
Kalatop, Jargota, Kut, Shiya, Matola, Padrotu, Talai, Toela Chil Banglow, Chalang, Bamrauta,
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Riari and Koldi villages in Block-01. Total 19 sq. km area has been mapped in parts of toposheet
no. 52D/02.
In toposheet no. 52D/2, rock type exposed in the study area belongs to Morang
Formation of Vaikrita Group of Proterozoic age. It mainly comprises of quartzo-feldspathic,
schist, quartzite, phyllite, slates. It is overlain by Chamba Formation with conformable contact.
This Formation constitute mainly of slates, phyllite, quartzite bands and carbonaceous schist.
Dalhousie granite (542+12 Ma), NW-SE extended elongated body is intrusive into
metasediments of Chamba Formation of Vaikrita Group.
Polyphase Palaeozoic Dalhausie granite is emplaced in quartzite, phyllite and schist
belonging to Chamba Formation of Vaikrita Group with a sharp contact in west. The granitoids
exposed in the block-01 have been differentiated into Augen Gneiss, Biotite granite gneiss with
plagioclase porphyroblast, Muscovite-Biotite Granite, Tourmaline Granite and Aplite.
Augen Gneiss is observed along the western part of the Block-01 at the contact of
Dalhausie granite with metasediments of Chamba Formation. It extends as a narrow band from
Chil Banglow in north to Guniala and Shiya in south. It is defined by dark and light bands
alternatively i.e mafic and felsic in nature respectively. Mafic band is characterized by biotite and
muscovite whereas the felsic band is represented by Plagioclase, orthoclase and quartz. The
stretched crystals of quartz and plagioclase feldspar constitute the augen which are swerved
around by flaky minerals such as biotite and muscovite. The contact between augen gneiss and
phyllite of chamba Formation is sharp.
Biotite granite gneiss with plagioclase porphyroblast is a mesocratic rock in which
feldspar (mainly plagioclase) occurs as phenocryts in biotite-quartzo-felspathic groundmass.
Rectangular to equant shaped porphyroblasts of Plagioclase is varying in size from 1 cm. to 10
cm in lenth and 0.5 cm to 05 cm in width. It is coarse grained and crudely foliated. A major part
of the block-01 is occupied by Biotite granite gneiss. Towards the north of Shiya village,
tourmaline crystals occur in form of clusters occasionally in acicular form in association with
plagioclase feldspar within this granite phase. Tourmaline also occurs in the form of veinlets and
irregular veins vary in width from 0.5 cm to 4 cm in quartzo-felspathic ground mass. Miarolitic
texture is common in this granite in which tourmaline crystals lined irregular cavitites or vugs.
Muscovite-biotite granite gneiss occupies the core of Biotite granite gneiss. The contact
of Biotite granite gneiss & Muscovite-Biotite granite gneiss is gradational. It is crudely foliated
and foliation is defined by parallel alignment of flaky minerals i.e. biotite and muscovite. In this
part 45 m thick aplitic vein is also observed and intruded in between Biotite granite gneiss and
tourmaline granite. Content of muscovite is gradually increase towards north of the block.
Plagioclase feldspar forms phenocryst set in biotite-muscovite quartzo-felspathic ground mass.
Tourmaline granite occurs as an intrusive at the contact of Biotite granite gneiss and
Muscovite-Biotite granite gneiss. It is NNE-SSW extending linear band of tourmaline granite
and exposed towards north of Shiya, Talai and Chil- Banglow. It is intruded into MuscoviteBiotite granite gneiss in Chalang and Dhar area. It has two phase of intrusion, earlier one is
muscovite rich i.e, muscovite- tourmaline granite and second phase of tourmaline rich granite i.e,
tourmaline granite making core of muscovite- tourmaline granite.
Muscovite-tourmaline granite occupies the peripheral part of tourmaline granite. It is
observed near Matola and south of Chil-Banglow villages. It is mesocratic granite. The contact
between biotite granite gneiss & muscovite- tourmaline granite is gradational. It converts
gradually in to muscovite-biotite granite gneiss towards the north of block-01.
The core of muscovite-tourmaline granite is occupied by leucocratic pink coloured
tourmaline granite. Tourmaline crystals occur in the form of elongated needle and clusters
within quartzo-felspathic ground mass. Irregular veins of tourmaline are also observed with in
this. It is crudely foliated and foliation is defined by parallel orientated elongated crystals of
tourmaline. An isolated outcrop of tourmaline granite is also observed south of Dhar village.
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Aplite vein is observed at Matola village, in between biotite granite gneiss and
tourmaline granite. A prominent shear zone is also observed at contact towards southeast of
aplitic vein with the contact of biotite granite gneiss. At places it is tourmaline rich and
constitutes the same mineralogical composition as biotite granite gneiss with stretched elongated
phenocrysts of plagioclase feldspar. But it is very fine grained. A small outcrop of the aplitic vein
is also observed near Riara village and it is intruded within muscovite-biotite granite gneiss and
tourmaline Granite.
N30°W-S30°E trending quartz vein of ~25 cm thick and ~30m extending in strike length
is observed in tourmaline bearing biotite granite gneiss near Shiya village. It is characterized by
malachite-azurite rich staining. Pyrite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite and tourmaline are also
identified in hand specimen. Malachite staining is also observed in the biotite granite gneiss at
some places in this area.
In the western part, xenoliths of metasediments in Biotite Granite gneiss have been
observed. Xenoliths are mainly of phyllite and vary in size from 2 cm to 0.5 m in length.
In the metasediments of Chamba Formation, bedding is observed in the western part of
block and defined by grain size variation and color banding. The general trend of bedding plane
is NE-SW with moderate dip (32°-65°) towards southeast direction. Disharmonic folds are also
observed near the contact of metasediments and granite (32°34’9.2”:76°00’17”).
Peripheral part of the granite is highly foliated with gneissic texture whereas in central
part it is crudely foliated. The general trend of Foliation is NNE-SSW to NE-SW with moderate
to steep dips towards southeast direction is attributed to regional folding.
Three prominent set of joint NW-SE, N-S and NE-SW were noticed (NE-SW/65˚ towards
SE, NW-SE/ 45˚ to 80˚ towards NE/SW and E-W/sub vertical towards N/S. Greasening effect
along joint plane and polished surface are very commonly observed.
Shear zone is identified in Matola village (32°33’42.9”:76°00’51”). Shear zone is
developed in between Biotite granite gneiss and tourmaline granite. It shows development of
cataclastic texture with fractured porphyroblasts of plagioclase feldspar in fine grained
groundmass. It is 10m wide shear zone and trend of shear zone is N30°E-S30°W dips towards
southeast. The shear sense indicators are rotated porphyroblasts of plagioclase and it defines
sense of shear is dextral. Crushing of rocks, rock flour and highly jointed rocks are common in
this zone.
A Digital Elevation model for Toposheet no. 52D/2 is also prepared to understand the
topographic features of the study area.
Sampling:
Total 30 bed rock samples were collected from Biotite granite gneiss, muscovite-biotite
granite, muscovite- tourmaline granite, tourmaline granite, aplite and mineralized zone of quartz
vein. The sample interval is 125m maximum and it depends on the availability and
approachability of the outcrops. The younger variants of the granitoids like tourmaline granite,
aplites, quartz veins and also shear zone have been sampled. About 750 gms. rock is collected in
the form of chips and powder of the bed rock within a radius of 1m.
U.V Lamp investigation is being carried out during night to detect presence of scheelite.
Rock samples (dimensions ~35x20x15cm) of all variants of granite have been collected from
selected locations for U.V lamp investigation.
Total 06 samples of soils have been collected from weathered granitic rock with soil
development over it at different places. Apart from these, 11 samples of stream sediments have
been collected from different locations from 1st order streams and the confluence point of two 1st
order streams.
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Item Code: ME/NR/PHP/2016/024
Title: Reconnaitory Survey for Potash, Phosphate and associated minerals in Muktsar and
Fazilka districts, Punjab.
Highlights:


Field work was carried out in parts of Toposheet No. 44J/3, 4, 8 and 12 in Fazilka and
Muktsar District, Punjab. Reconnaissance survey (1:50,000 scale) was carried out to
demarcate the blocks with salt petre occurrence. Total 210 sq. km area has been covered
by reconnaissance survey and 40 sq.km has been covered by LSM on 1:12500 scale.
Collection of water and soil samples (surface and sub-surface) was also carried out.



Four blocks were delineated for LSM on the basis of occurrence of saltpeter. Soil samples
(67 nos.) and water samples (50 nos.) has been collected and submitted for analysis at
Chemical Laboratory, GSI Lucknow.



Geologically the study area is covered by alluvium sediments represented by the
Ludhiana Formation of Middle to Late Pleistocene age. Most of the study area has
encrustations of saltpetre which occurs as white powdery salt over sediments.



Saltpetre has been observed in the Older Alluvium terrain and is mostly concentrated at
or near the surface only. It occurs in form of thin brittle encrustation of 1 to 2 mm thick in
soil and at some places it is mixed with soil. In depth it persists for about 1 to 2 cm. The
prominent localities in Fazilka and Muktsar district, where the saltpeter bearing soil is
observed are Alamgarh, Khuikhera, Kelakhera, Baluana, Qabarwala, Basiyan,
Bahabwaala, Katyanwali, Malaut, Theri, Sayyadwala, Dhami masjidwala, Dhami
chiragwali, Kundal, Dangarkhera, Nihalkhera, Wajidpura, jhumialawala, mamukhera,
Rampura. In areas of saltpetre occurrence, ground water level is shallow (2ft to 4 ft) and
E.C. values of water samples collected range between 3000 µs to 11000 µs. This high
conductivity is due to high K+ and No3- dissolved ions in water table. The presence of
salts and shallow ground water in the study area also make the entire area water logged.
Saltpeter occuring as encrustations is collected in ponds and crude beneficiation was
earlier carried out by the locals.

Item Code: ME/NR/JK/2016/025
Title: Reconnoitory survey for Limestone of Zanskar basin of Khangral-Lamayuru area, Leh and
Kargil districts, Ladakh Region, J&K. (On Expedition basis)
Highlights:


After prefield preparations and attending modification of the report on Ladakh Granite
investigation pertaining to FS: 2015-16 was submitted for L-2 stage scrutiny, the party
left HQ for expedition on 30th July, 2016 and carried out field work which includes
large scale geological mapping on 1:12,500 scale in Khangral-Bodhkharbu-Heniskot area
along with the collection of BRS and PS samples for chemical analysis and thin section
studies respectively. At field camp, the officers were engeged in plottting of data in large
scale geological map, processing of samples, consultation of technical literature and
technical discussion regarding project work pertaining to FS: 2016-17.



Geologically, rocks exposed in the area belong to Kuling-Lilang Group of Permo-Jurassic
age, Lilang Group of Triassic-Jurassic age and rocks of Shergol Formation of Sangeluma
Group of Oligocene age. The rocks of Kuling-Lilang Group comprise mainly phyllites,
slates and limestone. In this Formation, Phyllites are dominant, thin bands of limestone (3
cm to 10 cm thick) are observed within phyllites at places. The rocks of Lilang Group
show sequence of Limestone, phyllite, arenite and shale. In this Group, limestone is
dominant. Limestone is light to dark greyish coloured and at places alternate sequence of
green to purple coloured limestone is observed between the two alternate dark greyish
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coloured limestone bands. Quaternary deposits comprise moraines, scree material and
conglomerate and these have been deposited on rocks of Kuling –Lilang Group and rocks
of Lilang Group.


The bedding planes in limestone of Undifferentiated Lilang Group of Triassic-Jurassic
age have the general trend of the rocks is N50°-80°W-S50°-80°E to EW with dips
varying from 30° to 70° in NE to SE and southerly. Two prominent sets of joints
observed within investigation area. One set of joint is parallel to bedding and another set
is trending N40°-60°W-S40°-60°E with dips varying from 60° to 80° in NE. Folding is
also observed within different rocks of Kuling –Lilang Group and Lilang group. These
folds are mainly due to thrusting in the investigation area. In Kanji nala section, and
Lumbu nala section, alternate sequence of purple and green coloured limestone is
observed in between the alternate sequence of dark grey limestone. These green and
purple coloured limestones show gradational contact with grey coloured limestone. The
width of green coloured limestone varies from 2 cm to 5 m. In these, limestones, lots of
calcite veins profuse along and across bedding plane and joint planes.

Item Code: ME/NR/JK/2016/026
Title: Reconnoitory survey for quartzite in parautochthonous zone in Latti, Basantgarh and
Barrota area, Udhampur and Kathua districts, J&K.
Highlights:


Geologically, the area is exposed by the rocks of Murree Group and Parautochthonous
zone. The rocks of Para-autochthonous zone belong to Proterozoic to Lower Paleozoic
age and that of Murree Group belong to Upper Eocene to Miocene age. The rocks of
Para-autochthonous zone include the Sauni volcanic, Gamir, Baila, Ramban and Sincha
Formations.



Total 8 sq km area was covered under the large scale geological mapping on 1:12,500 in
Dudu, Phulungu, Kindri and Seogali the area ,8 nos of bed rock samples ( BRS) for major
oxides analysis by XRF method, 6 nos of PS samples have been collected from the area
of investigation. During the course the course of LSM on 1:12,000 scale, Murre Group of
rocks, Sauni Volcanics, Gamir Formation, Baila Formation and Ramban Formations are
encountered in the area under investigation.

Item Code: ME/NR/JK/2016/027
Title: Reconnoitory survey for REE and polymetallic mineralization in Kaplas Granite and its
surrounding metasedimentaries rocks in Loang, Sarthal areas of Bani, Kathua district, J&K.
Highlights:


During the period the officers mainly remained engaged in the large scale mapping of
Kaplas granite & its associated rocks along with collection of samples for analysis.



2 sets of joints are noticed in Kaplas granite near Loag village and the trend of the joints
are JT1 178˚/45˚N & JT2 is 300˚/38˚SW.



A 500 mtr. thick shear zone was seen in Kaplas granite.



Bhaderwah Formation near Chandel village shows 3 generations of folding.



Also attended modifications modifications in reports of F.S. 2015-16 and reports
circulated on 30.09.2016.

Item Code: ME/NR/JK/2016/028
Title: Recconnoitory Survey for Limestone of Baila Formation in Darhal-Lah Area, Rajouri and
Reasi Districts, J&K.
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Highlights:


09 sq. km area has been covered on 1:12,500 for large scale mapping.



10 nos. of BRS samples have been collected.



02 nos. of PS samples have been collected.



The work is suspended due to the law and order problem in the area.

Item Code: ME/NR/UK/2016/029
Title: Recconnoitory survey for tin, W & Rare Earth mineralization around Thalisain area, Pauri
Garhwal district, Uttarakhand. (G-4)
Highlights:
In pursuance of Item code no. ME/NR/UK/2016/029 of FS 2016-17, an investigation for
search of Tin, tungsten and REE mineralization is being carried out in around Thalisain area,
Pauri Garhwal district, Uttarakhand. The area of investigation falls in Survey of India Toposheet
Nos. 53 N/4 and O/1.
Literature was consulted in relation to granites and associated mineralization.
Petrographic studies of thin section were carried out during the quarter. Ortho-gneiss (Biotite
granite gneiss) observed at Kainur comprises of Quartz, K-Feldspar, few Plagioclase and Biotite.
Exsolution lamellae within feldspars - both perthite and antiperthite, minute garnet grains and
accessory tourmaline were also observed. Meta psammite exposed near Byasi was seen to
comprise entirely of Quartz and Biotite. Parallel alignment of quartz and biotite define foliation
in the rock. Micaceous Quartzite exposed to the west of Bagwari comprises of quartz and biotite.
The Quartz grains show recrystallization while the minute biotite flakes occur along grain
boundaries of quartz grains. Sample of Leucocratic tourmaline granite (Leucosome part of
migmatite) collected from Byasi consists chiefly of K-Feldspar, Quartz and Muscovite.
Moreover, 5 samples were submitted for chemical analysis.
Item Code: ME/NR/UP/2016/030
Title: Recconnoitory survey for REE mineralization in Bundelkhand Granitoid Complex,
Jakhaura-Baroda Dang area, Lalitpur district, Uttar Pradesh.
Highlights:
The result of 31 samples for REE, indicate the maximum total REE as 570 ppm in quartz
vein sample. Maximum La is 150 ppm and Ce is 227 ppm. The analytical results of unit grid
samples of duplicate NGCM samples indicated maximum total REE as 521 ppm; the values of
Zr are however high ranging from 461ppm to 1244ppm, with three samples more than 1000
ppm.
Item Code: ME/NR/UP/2016/031
Title: Reconnoitory survey for REE mineralization in Bundelkhand Granitoid Complex,
Bahadurpur Kalan-Sijari Buzurg area, Jhansi-Hamirpur districts, Uttar Pradesh.
Highlights:
The total maximum REE value is obtained from a sample of pegmatite vein from Lilwa
area i.e. 386.19 ppm. and The result varies from: La-3.25-92.73ppm, Ce-5.11-157.06, Pr- 1.2618.71ppm, Nd- 2.87-69.70ppm, Sm-0.82-12.40ppm, Eu-0.25-3.21ppm, Gd-0.83-10.64ppm, Tb0.22-2.42, Dy-0.85-10.42ppm, Ho-0.17-2.33ppm, Er-0.53-7.95ppm, Tm-0.19-1.55ppm, Yb-0.5210.70ppm, Lu-0.08-1.78ppm.
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Item Code: ME/NR/UP/2016/032
Title: Reconnoitory survey for tungsten and REE mineralisation in Dudhi Gneissic Complex,
Deorhi-Barwatola area, Sonbhadra district, Uttar Pradesh. (Stage-G 4)
Highlights:
An area of 03 sq. km mapped in and around Deorhi, Kachan, Karahai and Kirwil and
Laira nadi.
Major lithological units exposed in the area are K-feldspar granite gneiss, biotite granite,
garnet bearing K-feldspar granite, garnetiferous granite and amphibolite. Younger intrusives
occur in the form of quartz vein and tourmaline magnetite bearing pegmatite vein.
At Kachan, medium to coarse grained biotite granite runs parallel to the foliation of Kfeldspar granite gneiss.
Analytical results of Total REE is very encouraging. Eight samples have yielded high
values of Total REE ranging from 694.11ppm to 1710.55ppm.
Item Code: ME/NR/UP/2016/033
Title: General exploration for andalusite in segment ‘A’ of Pulwar Block, north of Pulwar
village, Mahakoshal Group, Sonbhadra District, U.P. (G-2 Stage)
Highlights:


Detailed mapping on 1:2000 scale was carried out for 0.20 sq km area.



The study area has major lithounits viz. andalusite bearing phyllite, phyllite devoid of
andalusite, granite, quartz veins and hornfels. The granite, quartz veins and hornfels
mostly occur as unmappable unit. Andalusite occurs as porphyoblast within phyllite and
crystals have length from few mm to 15 cm.



Andalusite mineralisation is found from the surface itself, however, its concentration
varied from place to place in the area and in the borehole. The average concentration of
andalusite in the rock is around 15% (VE).

Item Code: ME/NR/UP/2016/034
Title: Preliminary exploration for andalusite in segment “B” of Pulwar Block, north of Pulwar
village, Sonbhadra district, U.P. (G-3 Stage)
Highlights:


Total of 0.30 sq km detail mapping was carried out during the quarter on the report.



The study area has exposures of andalusite bearing phyllite, phyllite devoid of andalusite
and quartz veins. Andalusite occurs as porphyoblast within phyllite. The average length
of andalusite crystals varies from few millimetre to 12 cm.



Andalusite mineralisation is found from the surface itself, however, its concentration
varied from place to place in the area.



Six boreholes have been marked on the ground.

Item Code: GT/NR/NEnR/2016/035
Title: Monitoring of temperature, discharge and chemical parameters of hot water springs and
wells to ascertain the origin of hot water and variation in geochemistry and geothermics with
cold water located in Gujarat.
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Highlights:


The monitoring surface temperature of hot water and discharge of geothermal springs has
been completed at 10 geothermal localities in the state of Gujarat in the month of June,
2016.



The geothermal springs/borewells were examined at Varana, Maktupur, Unai, Dholera,
Bhadiyad, Lasundra, Tuwa, Bavla, Lalpur, Tulshishyam and Vankiya while Unai thermal
spring could not be examined as it was dry. During the study it was found that maximum
temperature of thermal water was 55°C at Tuwa thermal spring while maximum
discharge of hot water was approximately 300 l/m at Dholera thermal borewell.



Submitted hot and cold water samples for complete chemical analysis to Chemical
Laboratory and samples for XRD study has been submitted to Mineral Physics Division.



The thin section has been received for petrographic study from petrology lab, GSI,
Lucknow.



The officers were also engaged in literature consultation for the geothermal
manifestations of Gujarat.



By the study of data collected during field study it was observed that the thermal water of
Gujarat falls in low enthalpy geothermal field.



Details of Individual Bore well/Thermal Spring are as follows:

S.
Date
Sample Type of
No.
Code
Sample
1
09.06.2016 VA-01 Bore well

Latitude

Longitude

23°43'36.0''N

71°43'29.2''E

Altitude Temp.
(m)
45
38°C

2

23°43'32.2''N

71°43'26.7''E

45

Cold

23°49'49.9''N

72°22'03.8''E

128

42°C

23°49'42.5''N

72°22'11.3''E

124

41°C

20°50'14.6''N

73°22'42.8''E

89

30°C

22°14'56.3''N
22°14'36.6''N
22°14'14.3''N
21°41'01.4''N

72°11'33.0''E
72°11'35.0''E
72°12'32.5''E
72°15'57.2''E

20
19
12
17

45°C
45°C
47°C
28°C

22°16'40.4''N

72°10'09.0''E

25

42°C

22°47'52.9''N

72°15'48.7''E

26

NA

22°55'06.0''N

73°07'23.0''E

74

Cold

22°54'50.6''N

73°08'43.4''E

85

47°C

22°54'50.6''N

73°08'43.4''E

85

47°C

3

4

5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

Location
Name
Varana,
Sami,
Mehsana
09.06.2016 VA-02 Bore well Varana,
Sami,
Mehsana
09.06.2016 MK-01 Bore well Maktupur,
Unjha,
Mahesana
09.06.2016 MK-02 Bore well Maktupur,
Unjha,
Mahesana
12.06.2016 UN-01 Handpump Unai,
Gosmai
Temple
13.06.2016 DH-01 Hot Spring Dholera
13.06.2016 DH-02 Bore well Dholera
13.06.2016 DH-03 Bore well Dholera
14.06.2016 GH-01 Well
Gogha,
Bhavnagar
15.06.2016 BD-01 Bore well Bhadiyad,
Dholera
16.06.2016 NA
Chhabasar,
NA
Ahmedabad
17.06.2016 ND-01 Narmada Ladvel
Canal
(Over
Narmada
Bridge)
17.06.2016 LS-01 Natural
Lasundra,
Spring
Ahmedabad
17.06.2016 LST-01 Natural
Lasundra,
Spring
Ahmedabad
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S.
Date
Sample Type of
No.
Code
Sample
15 17.06.2016 LS-02 Natural
Spring
16 18.06.2016 TA-01 Natural
Spring
17 18.06.2016 TA-02 Natural
Spring
18 18.06.2016 TA-03 Natural
Spring
19 18.06.2016 TA-04 Natural
Spring
20 18.06.2016 TA-05 Natural
Spring
21 18.06.2016 TAT-01 Natural
Spring
22 19.06.2016 BA-01 Bore well
23

21.06.2016 LP-01

Bore well

24

21.06.2016 LPT-01 Bore well

25

21.06.2016 LP-02

26

23.06.2016 TS-01

Bore well

28

Natural
Spring
23.06.2016 TST-01 Natural
Spring
23.06.2016 VK-01 Bore well

29

23.06.2016 GK-01 Bore well

30

23.06.2016 GK-02 Bore well

31

24.06.2016 LG-01

27

Bore well

Location
Name
Lasundra,
Ahmedabad
Tuwa,
Ahmedabad
Tuwa,
Ahmedabad
Tuwa,
Ahmedabad
Tuwa,
Ahmedabad
Tuwa,
Ahmedabad
Tuwa,
Ahmedabad
Bavla,
Ahmedabad
Lalpur,
Jamnagar
Lalpur,
Jamnagar
Lalpur,
Jamnagar
Tulsishyam

Latitude

Longitude

22°54'49.3''N

73°08'43.6''E

Altitude Temp.
(m)
85
35°C

22°47'57.0''N

73°27'40.6''E

91

53°C

22°47'57.0''N

73°27'40.6''E

91

48°C

22°47'57.0''N

73°27'40.6''E

91

55°C

22°47'57.0''N

73°27'40.6''E

91

35°C

22°47'57.0''N

73°27'40.6''E

91

42°C

22°47'57.0''N

73°27'40.6''E

91

55°C

22°50'02.6''N

72°21'57.6''E

27

35°C

22°12'01.2''N

69°57'51.1''E

79

48°C

22°12'01.2''N

69°57'51.1''E

79

48°C

22°11'17.9''N

69°57'26.2''E

77

30°C

21°03'00.7''N

71°01'31.9''E

200

54°C

Tulsishyam 21°03'00.7''N

71°01'31.9''E

200

54°C

Vankiya
Village
Jikiyadi
Village
Jikiyadi
Village
Laguna
Village

21°13'42.5''N

71°15'08.8''E

241

45°C

21°15'18.4''N

71°16'41.4''E

214

40°C

21°15'26.7''N

71°16'13.1''E

217

41°C

22°44'31.9''N

72°17'41.9''E

21

33°C

Item Code: GT/NR/NEnR/2016/036
Title: Preliminary assessment of geothermal sites in and around Barren Island and other areas in
Andaman & Nicobar Islands.
Highlights:





Held technical discussions with Shri R. K. Aggarwal, Director: Geothermal Resource,
regarding the proper execution of project and field work.
Carried out Pre-field preparation and literature consultation on geothermal exploration in
Andaman, Nicobar and Barren Islands.
Letter sent to Deputy Director General, MCSD, Mangalore Regarding the arrangement of
RVS Ratnakar for the field work in Barren Island.
Prior efforts are being made for the arrangement of vessel for Barren Island, as item is to
be taken up in the month of December-2016.
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EXTENDED ITEMS OF SU: HARYANA FROM F.S. 2015-16
Item Code: ME/NR/HR/2015/012
Title: Exploration for multi-metal deposit in north of Tosham hill (T.S. No. 44P/13), Bhiwani
district, Haryana. (G-2)
Highlights:


The Detail Mapping (1:2000) has been completed for an area of 0.50 sq. km in north of
Tosham hill. The total area is covered by aeolian sand.



Borehole NTBH-1 (28°53’13.8”N and 75°55’1.1”E) drilling commenced on 10/06/2015
by GSI drill unit no-496 and has reached up to a depth of 463.90 m till 30/06/2016. The
summarised litholog is as follows:
0.00-134.00 m
Recent sediments
134.00-159.00 m Well foliated, fractured and ferruginised quartz-mica schist.
159.00m-223.10 m Poor to well foliated quartz-mica schist which is highly hematitised
and sericitised (at places) along fracture planes. Quartz veins and
pegmatitic veins of 1-2 cm thickness were also observed. Pyrite and
pyrrhotites are present from 195.40m to 213.00m. Core Angle varies
from 36° to 42°. Visual Estimation (VE) of sulphides is less than
1%.
223.10-285.65 m Well foliated quartz-mica schist which is highly fractured and
sheared (at places). Quartz veins of 5mm size were also observed.
Pyrite and pyrrhotite are present as disseminations and specks with
VE of sulphides are less than 1%. Sericitisation and feruginization
to a lesser extent are observed along fracture planes. Core Angle
varies from 35° to 42°.
285.65-446.25 m Pyrite/pyrrhotite disseminations were observed along fratcure planes
in QMS. The rock is fractured and sheared at places. Sericitisation is
observed mostly along fracture plane. Visual Estimation of
sulphides ranges from 1 to 2%. Core Angle varies from 36° to 42°.
446.25-463.90 m Quartz-mica schist (QMS) having pyrite/pyrrhotite along fratcure
planes. The sulphides occur as disseminations and stringers. Visual
Estimation of sulphides ranges from 1 to 2%.



Drilling of borehole NTBH-2 (28°53'07"N and 75°55'1.9"E) was started on 19/11/2015
by an Outside company. After drilling of 428.00m, the borehole was abandoned due to
technical difficulties and again re-drilled at another point located 3m in north of previous
borehole along the strike direction. The borehole was closed at a depth of 516.00m
depth. The summarised litholog is as follows:
0.00-116.00 m
Recent sediments
116.00-428.00 m Poor to highly foliated quartz-mica schist having pyrite and
pyrrhotite along foliation and fracture planes. The sulphides also
occur as disseminations. Andalusite bearing quartz-mica schist is
present at places. Small shear zones are present at places.
Hematitisation and sericitisation is observed mostly along fracture
plane. Visual Estimation of sulphides ranges up to 3%. Specks of
chalcopyrite are found from 224.00-238.00m.
428.00-490.00 m Pyrite/pyrrhotite disseminations were observed along fratcure planes
in QMS. Quartz veins are present at places. Silicification and
sericitisation is observed mostly along fracture plane. Presence of
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490.00-498.00 m

498.00-516.00 m

graphite is observed at places. Visual Estimation of sulphides ranges
from 1 to 2%.
Quart mica schist with granite porphyry from 493m to 496m with
pyrite and pyrhotite along fracture/foliation plane.
Good
concentration of Chalcopyrite observed at depth of 490.50m and
496.00 m. VE of sulphide is 2-3%.
Fractured QMS with pyrite and pyrrhotite along fracture plane.
Silcicfication and presence of graphite is observed along fracture
plane. Specks of chalcopyrite observed at places. VE of sulphide is
1-3%.



Borehole NTBH-3 (28°53’1.6”N and 75°54’57.6”E) has been started drilling on
24/04/2016 and closed at a depth of 500.00 m on 31.07.16. The summarised litholog for
this month is as follows:
0.00-165.00 m
Recent sediments
165.00-419.00 m Quartz mica schist with pyrite and pyrrhotite along fracture and
foliation planes. Hematitisation and secricitisation observed along
fracture planes. Specks of chalcopyrite were found at places. VE of
sulphides is 1-3%.
419.00-500.00 m Granite.



Borehole NTBH-4 (28°53'20.4"E; 75°55'0.3"N) was started on 29.02.16 and closed at a
depth of 500.20m on 08.06.16. The summarized litholog is as follows:
0.00-180.00 m
Recent sediments
180.00-227.00 m Andalusite bearing quartz mica schist. Hematitisation and
sericitisation observed along the fracture planes.
227.00-399.00 m Quartz-mica schist. Hematitisation is observed along the fracture
plane. Pyrite and pyrrhotite observed along the fracture/foliation
plane. Graphite and andalusite are observed at places. VE of
sulphides is 1-2%.
399.00-428.00 m Quartz-mica schist with pyrite and pyrrhotite observed along the
fracture/foliation plane. Graphite and andalusite are observed at
places. VE of sulphides is 1-2%.
428.00-458.00 m Pegmatoidal Granite.
458.00-477.00 m Quartz-mica schist with granite veins at places. Pyrite and pyrrhotite
observed along the fracture/foliation plane. Chalcopyrite is observed
along the veins of granite. VE of sulphides is 2-3%.
477.00-500.20m
Pegmatoidal Granite.



Borehole No. NTBH-5 (28°53'26.4"E; 75°54'59.3"N) was started re-drilling on 26.06.16
and reached upto the depth of 213.00m in recent sediments till 30.09.2016.



A total of 44 nos. samples were collected from cores of different boreholes for
petrographic study. Presence of sulphide minerals like pyrite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite
were observed under microscope.



Geophysical logging of borehole NTBH-3 has been completed.



Review meeting of M-II project was held on 09.09.2016 by officers of NMH-II cell and
Dy. DG. & RMH-II, NR at SU: Faridabad.
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS:


Analytical results of 326 nos. of core samples of NTBH-1 indicate the value of different
elements as Tin (Sn) -<1-372ppm, tungsten (W) - 1-324 ppm and copper (Cu) – 6 ppm0.35%.



Analytical results of total 347 nos. of core samples of NTBH-2 indicate the value of
different elements as Tin (Sn) -9 ppm-0.17%, tungsten (W) - 1 ppm-0.21% and copper
(Cu) – 12 ppm -2.65%.



Analytical results of 247 nos. of core samples of NTBH-4 indicate the value of different
elements as Tin (Sn) -<20-145 ppm, tungsten (W) - <20 ppm-0.31% and copper (Cu) –
6.1 ppm-1.85 %.



Analytical results of Gold (Au) of 121 nos. of core samples of NTBH-1 varies from
<0.05 to 0.09 ppm, 70 nos. of core samples of NTBH-2 ranges from <0.05 to 0.07 ppm
and 215 nos. of core samples of NTBH-4 has value of <0.05 ppm.

Item Code: ME/NR/HR/2015/023
Title: Exploration of copper mineralization in south-east of Golwa area, Mahendragarh district,
Haryana, (T.S. no 54A/1) Mahendragarh district, Haryana. (G-2)
Highlights:


The Detailed Mapping has been carried out for an area of 0.24 sq. km on 1:1000 in SE of
Golwa village. The exposed lithounits comprise tremolite marble with quartz bands,
marble, calcareous quartz biotite schist, and calcareous quartz biotite schist with
amphibole marble. All these litho-units strike N200 to 300E - S 200 to 300W with steep to
vertical dips towards west. Surface manifestations of mineralization are in the form of
malachite stains and dissemination of sulphide minerals with in the calcareous quartzbiotite schist and amphibole marble.



One no. of composite powdered (-60 mesh) sample having approximate 200 Kg weight
pertaining to all boreholes of SE of Golwa, except sample of borehole GEBH-18 was
submitted to IBM, Ajmer for ore beneficiation studies for copper and result is yet to be
received.



Demarcation of the Detailed Mapping block at SE of Golwa by DGPS has been
completed on 12/10/2016.



A total of 46 nos. of petrography samples were collected from surface exposures and
cores of all drilled boreholes. Presence of sulphide mineralization like chalcopyrite,
bornite, covellite, pyrite and pyrrhotite, were observed under microscope. The ore zones
comprises dominant sulphide minerals like chalcopyrite and associated with bornite,
chalcocite, pyrite and pyrrhotite with rare amount of sphalerite and galena that occur in
association with chalcopyrite within the host rocks. The gangue minerals present within
the ore zones are quartz, calcite, amphiboles, biotite and muscovite. The copper sulphide
minerals in decreasing order of abundance in the area are chalcopyrite, bornite and
chalcocite.



Study of borehole cores reveals that the mineralization is in the form of specks,
dissemination and
fracture fillings. The minerals are chalcopyrite, bornite and pyrite,
and these are mostly associated with thin veins / veinlet of calcite and rarely with quartz
veins. The richest part of mineralisation is recorded mostly along the calcite veins /
veinlet and rarely with quartz veins with in the calcareous quartz biotite schist and
amphibole marble.



EPMA studies of core samples confirm the presence of Chalcopyrite (CuFeS2), Bornite
(Cu5FeS4), Chalcocite (Cu2S), and Covellite (CuS). EPMA studies of sulphide
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mineralised core samples from different depth of the investigation area indicate that the
predominant sulphide minerals are chalcopyrite, bornite, chalcocite, sphalerite and
molybdenum sulphide. Some of the important observations are replacement texture
between bornite and chalcocite where bornite is replaced by chalcocite along the
boundary, chalcopyrite crystals with sphalerite at the periphery of chalcopyrite which is
due to contemporaneous crystallization of chalcopyrite and sphalerite, presence of
molybdenum sulphide and chalcopyrite crystals associated along with minor grain of
native silver.
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MISSION-III
(GEOINFORMATICS)
Mission-III covers the activities of ‘Geoinformatics’ which include:


Mission-IIIA-Data Repository Management, Advance Spatial Data System, IT
Infrastructure & connectivity



Mission-IIIB-Publication and Library



Mission-IIIC-Map, Geoinformatics & Data Integration

Development of Management Information Systems covering the entire administrative
processes and scientific data management lies under Online Core Business Integrated System
(OCBIS). Major component in Mission-III, NR comprises Collation of GIS data layers and
related exploration data generated through digitization of Unpublished Progress Reports of
Mineral Exploration, Updation of All India Unified Legend for 1:50 K GMS, creation of spatial
data base, Compilation of District Resource Maps, Integration of available data to identify the
mineralization pattern and maintenance of IT Infrastructure.
The main objective of the Mission is to build an enterprise level spatial database through
collation of geological data sets generated through systematic geological mapping on scale 1:50
K carried out by GSI since its inception. The layouts of 1:50 K series maps are ready in a
standardized format. These layouts are available in the GSI Portal as Map Service.
Participation of Mission-III, NR has been ensured by formulating a total of 22 (09
standards and 13 service) items during F.S. 2016-17. Out of 9 standard items, one item related to
Integration of available data, one item pertains to creation of spatial database (Linkage with all
State Units), one item related to compilation of Specialized Thematic Maps of Siwalik belts and
four items related to Publication will be carried out. In addition, an integrated database item
pertaining to OCBIS and one linkage item (Linkage with all regions and CHQ) pertaining to
Updation of All India Unified Legend will be continued.
Out of 13 service items, five items pertain to maintenance of IT Infrastructure at RHQ
and SUs of NR, one item on collation of data generated through digitization of unpublished
progress report of Mineral Exploration at RHQ with linkage to all SUs of NR, two items on
compilation of DRMs (District Resource Map) and three items related to Map Division will be
carried out. Besides, one item pertaining to Publication division will also be taken up in the
Region and one item will be taken up by the Mission-III, Northern Region. Besides, Publication
Division is also engaged in dissemination of information through publication of Records, Special
Publications, News, Miscellaneous Publications etc.
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LIST OF ITEMS UNDER MISSION-III, FS 2016-17
S.No.
Item code
Mission-III: Geoinformatics
1
SER/NR/HQ/2016/005

Title

Planning, formulation, implementation and monitoring of
various activities of FS 2016-17 under Mission-III in
Northern Region.
Mission-IIIA: Data Repository Management, Advanced Spatial Data System, IT
Infrastructure & Connectivity
2
DB/CHQ/M-III/2012/054 Online Core Business Integrated System (OCBIS)
3
SER/NR/HQ/2016/006
Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support-RHQ,
NR.
4
SER/NR/HR/2016/007
Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support-SU:
Haryana
5
SER/NR/JK/2016/008
Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support-SU:
Jammu & Kashmir
6
SER/NR/PHP/2016/009
Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support-SU:
Punjab & Himachal Pradesh
7
SER/NR/UK/2016/010
Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support-SU:
Uttarakhand
Mission-IIIC: Map, Geoinformatics and Data Integration
8
MAP/CHQ/MSynthesis and Updation of All India Unified Legend for
IIIC/2015/063
1:50K GMS, creation of Geometric id and implementation
in 50K Geodatabase in Portal. (Linkage with all regions and
M-IIIC, CHQ)
9
SER/NR/HQ/2016/011
Collation of GIS data layers and related exploration data,
commodity wise, generated through digitization of
Unpublished Progress Report of Mineral Exploration
(Mission II) in a common reference frame.
10 SER/NR/HQ/2016/012
Miscellaneous services of Map Division, RHQ, NR.
11 RP/NR/PHP/2016/002
Traverse Mapping in gap areas with the help of photo
interpreted maps and synthesis of STM data of Siwalik
Group in the states of Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Himachal
Pradesh, Haryana and Uttarakhand.
12 DB/NR/HR/2015/027
Creation of Spatial Database on Geothermal Springs of
India. (Linked with IGCP-624 “One Geology” project)
13 DB/NR/HR/2016/037
Integration of available geological, geochemical,
geophysical, aero-geophysical, remote sensing and drilling
data of adjacent sheets 54A/1; 45M/13 and 44P/16 to
identify the mineralization pattern.
14 SER/NR/HR/2016/013
Compilation of District Resource Map (DRM) of Palwal
and Fatehabad districts, Haryana.
15 SER/NR/JK/2016/014
Miscellaneous services of Map Division- SU: Jammu &
Kashmir.
16 MAP/NR/PHP/2015/026 Compilation of Specialized Thematic Maps of Siwalik Belts
in Himachal Pradesh and Punjab on Arc GIS Platform.
17 SER/NR/PHP/2016/015
Compilation of District Resource Map (1:2,50,000 scale) of
districts of Punjab State.
18 SER/NR/UK/2016/016
Miscellaneous services of Map Division- State Unit:
Uttarakhand.
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Mission-IIIB: Information Delivery
DIVISION: PUBLICATION-(NR-HQ)
19
PUB/NR/HQ/2016/038 Publication of Records of GSI, Volume 150, Part 8Extended Abstracts of reports of Northern Region for FS
2015-16
20
PUB/NR/HQ/2016/039 Publication of “Miscellaneous Publication No. 30, Pt. X
(Jammu and Kashmir) 3rd Revised Edition, 2012” in Hindi.
21
PUB/NR/HQ/2016/040 Publication of “Miscellaneous Publication No. 30, Pt. XIII
(Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand) 2nd Revised Edition, 2012”
in Hindi.
22
PUB/NR/HQ/2016/041 Publication of “Miscellaneous Publication No. 30, Pt. XV
(Punjab and Chandigarh) 2nd Revised Edition, 2013” in
Hindi.
23
SER/NR/HQ/2016/017 Miscellaneous Services of Publication Division and Library,
RHQ, NR.
ITEMWISE HIGHLIGHTS OF WORKDONE
Item Code: DB/CHQ/M-III/2012/054
Title: Online Core Business Integrated System (OCBIS)
Objective: GSI intends to develop an integrated Web enabled interactive system called Online
Core Business Integrated System (OCBIS) incorporating the State of the Art technologies using
which all scientific and administrative processes of GSI can be managed and automated.
Highlights:


HR data of 337 officers/employees (Phase-I) pertaining to Northern Region, GSI is send
to GSI, CHQ, Kolkata for new OCBIS HRMIS module on 20.09.2016.



Acquisition and compilation of HR Data of remaining officers / employees of NR is
going on.



List of all HOOs and DDOs of Northern Region (including SUs) is send to GSI, CHQ,
Kolkata as required for OCBIS Project.



Received 60 computers (NRO & SU: UP) from CHQ, Kolkata for OCBIS
implementation. Installation work of these computers is in progress.



Attending the first phase of User Acceptance Testing (UAT) Workshop for OCBIS
applications held from 28th July to 5th August 2016 at RTI, ER, Kolkata.



Email migration from older portal email platform to new email module (OCBIS Project)
is in progress.



Installation of CISCO router as supplied by Central HQ, Kolkata.



Attended the 1st course-training for trainers (TOT) on different modules of OCBIS
Project by Nodal officer, NR from 16/08/2016 to 19/08/2016 at RTI, ER, GSI, Kolkata.

Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2016/006
Title: Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support-RHQ, NR.
Objective:


To provide connectivity of LAN WAN, Portal and maintenance of IT Infrastructure of
Northern Region.



Maintenance of LAN (800 nodes, 22 floor switches and 01 Core switch), WAN (Router)
and PORTAL at NR (HQ) and SUs of the Region as and when required.
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To provide technical support and intranet connectivity for Video Conferencing facility at
NR and satellite offices under NR.



To provide technical assistance to the officers regarding evaluation and procurement of
software and hardware.



Providing guidance and support in operating various transactional applications like
FSPMIS, LMS, HRMIS, Claims, and Enterprise GIS etc. to various users.

Highlights:


Attended to portal connectivity and WAN / LAN related issues.



Provided softcopy of geological maps (pdf, shape files & mxd files)) to the officers of
various user divisions.



Print out: 43 Maps in A0 size & 3 Maps in A1 size.



Work flow correction and Personal Management data updation in GSI Portal.



Facilitate the portal related issues of the officers.



AMC for the repair and monitoring of hardware and software, NR, HQ started on
15/07/2016.



Prepared commodity wise shape files of the mineral blocks of Himachal Pradesh
identified for reconnaissance survey as required by Mission-II, NR.



Prepared the location map of the LSM blocks (shape files) of the UP, HP, Haryana and
Jammu & Kashmir state as a part of Mission II work.



Prepared the Geochemical anomaly map of 4-5 elements of each block of UK (4 blocks),
UP (3 blocks), J&K (1 block), HP (1 block), Haryana (3 blocks).



Supervised the digitization of outsourced maps pertaining to mineral investigation
reports.



WAN secondary link survey is in progress by Sifi Ltd.



Assisted officers of the MIP Division, SU: UP in the preparation and finalization of
detailed geological map, sample location map & geochemical map.



Installed 03 nos. Biometric machines in the various Divisions of NR.

Item Code: SER/NR/HR/2016/007
Title: Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support-SU: Haryana
Objective:


Maintenance of LAN, WAN and GSI Portal at Divisions, Projects and Laboratories
located at Faridabad (Haryana).



To provide assistance to officers of other divisions in processing of geoscientific data
using available application software and other computer related jobs.



Management and maintenance of Server based Antivirus for protection of the computers.



Supervision of IP phone facility, Internet and outsourced maintenance and upkeep of
Computers, Printers and Scanners.

Highlights:


Maintenance and supervision of LAN and WAN of the GSI office, Faridabad.



Maintenance and upkeep of computers and peripherals of Geodata Lab and supervision
of the maintenance of computers/ peripherals of the GSI Faridabad office.
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Assistance to the officers and staff of GSI, Faridabad on FSPMIS, Claims module,
modification of HRMIS data etc.



Modifications and upkeep of the work flow of different Divisions, of GSI, Faridabad.

Item Code: SER/NR/JK/2016/008
Title: Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support, SU: Jammu & Kashmir
Objective:


To provide connectivity of LAN, WAN, Portal, IP telephone, internet and IT
infrastructure.



Management and maintenance of Antivirus.



Technical support/assistance to field officer of other Divisions & Projects in procuring
geoscientific data.



Assistance to administration for trouble shooting in transactional module as and when
required.



Supervision of outsourced maintenance & upkeep of computers, printers and scanners.

Highlights:


Attended the maintenance of LAN/WAN and peripherals.



FSP items pertaining to FS: 2016-17 of State Unit: Jammu and Kashmir has been
uploaded in FSPMIS module of GSI.



Video-conference sessions between the NMH-II & DyDG, SU: J&K, Jammu and NMHIV and DyDG, SU: J&K, Jammu were organized for the target vs. achievement related
matters and other technical issue.



Few more registrations in the AEBAS were also done during the month of July and
August, 16 and now total registered strength in AEBAS is 53.



The FSPMIS data is updated for the FS: 2016-17.



Assistance to the officers and staff of GSI, Faridabad on FSPMIS, Claims module,
modification of HRMIS data etc.



The Linux based proxy server internet facility has been provided to the desktop which are
connected to the LAN.



Maintenance and up keeping of computers for smooth functioning of the office.



Three nos (two normal and one with video calling facility) of new IP phones were also
installed in the office and are operational. Ten nos of IP phones are operational in SU:
J&K, their activation was done with Liaisoning to IT section of CHQ Kolkata.

Item Code: SER/NR/PHP/2016/009
Title: Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support-SU: Punjab & Himachal Pradesh
Objective:


Maintenance of LAN, WAN and GSI Portal at Divisions, Projects and Laboratories
located at Chandigarh office.



To provide assistance to officers of other divisions in processing of geoscientific data
using available application software and other computer related jobs.



Management and maintenance of Antivirus for protection of the computers.



Supervision of IP phone facility, Internet and outsourced maintenance and upkeep of
Computers, Printers and Scanners.
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Highlights:


Maintenance and upkeep of LAN / WAN / IP telephony in the office.



Assisted to problems in uploading of HRMIS data by the officers and staff of SU: P &
HP, GSI, Chandigarh



Attended to maintenance and upkeep of antivirus in computers allotted to different
officers of GSI, Chandigarh office.



Attended scanning and printing of toposheets and maps related to different FSP items of
GSI, Chandigarh office.



Provided internet connection to the new computers which can be connected with the old
LAN nodes.



Attended to the installation of 6Mbps internet lease line of SU: P & HP, GSI, Chandigarh



Attended to the installation of Sify secondary links and RVPN connectivity for field
devices.



Assisted the officers of the state unit in migration of their official mail on OCBIS
website.



Updation of HRMIS data for OCBIS of the officers and staff members of the State unit.

Item Code: SER/NR/UK/2016/010
Title: Maintenance of IT Infrastructure and service support-SU: Uttarakhand
Objective:


Maintenance of LAN, WAN & Portal.



Management and maintenance of Antivirus.



Assistance to administration for trouble shooting in Payroll & Claim module as and when
required.



Supervision of IP phones facility and liasoning for its maintenance.



Supervision of Internet facility.



Supervision of outsourced maintenance & upkeep of Computers, Printers and Scanners.

Highlights:


Mail migration process in under progress.



AMC has been awarded.



Liaisoning with CHQ and helpdesk to rectify the work flow of leave module.



Provided assistance to LAN and other software/hardware related issues to the employees
of the SU: UK.



Maintenance of Xerox cum printer machine of Geo-data lab for smooth functioning of
work.

Item Code: MAP/CHQ/M-IIIC/2015/063
Title: Synthesis and Updation of All India Unified Legend for 1:50K GMS, creation of
Geometric id and implementation in 50K Geodatabase in Portal. (Linkage with all regions and
M-IIIC, CHQ)
Objective:


Standardization and final rank-categorization of all the lithological units used in the
1:50K GMS sheets with formulation of compatible Geometric ID and Alpha- numeric.
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Implementation of geometric_id in lithology layer of 50K Geodatabase in portal.

Highlights:


After Assigning 16 Digits Geometric ID, modifications are incorporated in Unified
Legend.



Total 111 standalone intra-regional GMSs have been edge matched out of 358 sheets and
their new geometric ID is generated.



Mismatches in rests of the 47 standalone intra-regional GMSs can only be resolved after
field Checks.



The detailed report of 311 and 47 sheets had been sent to CHQ.



Unified Legend of NR is submitted to CHQ after modifications as suggested by them.

Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2016/011
Title: Collation of GIS data layers and related exploration data, commodity wise, generated
through digitization of Unpublished Progress Report of Mineral Exploration (Mission II) in a
common reference frame.
Objective: Conversion of digital data, commodity wise, generated through Digitisation of
Unpublished Progress Report of Mineral Exploration in a common GIS frame with
georeferencing to global coordinated present either in maps or by GPS/DGPS derived Ground
Control Points.
Highlights:


Received the shape file of the available maps pertaining to total 31 unpublished reports.



Prepared the list of the maps along with title whose geographical coordinates are to be
collected.



Engaged in exploring the way to get the coordinates of the large scale maps related to
collation item through Google earth and Wikimapia.



Prepared the list of the large scale maps which are present in the content of the
unpublished reports but are missing in the report. Few maps which are available in the
report are yet to be digitized by the vendor.



Consulted the report accession nos. NRO-20673 (20677) and NRO-6985 pertaining to
Gurhar Pahar area, Sidhi district, M.P., overlaid that block image (Detailed geological
map of parts of Gurhar Pahar, Sidhi district, Madhya Pradesh, showing mineralised
zones) on Google earth and tried to get the geographical coordinates of some control
points for georeferencing the map. Noted the geographical coordinates of the few control
points of the map, georeferenced the image and started spatial adjustment of the same in
ArcGIS.



Consulted the report (accession no. NRO-22087) and the related plates (detail mapping),
geroreferenced the maps as coordinates were mentioned and related files are yet to be
attached.



Both the Officers are engaged in the scrutiny and checking of digitized maps (both hard
and soft copy) and geodatabase submitted by the vendor in connection to the digital
conversion of unpublished report of M II (Mineral Investigations) of Northern Region,
which has been taken on priority basis.



A letter has been sent to the concerned officer of different state units for providing
geographical coordinates of the large scale maps.
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Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2016/012
Title: Miscellaneous services of Map Division, RHQ, NR.
Objective:


Issue/return of maps/toposheets besides their maintenance.



Scanning and digital archival of 2000 old tracings of geological Maps.



Cartographic support to different divisions/projects.



Scrutiny of compiled GQMs and DRMs received from State Unit offices of Northern
Region for finalization.

Highlights:


In Map Section: 70 Maps/ Toposheets were issued and 62 received.



No. of scanning: 104 Nos.



No. of map/toposheet laminations: 41 Nos.



No. of A0 map Colour Print: 19 Nos.



Compilation of Siwalik belt map is under progress. Tracings are prepared and are being
edge matched. Gap areas have been identified and communicated to PGRS Division for
mapping.



GQM 53A Scrutinized and soft copy sent to GSI, P&HP.



GQMs 53K & 53F were modified and finalized.



GQMs 53J, 53K, 53O, 53P, 62B, 53N & 62C were scrutinized and under finalization.



GQM 52G & 52K is scrutinized and finalized.



GQMs 53N & 53M were attended for modification.



1st Level scrutiny is completed for Tons and Tosham area Mineral Belt maps.



DRMs of Panchkula and Mewat were scrutinized and sent to respective offices for
modifications.



DRMs of Kapurtahla and Tarn Taran were scrutinized and finalized.



During the period total 41 Maps were sold and Rs. 28,560/- revenue of was earned

Item Code: DB/NR/HR/2015/027
Title: Creation of Spatial Database on Geothermal Springs of India. (Linked with IGCP-624
“One Geology” project)
Objective: To establish a spatial database with point geometry of the Geothermal springs of
India with all the basic information of the respective springs as attributes which will include
Location, Geotectonic province, Geochemical characteristics, Mass flow parameters of the
thermal areas for future development of the geothermal energy resources of our country.
Highlights:


Compilation of spatial data of thermal springs pertaining to South Indian Province has
been initiated. Transcription of 26 reports pertaining to Maharastra completed. The
spatial data of 33 Geothermal Wells of South Indian Craton were compiled, attributes
prepared and overlayed on the 2M Geological Map of India. The compilation of 8
Geothermal Wells of Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh was carried out.



There are 33 thermal wells of known occurrence in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,
Tamilnadu and Kerala.The temperature are not significantly high in these states except
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for Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka. Preliminary studies depict that Kerala and Tamilnadu
do not show any Geothermal potential zones. The majority of thermal springs in Andhra
Pradesh are confined within the Cuddapah basin and Gondwana belt of Godavari Valley.
The temperature of the springs varies from 300C to 620C with a fair amount of discharge.


The Tattapani-Jhor geothermal belt is situated within ENE-WSW trending Son-NarmadaTapi lineament zone and the strongest thermal anomaly is spread over an area of 0.05
sq.km. The Tattapani area comprises about 26 wells with a temperature range of 500C to
980C.The Salbardi area having similar Geological settings having 5 wells with a
temperature range of 420C to 660C.

Item Code: DB/NR/HR/2016/037
Title: Integration of available geological, geochemical, geophysical, aero-geophysical, remote
sensing and drilling data of adjacent sheets 54A/1; 45M/13 and 44P/16 to identify the
mineralization pattern.
Objective: To establish a GIS model to recognize the mineralization pattern and southern
extension of the previous integration project done in sheet nos. 53D/3 and 53D/4 for the
proposed area by knowledge driven integration of available geological, geophysical, aerogeophysical, geochemical, remote sensing and drilling data in GIS environment.
Highlights:
Collected and consulted available reports and literature pertaining to geology and mineral
resources of the study area (toposheets no. 44P/16, 45M/13 and 54A/1). The rocks exposed in the
study area belong to Delhi Supergroup. A significant part of the area is covered with
alluvial/aeolian cover. The Delhi Supergroup comprises of an older Alwar Group which is
dominantly arenaceous and a younger Ajabgarh Group which is dominantly argillaceous. Richly
mineralized Khetri Copper belt (KCB) forms part of the study area. In the extension areas of
KCB, sulphide mineralization mostly occurs as strata bound deposits. It is mostly confined to
calcareous facies of rock assemblage of Kushalgarh/Golwa-Gangutana Formation of the
Ajabgarh Group of Delhi Supergroup. Surface indication of mineralization is mostly in the form
of malachite stains.
Geochemical data of the three toposheets was integrated in a single spread sheet. The
dataset contains 523 sample points, most of which includes concentration data 61 elements
(including 10 major oxides). All the data was examined statistically. Univariate statistical
analysis of the data (using classical statistical methods) for each oxides/elements suggests that
the data is not normally distributed. Some of the elements (Ga, Sc, Th, As, Sb, Bi, Se, Au, Cd,
Ag, Hg, Li, Cs, Sn, In, Mo, Tl & F) having more than 25 % of the data with NULL values/no
data were not considered for geostatistical analysis/exploratory data analysis. Prepared box plots
for important elements (Cu, Pb, Zn, Ni & U) for determining the outliers, threshold and anomaly,
and represented it spatially on maps. For Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of geochemical
data, centered log normal transformation was used to compensate for closure problem in
geochemical data and further work is in progress.
Sent request letter to CHQ, Kolkata and WR, Jaipur for arranging the ground geophysical
data of the study area. Also sent a letter to RSAS Bangalore for arranging the aeromagnetic data
of 54A/1 and radiometric data of the three toposheets. Consulted the AMSE reports available on
GSI portal and overlaid the compiled geophysical data on georeferenced aeromagnetic data of
44P/16 and 45M/13.
Item Code: SER/NR/HR/2016/013
Title: Compilation of District Resource Map (DRM) of Palwal and Fatehabad districts, Haryana.
Objective: To prepare district resource map of Palwal and Fatehabad districts, Haryana on
1:2,50,000 scale.
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Highlights:
During this period, scanning, geo-referencing, projection and digitization of boundary of
Fatehabad District has been completed. Geology and Mineral map of the district has been
prepared. Layers on geology and mineral (point data) have been added from the GMS maps on
1:250,000 scale. The Geology and Mineral map is prepared. Inset maps on geomorphology,
hydrology, landuse and geotechnical characteristics & natural hazard have been prepared on
1:1M scale with legend. For Geomorphology map, geomorphology layers have been added from
the GMS of GSI. The source of hydrology map is CGWB; Landuse map is ISRO (Bhuvan) and
Geotechnical and Natural hazard map is GSI. The Draft of DRM Fatehabad is forwarded for
scrutiny to Director, M&C, NR, Lucknow.
In addition, the suggestions have been attended in DRM Mewat and Panchkula and are
forwarded to Director, M&C Div., NR, GSI for further scrutiny/approval.
The suggestions of Director M&C, CHQ have been attended in GQM 44-O and
forwarded to Director, M&C Div., NR, GSI, Lucknow.
Also, the DRM of Sirsa District has been modified as per suggestions and is forwarded
for scrutiny.
Item Code: SER/NR/JK/2016/014
Title: Miscellaneous services of Map Division- SU: Jammu & Kashmir.
Objective:


Providing support to all types of cartographic and ferro printing work



Issue/return of maps/toposheets, aerial photographs and imageries to various Divisions &
Projects of SU: J&K.



Scrutiny, modifications & corrections in District Resource Maps and Geological
Quadrangle Maps as and when required.

Highlights:


Modification suggested during scrutiny in DRMs Udhampur and Muzaffarabad has been
attended.



Provided assistance to the officers of SU: J & K, Jammu in issue/return of toposheets,
geomaps, Ferro-printing and scanning work etc.

Item Code: MAP/NR/PHP/2015/026
Title: Compilation of Specialized Thematic Maps of Siwalik Belts in Himachal Pradesh and
Punjab on Arc GIS Platform.
Objective: To compile geological map of the Siwalik Belt incorporating inputs generated during
second generation Systematic thematic mapping.
Highlights:


Scanning and analysis of tracings and working sheets pertaining to the toposheets no. 53
A/3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 53B13, 43P11, 12, 15 and 16



Digitization of BO, LI, FA, FO and WB layer, toposheet no.53 A/3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 16, 53B13, 43P11, 12, 15 and 16



Edge matching and compilation of toposheets no. 53 A/3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16,
53B13, 43P11, 12, 15 and 16.
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Item Code: SER/NR/PHP/2016/015
Title: Compilation of District Resource Map (1:2,50,000 scale) of districts of Punjab State.
Objective: To prepare District Resource Map of districts of Punjab State.
Highlights:


DRM Mansa (Hard as well as soft copy Submitted to RMH-III, NR on 29.7.2016).



DRM Tarn Taran (Hard as well as soft copy Submitted to RMH-III, NR on 23.5.2016).



DRM Kapurthala (Hard as well as soft copy Resubmitted to RMH-III, NR, for second
scrutiny).



DRM Moga (Hard as well as soft copy submitted to RMH-III, NR) on 28.9.2016.



Provided soft copy of DRM Kapurthala, Gurdaspur and Tarn Taran to M & C, Lucknow.



Digitisation of DRM Pathankot is in progress.

Item Code: SER/NR/UK/2016/016
Title: Miscellaneous services of Map Division, State Unit: Uttarakhand.
Objective:


Issue/return of maps/toposheets besides their maintenance.



Cartographic work of various Divisions and Projects

Highlights:


Issued toposheets/maps to officers of different division/project of SU: Uttarakhand.



Updated record of the Division.



Regularly followed up the issue of toposheets from Survey of India, Dehradun, held
discussions with field officers for the procurement.



For issue of OSM sheets (which are not available in office for the field party), submitted
letter to Surveyor General’s office, Survey of India, Dehradun.



Finally, six numbers of OSM soft copies in PDF format (H 44 M1,5,9,10 and H 44
N,1,15) and open series map hard copy H 44M 10, purchased by officers. The necessary
entries have been made in stock register.

Item Code: PUB/NR/HQ/2016/038
Title: Publication of Records of GSI, Volume 150, Part 8- Extended Abstracts of reports of
Northern Region for FS 2015-16.
Objective: Publication of Extended Abstract of work done during FS: 2015-16 by GSI, Northern
Region.
Highlights: Letter issued for collection of material from Division/ Projects. 75% Material
received from division and projects; 80% of received material sent for scrutiny; Reminder issued
to the defaulter divisions and projects.
Item Code: PUB/NR/HQ/2016/039
Title: Publication of “Miscellaneous Publication No. 30, Pt. X (Jammu and Kashmir) 3rd
Revised Edition, 2012” in Hindi.
Objective: Publication of Misc.Pub.30, Pt. X (Jammu and Kashmir)-3rd Revised Edition in
Rajbhasha Hindi.
Highlights: Translation of the manuscript in Hindi underway.
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Item Code: PUB/NR/HQ/2016/040
Title: Publication of “Miscellaneous Publication No. 30, Pt. XIII (Uttar Pradesh and
Uttarakhand) 2nd Revised Edition, 2012” in Hindi.
Objective: Publication of Misc.Pub.30, Pt XIII (Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand) 2nd Revised
Edition in Rajbhasha Hindi.
Highlights: Translation of the manuscript in Hindi underway.
Item Code: PUB/NR/HQ/2016/041
Title: Publication of “Miscellaneous Publication No. 30, Pt. XV (Punjab and Chandigarh) 2nd
Revised Edition, 2013” in Hindi.
Objective: Publication of “Misc. Pub. No. 30, Pt. XV (Punjab and Chandigarh)” 2nd Revised
Edition in Rajbhasha Hindi.
Highlights: Translation of the manuscript in Hindi underway.
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MISSION-IV
FUNDAMENTAL AND MULTIDISPLINARY GEOSCIENCE
The activity domain of Mission IV in the Region relates to Fundamental and
Multidisciplinary Geosciences and special studies. The investigations in different domains i.e
Landslide studies, Earthquake studies, Engineering Geology (Geohazards and Engineering
Geology-Sub-Mission-IVA); Environmental Geology (Biochemical and Geochemical HazardsSub-Mission-IVB); Glaciology (Climate Change and Ecosystems-Sub-Mission-IVC); and
Mineral Physics, Palaeontology, Petrology and Himalayan Geosciences (Fundamental
Geosciences-Sub-Mission-IVD) will be taken up by Mission-IV, GSI, NR during the F.S.201617.
Out of a total of 38 items to be taken up during F.S.2016-17 by Mission IV, Northern
Region are 29 standard items and 09 service items including one item on planning, programming
and coordination. A total of 20 field investigations will be taken up on Landslide Studies,
Earthquake Studies, and Engineering Geology (Sub-Mission-IVA). One item will be on
Environmental Geology (Sub-Mission-IVB), two items will be on Glaciological studies (SubMission-IVC) and four items will be on Palaentology, Petrology and Himalayan Geosciences
(Sub-Mission-IVD). Two field items under Geophysics Division (Seismo-tectonics) are linked
with Earthquake Geology Division.
Under National Landslide Susceptibility Mapping (NLSM) on 1:50,000 scale, nine
items in the states of Himachal Pradesh, J&K and Uttarakhand will be taken up during FS 201617. Besides, there are two items on landslide studies, related to site specific investigations of
important slides and slides occurring along communication routes and Hazard Zonation (on
macro-scale) will be taken up during F.S. 2016-17. Detailed investigations of some of the
landslides identified during preliminary investigation will be taken up along the important
communication routes in Uttarakhand. One research project on Geotechnical assessment and
instrument aided monitoring of Barkot landslide, Tehri Garhwal district, Uttarakhand, for
developing Early Warning System (EWS) will be continued.
Seismic microzonation studies of major urban agglomerations located in Zone V and IV
have been launched throughout the country. The NDMA, Government of India, has identified 38
cities for carrying out these studies. Seismic microzonation studies have been carried out by GSI,
NR in Dehradun, Chandigarh, Jammu, Jalandhar and Amritsar urban agglomerations. The
outcome of the studies has already been brought out in the form of reports. A Special Publication
of GSI No. 87 on Seismic Microzonation of Delhi has been released by GSI. One new item on
Seismic Microzonation Studies of Merrut urban agglomeration will be taken up and Seismic
Microzonation of Srinagar Metropolitan area (in collaboration with Kashmir University) will be
continued in this field season. These items have linkages with Geophysics Division for carrying
out geophysical studies related to the investigation and Drilling Division for conducting drilling
and SPT tests for geotechnical studies. Active Fault Mapping along the Himalayan foot hills of
Reasi district, Jammu and Kashmir will be taken up as a new item during 2016-17. Updation of
Seismotectonic Atlas of India and its Environs (SEISAT) in the Northern Region will be taken up
in FS 2016-17 as linkage item with CHQ.
Geotechnical investigations continue to be an area of importance, where outside
agencies require services of GSI to carry out the investigations related to water resource
development, communication and transportation, various civil structures, flood damage,
landslide and stability of slopes along national highways and railway alignments. Six
Geotechnical investigations will be taken up during current field season covering U.P.,
Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab and J&K.
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One investigation on evaluation of ground water quality and to ascertain the causes of
contamination of ground water in Bagpat District, UP, will be continued during current field
season.
Two new field items i.e. evalaution of potentially vulnerable areas with regard to
Glacial Lake Out burst Floods (GLOF) in Uttarakhand, Long-term monitoring of mass balance
studies of Hamtah glacier in Lahaul and Spiti district, H.P. and one service item on Compilation
of an Inventory of Glacial Lakes of North Western Himalaya and identification of potentially
vulnerable areas for high GLOF-risk; based on Remote Sensing Multi-Spectral Data will be
taken up by Glaciology Division during current field season.
Four research projects under Fundamental Geosciences will be taken up by different
Divisions/Projects. These research projects include search and study of Pleistocene vertebrate
fossils from Gangetic alluvium in Jalaun and Kanpur Dehat districts of Uttar Pradesh and their
bearing on palaeoclimate; Characterization of Ore Fluid vis-a-vis Copper Mineralization in
North Delhi Fold Belt, Mahendragarh District, Haryana. Research projects on Himalayan
Geosciences entitled “Tectono-magmatic evolution of the north western extension of IndusTsangpo Suture Zone in Spontang, Sapi-Shergol and Drass areas, Leh and Kargil districts, J&K
(On expedition basis)” and “Sedimentation pattern, biostratigraphy and paleoenvironmental
signatures of Tethyan sequence of Dhauliganga valley, Chamoli and Pithoragarh districts,
Uttarakhand.” will be taken up with an objective to establish tectonic stratigaraphic sequence
vis-a vis and palaeotectonic activity in Leh and Kargil districts, J&K and to study geological
evolution based on sedimentological, structural and geochemical data in Tehyan sequence of
Dhauliganga, Uttarakhand respectively.
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LIST OF ITEMS UNDER MISSION-IV, FS 2016-17
Sl. No. Item Code
1
SER/NR/HQ/2016/018

2

LSM/NR/PHP/2016/042

3

LSM/NR/PHP/2016/043

4

LSM/NR/PHP/2016/044

5

LSM/NR/PHP/2016/045

6

LSM/NR/JK/2016/046

7

LSM/NR/JK/2016/047

8

LSM/NR/UK/2016/048

9

LSM/NR/UK/2016/049

10

LSM/NR/UK/2016/050

11

LHZ/NR/UK/2016/051

12

RP/NR/UK/2015/044

13

SER/NR/UK/2016/019

14

SEI/NR/HQ/2016/052
SEI/NR/HQ/2016/052

15

SEI/NR/HQ/2014/047

Title
Planning, Coordination, implementation, monitoring of
various activities of FS 2016-17 under Mission- IV in
Northern Region.
Macro scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
in the Toposheet Nos 53E/8 & 12, parts of Shimla &
Sirmour districts, Himachal Pradesh.
Macro scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
in the toposheet Nos. 53E/6,10 & parts of 53E/14, Parts
of Mandi, Kullu, Shimla & Kinnaur districts, Himachal
Pradesh.
Macro scale (1:50,000) Landslide susceptibility Mapping
in parts of toposheet Nos. 53E/15,16, parts of 53E/14 and
53F/13, parts o f Kinnaur and Shimla districts, Himachal
Pradesh.
Macro scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
in the toposheet nos. 53E/7 & 53E/11, parts of Shimla,
Kullu &Mandi districts, Himachal Pradesh.
Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
in parts of Toposheet nos. 43P/9, 43P/10, Doda, Kathua and
Udhampur Districts, Jammu and Kashmir (J&K).
Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
in parts of Toposheet nos. 43K/16, 43L/13, Jammu and
Reasi Districts, Jammu and Kashmir (J&K).
Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
in Haridwar, Dehradun and Pauri Garhwal districts of
Uttarakhand covering Toposheet nos. 53K/1, 53K/5, 53K/9
& 53K/10 Uttarakhand.
Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
in Pauri Garhwal district of Uttarakhand covering
Toposheet nos. 53K/13, 53K/14 and 53K/15.
Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping
in Champawat and Nainital districts of Uttarakhand
covering toposheet nos. 53O/15 and 62C/3.
Detailed geological investigation of subsidence/slide
affected areas of Mansa Devi landslide in Haridwar district
and Jurassi landslide in Nainital district, Uttarakhand.
Geotechnical assessment and instrument aided monitoring
of Barkot landslide, Tehri Garhwal district, Uttarakhand,
for developing Early Warning System (EWS).
Geotechnical assessment and instrument aided monitoring
of Narendra Nagar (Barkot) landslide, Tehri Garhwal
district, Uttarakhand, for developing Early Warning System
(EWS).
Seismic zoning map, seismic microzonation, microseismic,
seismicity, Quaternary.
Seismic Microzonation Studies of Meerut City. (Linkage
Item)
Seismic zoning map, seismic microzonation, microseismic,
seismicity, Karewa.
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Sl. No. Item Code
SEI/NR/HQ/2014/047
16

SEI/NR/HQ/2016/ 053

17

SER/NR/HQ/2016/020

18

SEI/NR/HQ/2016/021

19

EG/C/NR/PHP/2016/054

20

EG/C/NR/PHP/2016/055

21

EG/C/NR/JK/2016/056

22

EG/C/NR/UK/2016/057

23

EG/C/NR/UK/2016/058

24

EG/C/NR/UP/2016/ 059

25

ENV/NR/UP/2015/053

26

GL/NR/HQ/2016/060

27

GL/NR/HQ/2016/061

28

SER/NR/HQ/2016/022

29

SER/NR/HQ/2016/023

30

RP/NR/HQ/2015/054

31

SER/NR/HQ/2016/024

32

RP/NR/HQ/2016/062

33

SER/NR/HQ/2016/025

Title
Seismic Microzonation Studies of Srinagar Metropolitan
area. (Linkage Item)
Active fault mapping along the Himalayan foothills of
Reasi District, Jammu & Kashmir.
Revision of Seismotectonic Atlas of India and its Environs
[SEISAT] updating it to digital (GIS) version.
Macroseismic survey of damaging earthquake(s) occurring
in the Northern Region.
Geotechnical evaluation of Water Resource Development
Projects in Himachal Pradesh and Punjab.
Geotechnical
evaluation
of
communication
and
transportation projects in Punjab and Himachal Pradesh
Geotechnical evaluation of water resource, communication
and transport and heavy civil engineering project in J&K.
Geotechnical evaluation of Water Resources Development
Project in Uttarakhand.
Geotechnical
evaluation
of
communication
and
transportation projects, stability of slopes and geological
feasibility of artificial lakes, major and minor civil
structures in Uttarakhand.
Geotechnical evaluation of Water Resource Development
Projects in Uttar Pradesh.
Evaluation of the groundwater quality with relation to trace
elements, their spatial distribution and to ascertain the
cause of contamination in Baghpat district, U.P.
Long term monitoring of Mass Balance of Hamtah glacier,
Lahaul and Spiti District, Himachal Pradesh (On expedition
basis).
Evaluation of potentially vulnerable areas for high Glacial
Lake Outburst Floods (GLOF) risk areas in Uttarakhand.
(On expedition basis)
Compilation of an Inventory of Glacial Lakes of North
Western Himalaya and identification of potentially
vulnerable areas for high GLOF-risk; based on Remote
Sensing Multi-Spectral Data.
Mineralogical studies of geological samples by X-ray
diffraction and separation of heavy and clay minerals and
their identification.
Detailed study of Pleistocene vertebrate fossils of marginal
Gangetic plain of Jalaun, Hamirpur and Kanpur Nagar and
Kanpur Dehat districts of Uttar Pradesh and ultrastructural
study of different fossil groups to bring out palaeoclimate
and palaeoecology.
Miscellaneous services of Palaeontology Division,
Northern Region.
Characterization of Ore Fluid vis-a-vis Copper
Mineralization in North Delhi Fold Belt, Mahendragarh
District, Haryana.
Miscellaneous Services of Petrology Division.
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Sl. No. Item Code
Title
MISSION-IVD: FUNDAMENTAL GEOSCIENCE
DIVISION: HIMALAYAN GEOLOGY
34
RP/NR/HQ/2016/063
Establishment of Tectono-stratigraphic sequence of IndusTsangpo Suture Zone (ITSZ) in Spontang, Sapi-Shergol
and Drass areas, Leh and Kargil districts, J&K (On
expedition basis).
35
RP/NR/HQ/2016/064
Lithostratigraphy, palaeontology and paleoenvironmental
studies of Tethyan sequence around Malari, Chamoli and
Pithoragarh districts, Uttarakhand.
DIVISION: GEOTECHNICAL LAB
36
SER/NR/HQ/2016/026
Geotechnical test of soils, rocks and aggregates received
from other project/divisions of GSI, NR and samples
received from outside agencies (on demand basis) and
preparation of consolidated Geotechnical data base.
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PROGRESS OF WORK DURING SECOND QUARTER, FS 2016-17
(Mission-IV)
MAJOR ACTIVITY AREA

i)

ii)

iii)
iv)

Large Scale Mapping on
1:12,500/25,000 (Strip
Mapping/Morphotectonic
studies) (Sq km.)
Detailed Mapping on
1:1000 /1:2000/1:5000/scale (Sq
km.)
Traverse Maping on 1:25,000
scale (L.km)
Drilling (m)

F.S. Target
(sq. km.)

% achievement

180

Total since
April'16
(in Sq Km)
88.0

1.5

0.8

53.33

130.0

104.00

129.0

13.03

125 L.km
990
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48.88

ITEMWISE HIGHLIGHTS OF WORKDONE
Item Code: LSM/NR/PHP/2016/042
Title: Macro scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping in the Toposheet Nos 53E/8 &
12, parts of Shimla & Sirmour districts, Himachal Pradesh.
Objective:


To prepare landslide inventory database using high resolution Remote sensing data and
field inputs.



To prepare Toposheet-wise 1:50,000 scale spatial database for geofactors of landslides
for use as input thematic maps.



To prepare Landslide Susceptibility Map using Multi-class index overlay method in a
GIS platform.

Highlights:


A total no. of 109 landslide incidences has been picked up from Google Earth satellite image
of which major landslides are seems to be initiated due to unsupported road cuts during new
road constructions and road widening. The major townships/localities of the area are Theog,
Kufri, Fagu, Hatkoti, Kotkhai, Rohru. The study area is well connected with national and state
highways. NH-22 is passing through the western corner of the T.S. no. 53E/08 and it is
connecting Ambala-Shimla-Kaurik. There are three state highways (SH-6, 8 & 10) are passing
through the study area. In addition, several PMGSY and other PWD roads are observed in the
area.



The area exhibits different LULC features.



The officers have carried out filed traverses along Kufri-Fagu-Theog-Sandhu-MatiyanaKotkhai.



Geologically the rocks exposed in the area belong to Kullu, Jutogh (Undifferentiated
Proterozoic), Shali (Meso-Proterozoic), Shimla and Jaunsar (Neo-Proterozoic) and Sirmur
(Paleocene-Eocene) Groups in their tectono-stratigraphic order. The Kullu Group is
represented in the area by Khokhan Formation, consists of quartzite, quartz-biotite schist,
phyllite, is thrusted over Jaunsar and Shimla Groups in the north-eastern part of the area. The
Jutogh Group rests techtonically over Jaunsar and Kullu Groups and is confined to the eastern
part of the area.



The Theog- Kotkhai road cut slopes are fresh, steep, unsupported resulted in slope failure at
many places causing debris slide and rock slides. In general, the slide have an average height
of 10-12m, width of 8-10m and length of 12-15m, characterized by shallow translational slide,
dry, 2-4m thick. Phyllitic slates and quartzites are rock exposed in the area.
Geomorphologicaly the Theog-Kotkhai area are characterized by moderate to highly dissected
steep hill slopes with colluvial cones and tansportional mid slopes. The settlement is mostly
seen on the rideges. The TMS are mostly covered with apple orchids.



During the field work, few natural landslide incidence were observed in the area due to the
horizontal /sub horizontal nature of major discontinuity (bedding/foliation). A particular NH
22 road stretch ~1km towards Theog from Sandhu starting from 31°08'38.3"/77°23'10.4"
coordinate was observed with steep vertical rock slope with thinly foliated carbphyllite
rockmass. The rockmass show vertical open joints of 5-10cm thick, partially filled and
remaing are empty, >10m continuity hanghing as a slump rockmass forming potential zone for
rock fall and topple. The stretch was discussed with the supervisory officer and he suggested
to highlight the road stretch as this may cause severe damage to NH. This stretch is
recommended for detailed site specific study at the earliest.
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The area between Matiyana-Sandhu (western view from NH) were observed with blunt ridges
flowed by low dissected hill slopes with settlements mostly concentrated on ridge tops. The
free face slope is followed by convex slope with 0-1m slope wash that partially reaming under
snow during winter. The steeper slope has moderate to thick vegetation. Along the road side
NH 22 from Matiyana to Sandhu, the slopes were observed with tilted tress with hockey stick
bends that indicates the clear evidence of slope creep action.

Item Code: LSM/NR/PHP/2016/043
Title: Macro scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping in the toposheet Nos. 53E/6,
10 & parts of 53E/14, Parts of Mandi, Kullu, Shimla & Kinnaur districts, Himachal Pradesh.
Objective:


To prepare landslide inventory database using high resolution remote sensing data and
field inputs.



To prepare Toposheet-wise 1:50,000 scale spatial database for geofactors of landslides
for use as input maps.



To prepare landslide susceptibility map using Multi-class index overlay method in a GIS
platform.

Highlights:


A reconnaissance traverse was carried out in and around Banjar in toposheet no 53E/06 to
better understand the geomorphology, LULC pattern, slope forming material, and
landslide occurrences of the area which will aid in better preparation of pre-field maps.



Field work was carried out in T.S Nos. 53E/6 & 10. A total of 90 nos. of landslides were
validated and their 41 points were recorded. Many debris subsidences were observed in
the study area which are due to the oversaturation of the material by the 1st and 2nd order
streams. Most of the landslides are triggered by natural processes. A few of the landslides
have been triggered by earthquakes.



Two landslide zones near Buwai and Shahi Gad have been identified for detailed site
specific studies since they pose high risk to life and property. Both of the slides are
located on NH -305.



The slide zone at Shahi Gad has been active since 14 years especially during the rainy
seasons. The slide zone is approximately 200m wide and the tension cracks are visible
even up to a distance of 50m on either side. The slope material consists of thick glaciofluvial debris consisting of big boulders with a clay rich matrix. The water infiltration has
led to the failure.



The slide zone at Buwai has a width of 250m and length 500 m approximately. The slide
zone has multiple debris slides which initiated in the year 2003. Since then the slide is
enlarging and causing very frequent road blocks and severe damages to NH-305.



The area is occupied by major geomorphic features like low, moderate and highly
dissected hills, escarpments, ridges, transportational mid slopes, denudational hill slopes
etc. Rocks like dolomite and quartzite forms escarpment slopes in the area whereas
phyllite, older granites etc forms low and moderately dissected hill slopes.



The major landuse patterns in the study area are plantations, agriculture and settlements.
The major land cover patterns in the area are sparse to dense vegetations and barren
rocky slopes. Areas occupied by dolomite and quartzite generally form the barren rocky
slopes.
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Many debris zones which are vulnerable to landslides were identified and incorporated in
the pre-field SFM map. Majority of the area is covered by rock with or without slope
wash of 0-1m thickness.

Item Code: LSM/NR/PHP/2016/044
Title: Macro scale (1:50,000) Landslide susceptibility Mapping in parts of toposheet Nos.
53E/15, 16, parts of 53E/14 and 53F/13, parts of Kinnaur and Shimla districts, Himachal
Pradesh.
Objective:


To prepare landslide inventory database using high resolution remote sensing data and
field inputs.



To prepare Toposheet-wise 1:50,000 scale spatial database for geofactors of landslides
for use as input maps.



To prepare landslide susceptibility map using Multi-class index overlay method in a
GIS platform.

Highlights:


The study area is occupied by rocks of Jeori –Wangtu Gneissic Complex, Kullu Group,
Vaikrita Group, Rampur Group, Haimanta Group (Batal Formation), Jutogh Group,
Jaunsar Formation and Deoban Group. Intrusive of Rakchham granitiod of Plaeozoic age
is also present in upper reaches of study area. The Quaternary sequence is exposed as
colluvium and few fluvial terraces in the Satluj River valley.



The Kullu, Vaikrta and Jutogh thrusts traversing the study area trend almost E-W. Kullu,
Vaikrta and Jutogh thrusts are alos traversed by number of regional faults of varying
trends affecting thrusts and formations. The Jeori-Wangtu Gneissic Complex occurs in
the core of E-W Trending antiform and the area lies in the southern limb of cross
foldeded Rampur-Largi antiform.



Till September 2016, areas covering the parts of toposheet no. 53E/14 (248 sq.km),
53E/15 (240 sq.km) was covered. Along the right bank of Satluj River, the field traverses
were taken on foot covering villages Chota-Kamba, Garsu, Bhrayang, Rockcharan,
Kachrang, Solaring, Nathpa, and Kandhar.



Total = 961 Landslide (Pre-field LS. Nos. 862 out of which 121 validated, 99 nos. of LS
have been field picked and validated).



The study area comprises Jeori-Wangtu banded gneissic complex which is highly jointed
and sheared which is traversed by mafic and felsic intrusion. The two major joint sets are
present which are valley dipping and the other is dipping toward hill.



The settlements and agriculture land in right bank of Satluj River in toposheet no. 53E/14
are located on moderate to steep slope comprising colluvial fan, which is moderately to
lowly dissected which is mostly effected by rock fall, rock slide and at places debris slide
(Solaring & Kandhar Village). At higher reaches denudational hill slopes are present
which are partially glaciated and incidences of rock fall and rock slides are observed.



The rock fall and rock slide incidences are observed along NH-22 within the studied area
which are controlled by highly jointed and sheared lithological units making the road
stretch (NH-22) highly vulneralble.



The Nichar-Sungra-Bari-Palingini-Taranda geomorphologically shows debris fan and
talus which are moderately to lowly dissected and rested on jointed and sheared rock
mass in which rock fall, rock slide and debri slide is observed. The Sungra landslide is
occured due to these features and become more active due to anthropogenic activity.
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These villages show the deep gully erosion of slopes which may cause debris slide in a
peak rainy season.


The studied area in toposheet no. 53E/15 covering villages Majholi to Ucchi is located on
huge colluvial fan which is lowly dissected present on gentle to moderate hill slope. The
debris slide and subsidence is observed due to side wall cutting, toe erosion by nala and
unscientific agricultural practices. The subsidence of land is causing the tilting of houses
in these villages.



The studied area of kunni to Baghawat are shows highly jointed and fractured rock mass
present of moderate to steep hill slope which causes the rock fall and rock slide
incidences. The debris slides are observed on colluvium talus nearer and at higher reach
the Baghawat village.

Item Code: LSM/NR/PHP/2016/045
Title: Macro scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping in the toposheet nos. 53E/7 &
53E/11, parts of Shimla, Kullu &Mandi districts, Himachal Pradesh.
Objective:


To prepare landslide inventory database using high resolution Remote sensing data and
field inputs.



To prepare Toposheet-wise 1:50,000 scale spatial database for geofactors of landslides for
use as input maps.



To prepare Landslide Susceptibility Map using Multi-class index overlay method in a
GIS platform

Highlights:


During prefield preparations, digitization of various thematic layers using Google Earth
and ArcGIS softwares which constitute LULC, geomorphology, SFM, landslide inventory
& DEM derivative maps are under under progress. So far, 730 sq.km of LULC and 450
sq.km of geomorphology map have been completed.



Two Rock slides and one debris slide has been observed along NH-22 NarkandaKumarsain-Kingal-Bayal road section. Mainly Kullu Group and Jutogh Group of rocks
are exposed near Narkanda. Geomorphologically the area is coming under broad U-shape
valley filled with older alluvium cuts by younger colluviums glacier deposits and it is
clearly visible near the Sutlej river bed. Broad colluvial terrace and trasportational mid
slope were often found.

Item Code: LSM/NR/JK/2016/046
Title: Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping in parts of Toposheet nos.
43P/9, 43P/10, Doda, Kathua and Udhampur Districts, Jammu and Kashmir (J&K).
Objective:




To prepare landslide inventory database using high resolution remote sensing data and
field inputs.
To prepare Toposheet-wise 1:50,000 scale spatial database for geofactors of landslides for
use as input maps.
To prepare Landslide Susceptibility Map using Multi-class index overlay method in a
GIS platform and hazard status.
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Highlights:


In the pre field map preparation the landslide inventory map, drainage map, slope
morphemetry maps (curvature, slope & aspect) and road map have been prepared covered
an area of 1298 sq km in toposheet 43P/09 and 43 P/010. The landuse and lancover
(LULC) map and geomorphology map have been prepared 1000 sq km and 700sq km
respectively.



The Pre-field maps were prepared on GIS platform through visual interpretation of high
resolution IRS, LISS III multi-temporal Google imageries for 2001 to 2014 time frame.
During pre field studies, 1150 landslides were identified from the remote sensing data.



During field work 10 nos of landslides have been demarcated and entered in 41 point
geo parametric data sheet. 150sq km of total (1298 sq km) area has been checked for all
thematic maps.

Item Code: LSM/NR/JK/2016/047
Title: Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping in parts of Toposheet nos.
43K/16, 43L/13, Jammu and Reasi Districts, Jammu and Kashmir (J&K).
Objective:


To prepare landslide inventory database using high resolution remote sensing data and
field inputs.



To prepare Toposheet-wise 1:50,000 scale spatial database for geofactors of landslides for
use as input maps.



To prepare landslide susceptibility map using Multi-class index overlay method in a GIS
platform and hazard status.

Highlights:


The pre-field study work is in progress and the geo-factor maps have been prepared for
almost 90% area.



Field work has been initiated to check all the geo-factor maps and landslide incidences
for precision.



During the pre-field studies, it has been observed that most of the landslides occurred in
the northern parts of toposheet no. 43K/16 and in the north western parts of toposheet no.
43L/13.



Major settlement areas and cultivated land areas are in southern parts of the study area.



The study area is occupied by rocks of Vaishno Devi Formation (Pleistocene age) which
are of unconsolidated nature and the areas nearer to the Murree Thrust are more
susceptible to landslides.

Item Code: LSM/NR/UK/2016/048
Title: Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping in Haridwar, Dehradun and
Pauri Garhwal districts of Uttarakhand covering Toposheet nos. 53K/1, 53K/5, 53K/9 & 53K/10
Uttarakhand.
Objective:


To prepare landslide inventory database using high resolution remote sensing data and
field inputs.



To prepare Toposheet-wise 1:50,000 scale spatial database for geofactors of landslides for
use as input maps.
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To prepare landslide susceptibility map using Multi-class index overlay method in a GIS
platform.

Highlights:


Attended preparation and finalization of pre-field geomorphology map using google earth
imageries multi-temporal data.



Attended preparation and finalization of pre-field landuse-landcover map using google
earth imageries multi-temporal data.



Attended preparation and finalization of pre-field slope forming material map on GIS
platform.



Carried out fieldwork in Haldulkhal-Dugadda sector in toposheet no. 53K/9 and carried
out field validation of maps.



Total 16 landslides have been observed in field and collected geo-parametric details. Out
of these, 9 are debris slides and 7 are rock slide.



Geologically, the area comprises the rocks of Krol Group and Jaunsar Group.

Item Code: LSM/NR/UK/2016/049
Title: Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping in Pauri Garhwal district of
Uttarakhand covering Toposheet nos. 53K/13, 53K/14 and 53K/15.
Objective:


To prepare landslide inventory database using high resolution remote sensing data and
field inputs.



To prepare Toposheet-wise 1:50,000 scale spatial database for geofactors of landslides for
use as input maps.



To prepare landslide susceptibility map using Multi-class index overlay method in a GIS
platform.

Highlights:


Prepared 1152 km2 Geomorphology map of the area using multi temporal Google earth
images for T.S. No. 53K/13, 53K/14 and 53K/15. Study area exhibits high to moderate
dissection with terraces develop along the left and right banks of water bodies.



Prepared 852 km2 Landuse/Landcover map of the area using multi temporal Google
earth images for T.S. No. 53K/13, 53K/14 and 53K/15. Southern part of the study area is
thickly vegetated where as Northern part shows sparse to moderate vegetation.

Item Code: LSM/NR/UK/2016/050
Title: Macro-scale (1:50,000) Landslide Susceptibility Mapping in Champawat and Nainital
districts of Uttarakhand covering toposheet nos. 53O/15 and 62C/3.
Objective:


To prepare landslide inventory database using high resolution remote sensing data and
field inputs.



To prepare Toposheet-wise 1:50,000 scale spatial database for geofactors of landslides for
use as input maps.



To prepare landslide susceptibility map using Multi-class index overlay method in a GIS
platform.
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Highlights:


Preparation of geomorphology map using google earth imageries multi-temporal data.



Preparation of landslide incidences maps using google earth imageries multi-temporal
data.



Preparation of landuse-landcover map using google earth imageries multi-temporal data.



Preparation of slope forming material map on GIS platform.



Carried out landslide incidences inventory and validated/updated pre-field thematic maps
in field at accessible locations.



Outcrops of granite, augengneisse, phyllite are exposed in the area with moderate to
highly weathered in condition.



Cultivation and settlement are the major landuse pattern in the area whereas sparse
vegetation, dense vegetation, barren land are major landcover types.



Moderate dissected hills slope, transportational midslope and colluivial footslopes are the
common geomorphological landforms in the area.



Rock with thin slope wash, scree, colluvium and alluvium are common slope forming
material in the area whereas depth of the material found between 0 to 1m and 2 to 5m.

Item Code: EG/C/NR/PHP/2016/054
Title: Geotechnical evaluation of Water Resource Development Projects in Himachal Pradesh
and Punjab.
Objective:


To carryout pre-feasibility, feasibility, detailed investigation, construction and post
construction stage geotechnical investigations of river valley projects



Rendering geotechnical consultancy services/geological inputs at various stages of the
projects

A.1. CONSTRUCTION STAGE HEP
A.1.1 SHONGTONG KARCHAM HEP
Project features:
The Shongtong-Karcham Hydro-Electric Project is located on River Satluj in Kinnaur
District of Himachal Pradesh. A 23m high and 92m long barrage project is a run off the river
scheme for harnessing hydropower potential of Satluj River between Powari and Ralli villages to
generate 450 MW (3 x 150MW) of hydro power. The Project components are mostly placed in
underground and are located on the left bank of the Satluj River.
Highlights:
Drill hole logging at the barrage site was carried out at SKHEP, Rekong Peo, H.P. At the
proposed barrage site, seven (7) drill holes have been drilled for a cumulative length of 406m to
ascertain the rock mass condition, rock overburden contact and to install piezometer &
inclinometer. The area is located in upper reaches of Satluj River in the Kinnaur district of
Himachal Pradesh. The rocks in this part belong to Vaikrita Group comprising feldspathic gneiss,
quartzite, high grade schist, migmatites and Jutogh Group consisting of garnetiferous mica
schist, quartzite, massive and banded psammitic gneiss.
The drill hole No. DH-101AB drilled on the 75m d/s of barrage axis for a total drilling
depth of 60.0m. The drill hole data revealed that the slumped rock mass was encountered upto
the drilling depth of 45.5m. The RBM and pebbles & boulders of gneiss, quartzite occurred upto
the drilling depth of 34.5m. After that the slumped rock mass with high staining and weathered
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material has been observed upto the depth of 45.5m. The bed rock started from 45.5m consists of
fine to medium quartzo felspathic biotite gneiss and continued upto the drilling depth of 60.0m.
However, Recovery & RQD % found to be good to very good (85-96% - 89-95% respectively).
The drill hole No. DH-106, drilled at 150m u/s of right bank of barrage axis upto a
drilling depth of 65.0m pierced through overburden comprises cobbles, pebbles of gneisses and
pegmatite upto a depth of 16.5m. The slumped, weathered and fractured rock mass with clay
started from the drilling depth of 16.5m upto the depth of 45.0m. The weathered and fractured
rock encountered from the drilling depth from 45m 46m. The fresh rock / hard rock occurred at a
depth of 46m and continued upto the drilling depth of 65.05m and composed of mica rich
medium grained banded gneiss. The slicken lines along the foliation (40º) was observed. The
RQD is found to be very good to excellent (90 to 98%).
In DH-107, drilled after the BRO camp, u/s of the barrage axis drilled upto 30m through
the overburden comprises boulders of grey quartzite and gneissic rocks with some sand upto the
drilling depth of 10.5m, followed by slumped rock mass comprising of pieces of gneisses and
wash out material upto the depth of 30.0m. The purpose of the hole is to insert piezometer and
inclinometer into the bore hole.
In DH-108, drilled before the BRO camp, u/s of barrage axis upto a drilling depth of
37.0m. The overburden material comprising of boulders, pebbles of gneisses with coarse sand &
continued up to the depth of 18.12m followed by slumped, weathered pieces of rock comprising
of micaceous gneiss and clay gauge upto a drilling depth of 34.9m. The bed rock (?) may starts
after 34.9m consists of highly fractured pieces of gneiss. Since the drill hole drilled upto the
depth of 37m only, so the bed rock could not be established by observing the last 2m section of
the drill holes log. Hence, the project authorities suggested to further drill the drill hole for
another 10m till the firm and fresh hard rock gets.
In DH-109, drilled on the right bank, at bifurcation to Rekong Peo town on NH-5, u/s of
barrage axis. The drill hole drilled upto a drilling depth of 24m through the overburden material
comprising of boulders of gneisses, silty clay and riverine sand continued upto depth of 9.0m.
The slumped and weathered rock mass intersected at the depth of 9.0m and continued upto the
depth of 19.5m, consists of core pieces of granitic gneiss and rock fragments of gneisses. The
high grade metamorphic rock that is garnet bearing gneiss occurred from the depth of 21.0 to
22.5m. But again pieces of gneisses and wash out material encountered from the drilling depth of
22.5m to 24.0m.
In DH-25, drilled at barrage axis on the right bank, near Home Guard Office upto a depth
of 120.0 reveals that the overburden comprises fluvio glacial material of boulders, pebbles of
gneisses and fine grained mica rich wash out material continued upto the depth of 16.5m. The
slumped rock mass comprises weathered, fractured biotite gneiss with clay gauge (36.3836.48m) was encountered upto the drilling depth of 51.0m. From the depth of 51.0m, highly
fractured and stained rock pieces of gneisses with clay gauge and mica rich was out material
encountered upto the drilling depth of 78.5m. The weathered and highly fractured rock
encountered from the drilling depth from 78.5 to 88.0m. The fresh rock started at 88.5m consists
of augen, streaky gneiss and migmatitic gneiss with some highly fractured and shattered zone in
between upto the drilling depth of 120m. The RQD is found to be good to very good (80-90%).
In DH-26, drilled on the right bank of the barrage axis from the existing drift upto the
drilling depth of 70.15m. The drill hole data revealed that the slumped, weathered, fractured and
sheared rock mass with riverine sand and clay gauge continued upto the depth of 46.0m The bed
rock intersected at the depth of 46.0m comprises of mica rich foliated gneisses and continued
upto the drilling depth of 70.15m. The RQD is found to be good to very good (75%-90%).
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A.1.2 KASHANG HEP

Project features:
Integrated Kashang Hydroelectric Project is proposed for development using waters of
Kashang and Kerang streams, two right bank tributaries of river Sutlej. The project is located in
Kinnaur district of Himachal Pradesh. The project would have a total installed capacity of 195
MW.
Highlights:
The detailed geological mapping with total station was carried out on 1:2500 scale in and
around HPPCL colony, Pangi to suggest remedial measures for settlement / subsidence of the
colony. The geological mapping revels that area exposes the fluvio glacial debris comprises
boulders, cobbles of granitic gneisses with silty clay matrix resting over the bed rock. No bed
rock or outcrop is observed in and around the colony. The drill hole drilled at the centre of the
colony was also revealed that no bed rock is encountered upto the drilling depth of 80m. The
settlement of the colony is very localised phenomenon restricted to only colony area. No
settlement or any subsidence or any ground cracks are observed above the road level as well as
d/s of the colony. The settlement is inferred to be due to lack of proper drainage arrangements
and foundations of the retaining and others structures on uncompacted filled material.
A.1.3 SAINJ HEP
The reservoir competency study was carried out on 1:15,000 scale at Sainj HE Project to
identify the geology, geomorphology, adverse geological features if any, delineation of landslide
and its impact on reservoir during the construction stage and post construction stage. Besides, to
demarcate the contact between rock and overburden, terrace deposits, slide prone zone, neo
tectonic manifestation in the form seismites, systematic collection of joint sets for interpretation
and analyses.
The studies were carried out along the Sainj River upto the proposed dam axis. The
proposed reservoir area spreads for around 500 sq.m area. The area exposes very thin outcrops of
biotite gneisses and augen gneiss belongs to Jeori Wangtoo Gneissic Complex on both the bank
near the barrage axis. The general foliation of the rock is N60°W/S60°E dipping 61° towards
east. Most of the area on the right bank exposes overburden comprises river borne material and
collivium deposits. While on the left bank, dense mixed jungle with debris covered are exposed.
Few springs, wooden bridge and the road which are going to submerge have been marked. The
project authorities have been suggested for the new road alignment on the right bank and few
wooden pillars/concrete pillars on the right bank to study any creep movement. No major slides/
unstable slopes have been identified in the reservoir area.
A.2. PER-CONSTRUCTION STAGE HEP
A.2.1 THANA-PLAUN HE PROJECT
Project feature:
Thana Plaun Hydroelectric Project envisages construction of 106.7m high concrete dam
across the Beas River, near Thana village, district Mandi, Himachal Pradesh. Initially it was
contemplated as run off river scheme by diverting impounded water through 8m dia and 6479m
long head race tunnel to a surface powerhouse near village Guini on the right bank of the Beas
River to generate 141 MW of hydropower. Due to rehabilitation, environmental and other related
problems, alternate underground powerhouse on the right bank at the toe of the dam has been
considered having an installed capacity of 191MW. The project site is located between latitude
310 49’ 27” - 310 49’ 47” and longitude 760 50’ 22” - 760 46’ 06”, falls in the Survey of India,
Toposheet No. 53 A/13.
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Highlights:
Studies were carried out along the Beas River. Beas River flows in northwest direction
and its important rivulet Rana khad flows in southerly direction and meets the Beas River just
upstream of the proposed main dam axis. During the present study, the reservoir area comprising
of sandstone (grey colour thickly bedded sandstone/thinly bedded micaceous sandstone) and
shale/mudstone (grey and reddish coloured thinly to thickly bedded) present in the ratio of 60:40
respectively. The lithology carves a unique ridge and furrow topography which can be identified
from far places. Structurally, the rocks comprise three sets of joints of which J1 is bedding
parallel joint. The area forms second order topography having synclinal hills and anticlinal
valley. The slopes are facing easterly on left bank and westerly on the right bank along the Beas
River. The slopes are quite stable but at places wedges forms leading to rock fall, besides
destabilization/failure of slopes under saturation condition and toe cutting be the river. Number
of slides/vulnerable zones have been identified and mapped along the Beas River. Also RBM
terraces have been identified and mapped. No significant slides were recorded in the area
examined.
A.2.2. CHANJU III HEP
Chanju III Hydro Electric Project (48MW) located in Chamba district of Himachal
Pradesh. The project is located across Chanju River comprises of trench weir, intake structure,
approx.5.9km HRT, forebay, inclined pressure shaft with an underground powerhouse to generate
48 MW of electricity. All the components are located on the left bank of the river. The area is
covered with the densely forest jungle with steel escarpment. Most of the area is inaccessible and
poorly inhabited as it falls in the high hill terrain. Geologically the area is occupied by the rocks
of Palaeo to Neo-Proterozoic age represented by the Chamba Formation of Vaikrita Group, along
with Manjir and Katarigali formations. The Katarigali Formation comprises grey slate, phyllite,
carbonaceous slate, platy limestone and quartz arenite sequence. The rocks have undergone
polyphase deformation of three generations. The area forms core part of a NW -SE trending
regional Chamba synclinorium occupied by the Katarigali Formation. This major synclinorium is
constituted of a number of synforms and antiforms particularly in the southern part of the area.
Slaty clevage is the most prevalent penetrative fabric developed in these rocks. The meta
sedimentaries of the area show low grade dynamothermal metamorphism of the greenschist
facies.
The proposed intake structure across Chanju river was geologically assessed and
observed that the gray slate with quartz arenite and thin bands of quartzite has been exposed on
the left bank. No rock is exposed on the left bank of the river. The general foliation of the rock is
N32°W/S32°E dipping 38° towards south west. The 3-D geological mapping of excavated drift
to the proposed power house for a length of 50m was carried out. The rock type exposed in the
excavated drift is gray slate with quartz arenite with foliation of N55°W/S55°E dipping 65°
towards south. Apart from foliation joint, two sets of joints have been noticed. No. of shears and
openings along the joints have been delineated in the excavated drift. The rock mass condition of
the excavated drift is found to be in fair category except in few reaches where the thick shear
seams and openings of joints have been observed. The condition of the drift is dry. The
geological mapping of the proposed HRT and forebay could not be carried out since the area is
inaccessible. The project authorities have been suggested to make the path so that the geological
mapping could be carried out.
The geotechnical assessment of the proposed trench weir across the Mehad Nala (30MW)
was carried out. The area exposes the thick overburden with glacial dumps and densely vegetal
on both the banks. The rock line appears to be at higher elevation on the right bank which could
not be mapped due to highly inaccessible area.
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A.2.3. DEOTHAL-CHANJU III HEP
The Deothal Chanju HEP is located on the u/s (~9km) of Chanju III HEP on Chanju river.
In Deothal-Chanju HEP, the 3-D geological mapping of excavated drift to the proposed power
house for a length of 50m was carried out. The rock type exposed in the excavated drift is gray
slate with quartz arenite with foliation N32°W/S32°E dipping 38° towards south west. Apart
from foliation joint, three sets of joints have been noticed. From RD 32m, the condition of the
rock is found to be good. The rock mass condition of the excavated drift is found to be in fair
category. No major shear noticed in the excavated reaches of the drift. However, the condition of
the drift is damp to dripping condition.
A.2.4. RENUKAJI DAM PROJECT:
Project Features:
The project envisages construction of 162m high rock fill/Earthen dam with two
diversion tunnels and surface powerhouse on the right bank and chute spillway on the left bank.
This will generate 40 MW of power apart from augmenting water supply to Delhi.
Highlights:
Geological mapping also has been carried out of E-W trending narrow ridge between
Jagar Ka khala and Renukaji Lake. Previously, Ghosh and Alok (1973-74) explored the
suspected buried channel course of the Giri River along the slope on the left reservoir rim by
excavating a trench on stepped pattern which exposed terrace material above El. 675m. The
investigation has been taken up to map the ridge area on large scale and rule out the any
possibility of seepage through the ridge from the reservoir since rock is highly jointed and has a
very limited cover. The ridge exposes rocks of Blaini, Krol and Infra Krol Formations. Grey
phyllite, quartzite and carbonaceous shale, grey bedded limestone with shale, dolomite and pink
shale are the major rock types exposed. The rock sequence is closely folded locally into isoclinal
to overturned folds, showing repetition of beds. The general trend of folded sequence is N45°W
– S45°E.
Due to paucity of exposures, thick vegetation cover and lack of paths, the mapping work
will be taken up after monsoon. Drift to the spillway was examined during the inspection visit of
Director, EG Div. The drift excavated is almost along the bedding thus revealing very little
information and has no cross cuts. In order to assess the rockmass conditions likely to be
encountered in the spillway it has been advised to the project authorities to excavated cross cuts.
A.2.5. NAKTHAN HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
The 130m long exploratory drift at El. +2970 m has been excavated in highly fractured
thinly banded micaceous gneisses with foliated biotite schist at places. The drift had been
suggested to with a view to explore the rock mass and to be further explored to ascertain the rock
line. The bearing of the drift is N70°, but during the visit, it was found that at RD 70m the drift
was collapsed. So the geotechnical assessment could not be carried out.
The Parvati barrage site (Nihare Thach) is located about 15 km upstream from the
confluence of Tosh nalla and Parbati River. The 3-D geological logging of the excavated drift for
desanding chamber for a length of 185m was carried out. The bearing of the drift is N345°. The
185m geologically logged part of the drift exposed the thick overburden; slope wash material
comprises boulders, cobbles & pebbles of granites, gneisses with micaceous, laminated sandy
matrix upto RD 145m. From RD 145m to 185m, thinly foliated gneiss with few bands of quartz
mica schist was exposed. The rock mass quality in this reach is fair to good.
The excavated drift for a length of 80m at the intake on the right bank of Parvati River
has been assessed. The drift is in progress and exposes only overburden material comprises loose
boulders and pebbles with sand pockets.
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A.2.6. JAISI HEP, DISTRICT SHIMLA & MANDI, H.P.
Project Features:
The Jaisi Dam Hydroelectric Project is located in Mandi and Shimla districts of Himachal
Pradesh. Jaisi Dam Hydroelectric Project envisages construction of a 123 m (height from deepest
foundation level) high concrete gravity dam across Satluj River, near Jaisi Village on Sainj –
Sunni Road, Himachal Pradesh. The main components of the projects are two circular (10.0m
finished diameter) diversion tunnels of +500 m, underground power house of 528 MW capacity
located on the right bank and along with two HRT of 220m & 310m of 9.50m dia & 10.50m dia
respectively. The tail of the reservoir of Jaisi Dam HEP is located at Kotlu village. Work
regarding pre feasibility geotechnical investigation was carried out in the area proposed for Jaisi
Dam Hydroelectric Project along with team of project authorities.
Highlights:
The quartzite rock exposed can be utilized as concrete aggregate non wearing and
wearing after performing required tests. The quartzite from the same formation i.e. Khaira
Formation has been utilized as aggregate material (wearing and non wearing depending on
degree of weathering and micaceous mineral content). There is likely hood that material from
excavations can be utilized as concrete aggregate and this will be great benefit as it would
drastically reduce the requirement of dumping sites as well requirement of quarries. The location
prima-facie appears suitable geologically for location of dam but dam site can be decided for
undertaking DPR stage investigations after geological mapping on 1:15000 scale SOI sheets, at
present available. For this suitable approach paths are required on both abutments and have been
conveyed to project authorities.
B. WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS IN PUNJAB
Item Code: EG/C/NR/PHP/2016/054
Title: Geotechnical Investigation of Shahpur kandi Dam HEP, District Pathankot, Punjab
Highlights:
Shahpurkandi Dam Project is a multipurpose river valley project, envisages a
construction of 55.50m high concrete gravity dam across the Ravi River. The full reservoir level
El ± 405.00m will submerge the ancient Mukteshwer temple (Pandavas Caves 4 Nos.) which is
situated on the left bank of Ravi River just 21 km away from Pathankot city in Shahpurkandi at
Doong village. It is believed that these caves are 5500 years old and built by Pandavas during
their exile. The ancient caves were excavated in the sandstone band in U/S of the dam. The main
cave no.1 is situated at an elevation El ± 401.20m other than three caves viz., cave No.2 at El ±
404.00 m, cave No.3 at El ± 407.50 m and cave No.4 at El ± 409.90 m.
On request from Punjab Irrigation Department geological survey has been taken up to
study the geology of the area around Mukteshwar temple. The area under investigation exposes
the rocks of Siwalik Formation of Middle Miocene age. These comprise alternate bands of
sandstone and claystone/siltstone. The sandstone bands are compact, massive, and fine to coarse
grained in texture. They are micaceous at places and occasionally show fragments of claystone
and siltstone set in a sandy matrix which gives a conglomeratic appearance to rock. Intraformational conglomerate with rip-off mud-clast belonging to Dewal Formation of Middle
Siwalik are also exposed at places. Claystone bands are red in colour generally soft and on
exposure to sun they show air slackening and dehydration cracks. The contact between claystone
and sandstone members in a sequence is sharp and the seepages were noticed at some places.
The general strike of the beds varies from N50°W-S50°E to N80°W-S80°E and dip from 65°
southwesterly to subvertical. The sandstones are thickly bedded and have gradational contacts
with siltstone/claystones. Joint sets recorded are N55°W-S55°E / 15° NE, N20°W-S20°E/60°SW,
N35°E-S35°W/80°NW with joint at random N50°E-S50°W/70°SE. Due to intersection of
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different joint sets structural wedges are formed, at places. The openings along joints are
ferruginous in nature.
Due to erosion of the alternate sandstone and claystone/siltstone sequence the study area
forms depressions and ridges topography. Sandstone bands are broad at the base and tapered to
the top (1m wide approx.).
C. COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPORT
C.1. Urni Dhang Area, NH-5, District Kinnaur, H.P
A request letter received fro Geological mapping around Mukteshwar Mandir caves m the
GM, HPPCL to carry out the geotechnical investigation of the proposed traffic tunnel alignment
in Urni Dhang area, on NH-5, District Kinnaur, H.P. Accordingly, the detailed geological
mapping has been carried out with total station along NH-5 in Urni Dhang area on 1:2500 scale.
The study area exposes augen/porphyroblastic gneiss, with thin bands of schist and
quartzite in association with biotite, muscovite and quartz belonging to Jeori Wangtu Gneissic
Complex. The bedrock is overlain by thick fluvio- glacial deposits comprise erratic size of
boulders and pebbles of gneisses, granites and quartzites embedded in the silty clay matrix. The
general trend of the rock is N75°W- S75°E dipping 30-40° towards NE direction which is against
the valley slope. Also, the rock shows three sets of prominent joints along with the foliation. The
interplay of these joint sets causes wedge failures, observed along the road section. Field data
reveals that, the area had undergone poly phase deformations viz. fold, faults, shears, etc. as
evidenced by the development of augen structures in the gneisses, stretching and realignment of
mineral grains, striations and slickensides. The Urni landslide triggered during the month of June
2013 is on the right bank of Sutlej River which is flowing towards the WSW direction. The slide
exhibits a moderate slope of 40°-45° exposes thick overburden comprising of debris. Whereas,
the left bank of the Sutlej River exhibits a Thikru rock slide overlain by the gneissic rock. The
new traffic tunnel on NH-5 is proposed to avoid the recurrent problem faced after the
reactivation of Urni Landslide in year 2013. The slide is still so active that the shooting stone of
even boulder size and cloud of dust from the rolling debris is the common phenomenon
disturbing the road traffic on strategic road NH-5.
The two alternative tunnel alignments have been proposed, one on the right bank with
two suitable portals and one on the left bank based on the geological observations made during
the investigation. The proposal of the traffic tunnel on the left bank will be explored only after
the drilling data will be available depicting the contact between overburden and bed rock in the
rock slide area.
C.2. Landslide incidence report (Geo-parametric data/41 points):
Highlights:
Government of India has declared the Geological Survey of India as the ‘Nodal Agency’
on 29 January 2004. Geological Survey of India as a Nodal Agency is responsible for
undertaking and coordinating landslide investigation and formulation of mitigation measures.
The study area with several permanent ice caps and elevation between 1000m to 5500m,
constitutes part of Higher Himalayan geomorphic terrain. The present landslide incidence reports
are from higher reaches of Kinnaur, Shimla and Kullu Districts of Himachal Pradesh which
exhibits predominance of fluvio-glacial activities. Consequently, northern terrain exhibits mainly
rockfall and debris slides type incidences. Forty one points geo-parametric data sheet has been
compiled for seven incidences of landslides/rockfalls.
Item Code: EG/C/NR/JK/2016/056
Title: Geotechnical evaluation of water resource, communication and transport and heavy civil
engineering project in J&K.
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Objective: To carry out feasibility and detailed geotechnical investigation of multipurpose river
valley projects and evaluation of Landslide, road alignment, bridge sites, roads, tunnels and
railway line in J&K.
Highlights:
1. Tawi River Front Development Project in Jammu City, J&K


Tawi River Front development project in Jammu city on the pattern of Sabarmati River
Front Development in Gujarat. Tawi is a river that flows through the city of Jammu and is
considered scared and holy. Tawi river orginates from the lap of Kali Kundi glacier and
adjoining area southwest of Bhadarwah in Doda district. The catchment area of the river
up to Indian border is about 2168 sq km and falls in the districts of Jammu, Udhampur
and a small part of Doda.



During the course of Investigation field traverses were taken on left and right bank from
(Bhagwati Nagar Bridge to Sidra Bridge) and anticipated many sections/spots susceptible
to slope failures/sinking.



Geotechnical studies were planned in the area in order to work out the site characteristics.
Fourty number of Boreholes (Twenty on each bank) were planned to undertake drilling in
order to determine the subsurface geological profile of the area. For the first phase of
pilot project, fifteen boreholes were studied in detail. From geological logging, it is
interpreted from these boreholes that the alluvial sediments occur around 4.0 m depth
from surface represented by thick silty-clay in the upper part and thin sand in bottom part.
The boulder-dominated sediments of Jammu Formation follow the sand layer at depth.
Total 45 soil samples were collected for geotechnical study from this borehole upto depth
of 23.0 m. and sent to geotechnical lab for study by JDA (results awaited).

2. Preliminary geotechnical assessment of gate no.03 Katra Vaishno Devi Bhawan
Landslide
The area of investigation is having spot Latitude 33°01'47.5"N and Longitude 74°56’8”E.
and falls in Survey of India Toposheet No. 43K/16. Katra Vaishno Devi, as it is popularly known,
is a small town in Reasi District of Jammu and Kashmir situated in the foothills of the Trikuta
Mountains, where the holy shrine of Shri Vaishno Devi is located.
The rocks which are found exposed at affected site belonging to Sirban Group
represented by dolomite/cherty dolomite of meso-proterozoic age. The rock slope exhibits a
dominant joint pattern (3+1 random) (Table, 01) with moist dripping bedding plane which is a
failure surface (Figure, 05). The bedding thickness measured is 01 to 70 cm thick. At site it was
anticipated that freeze/thaw cycles operate at such a height contributes to the movement of slope
material along with trees having deep root length causing mechanical widening/deepening of
already available joint patterns/sets. These joint sets are open, tight and moist at places. Solution
effects along joint planes, shear zones and bedding planes are common in Sirban Group.
The general trend of the rocks is N40°W-S40°E to N55°W-S55°E with dip varying from
45° to 65° north-easterly. The intersection of the three major joint planes present in the area and
the presence of minor shear zone, the rock mass forms wedges and breaks into blocks of
different sizes.
Item Code: EG/C/NR/UK/2016/057
Title: Geotechnical Evaluation of Water Resource Development Projects in Uttarakhand.
Objective: To carry out pre-feasibility, feasibility, detailed investigation stage and construction
stage geotechnical investigation of multipurpose river valley projects in Kumaon and Garhwal
Himalaya, Uttarakhand State.
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Highlights:
1. Vyasi Hydroelectric Project, Dehradun District, Uttarakhand
A. SURFACE INVESTIGATIONS:
a) Cut slope between El ±550m and El ± 535m
Geological mapping (on 1:100 scale) of cut slopes below Surge Shaft (back of PH) has
been carried out from u/s Ch -45m to 0 to d/s Ch +19m (w.r.t. C/L of PH), between El ±550m
and El ± 535m. The mapped area exposes predominantly dark grey, thinly bedded limestone
with slate-interbands. Quartz veins are observed along the bedding plane.
The contact between rock mass and consolidated fanglomerates has been noticed at d/s
Ch. +17m. A lensoidal patch of consolidated fanglomerate is also exposed at d/s Ch +5m to Ch.
+3m. The rock mass is highly jointed/fractured/ at places sheared, warped, slumped and
weathered (W1-W2). Yellow staining on joint surface has been recorded between d/s Ch +17m
and d/s Ch +3m with rock mass exhibiting W2-W3 grade of weathering in patches.
Bands of thickly bedded limestone with slate interbands have been observed between Ch
+3m to 0m to Ch.-5m. The slate bands exhibit crumpled nature. The weathering grade in general
varies from W1 to W2 with W3 grade at places. At places, the rock mass exhibits wedge failure.
Between Ch.-5m to Ch. -29m, rock mass is thinly bedded, jointed, sheared and exhibits
slickenside on the joint surface. Weathering grade varies between W1 and W2. Planar as well as
wedge failures have also been recorded.
The rock mass is fractured/sheared/jointed, between Ch.-29m to 0m to Ch.-45m.The
quartz veins are observed along the bedding planes, showing minor folding. The weathering
grade varies between W1 and W2 and at places W3.
The Rock mass is traversed by three to four sets of joint and two numbers of minor shears
(clay gouge < 2 cm) have been delineated between Ch. -7m to -5m and Ch.-44m to -41m. One
major shear (AZ 10-20cm, Clay-2-4cm) has been observed between u/s Ch. -6m and u/s Ch. 13m. Field estimation of RQD estimated at different places varies between 32.5 (poor) to 86.95
(very fair category).
b) Cut slope El ±525m and El ±517m
Geological mapping (on 1:100 scale) of cut slopes below Surge Shaft (back of PH) has
been carried out from u/s Ch -42m to 0 to d/s Ch +10m (w.r.t. C/L of PH), between El ±525m
and El ±517m. The mapped area exposes predominantly dark grey, thinly bedded limestone with
slate-interbands. Quartz veins are observed along the bedding plane.
The band of thinly bedded dark grey limestone with slate, splintery in nature, slumped,
exhibiting warping at places, has been noticed between u/s Ch. -42m & u/s Ch.-38.4m. The
weathering grade in general varies from W1 to W2.
Relatively massive, thick/ blocky dark grey limestone with slate interbands are exposed
between u/s Ch. -38.4m & u/s Ch.-19m. The weathering grade in general varies from W1 to W2.
At places, the rock mass exhibits toppling and planar failure.
Moderately fractured, slumped, warped, dark grey thinly bedded limestone with slate has
been observed between u/s Ch.-19 & u/s Ch. -7m. The rock mass exhibit wedge failure at places
with W1 to W2 grade of weathering. Dripping water condition has been noticed at Ch.-16.1m, (El
521.1m) & Ch -13.5m (El 519.9m).
Highly fractured/ jointed, slumped, warped, dark grey, thinly bedded limestone with slate
has been noticed between u/s Ch. -7m and u/s Ch. -1m. The weathering grade in general varies
from W1 to W3. The rock is fragmented owing to intense fracturing & warping. In further
downstream, buff & light green limestone with chert interbands have been observed between u/s
Ch. -1m to d/s Ch. +1m.
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Grey quartzite with slate band, between d/s Ch. +1m to d/s Ch.5.5m, followed by
interbands of green grey quartzite and grey quartzite has been observed between d/s Ch. 5.5m to
d/s Ch.+10m. In this zone the rock mass is highly sheared & exhibits micro faulting at places.
Flowing water condition has also been noticed.
The contact between rock mass and river borne material (RBM) has been noticed at
central line of powerhouse (Ch. 0m). RBM comprises rounded to sub rounded, gravel-pebblecobble- boulders embedded in fine sand-silt-clay matrix.
The Rock mass is traversed by three to four sets of joint. Two numbers of minor shears
(clay gouge < 2 cm) have been delineated between Ch. + 1m to +5m and Ch. +8m to +10m. One
major shear (AZ 5-8cm, Clay-2-4cm) has been observed between u/s Ch. -42m and u/s Ch. 35.5m. Field estimation of RQD estimated at different places varies between 44 (poor) to 77
(Fair).
c) Cut slope between El ±517m and El ±503m
Geological mapping (on 1:100 scale) of cut slopes below Surge Shaft (back of PH) has
been carried out from El ±517m to El ±503m, between Ch. -16m to 0 to +12m w.r.t N-S
trending C/L of PH and between u/s Ch. -32m to 0 to d/s Ch. +2m w.r.t. C/L of PH.
The mapped area exposes predominantly dark grey, thinly bedded limestone with slateinterbands and green grey quartzite with slate partings. Quartz veins are observed along the
bedding plane.
The lithological contact between relatively less sheared limestone with slate interbands
(hill side), and warped & highly sheared, weathered green grey quartzite with slate partings
(valley side) is sheared.
The exposed rock mass between Ch. +8m & Ch.-4.8m is splintery in nature and exhibits
warping and slumping. The weathering grade in general varies from W2 to W3.
The area confining between El ±517m & El ± 503 m, from Ch. +5.8m to Ch. -6m w.r.t.
N-S trending C/L of PH exposes highly sheared, green grey quartzite with slate partings having
thickness 1-4m. The area confining between El ±516m & El ±503m, from Ch. +2.8 m to Ch. 10m exposes sheared zone of about 6-10m, comprising inter bands of green grey & grey
quartzite with slate partings. The area between El ±515m & El ±503m, from Ch. -6m to -16m
exposes highly sheared, grey to green quartzite. The weathering grade in general varies from W3
to W4.
The grey, thinly bedded limestone with slate interbands has been observed between Ch.
+12m and Ch. -4.8m, from El ±518m to El ±503m. In this reach, planar and wedge failures have
been observed. In general, the rock mass exhibit W1 to W2 grade of weathering. The rock mass is
fragmented because of intense fracturing & warping.
The area between u/s Ch. -12.3m to d/s Ch. +2m, from El ±517m to El ± 503m exposes
greenish grey quartzite with slate partings. In this zone the rock mass is highly
sheared/pulverised & exhibit quartz veins along shear plane, at places. The weathering grade in
general varies from W1 to W3. Wedge failure has been noticed in this zone.
The area between u/s Ch. -18.5m to u/s Ch. -25m, from El ±517m to El ± 503m exposes
highly fractured/jointed, warped, slumped, dark grey thinly bedded limestone with slate
interbands. Planar and wedge failures have been observed in this reach. The Rock mass is
traversed by three to four sets of joint. The weathering grade in general varies from W1 to W2
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Failure of cut slope below surge shaft (back of Power House)
The GSI team has carried out the surface geological mapping of cut slope below surge
shaft/ back slope of Power house from El ±517m to El ±503m, between Ch. -16m to 0 to +12m
w.r.t N-S trending C/L of PH and between u/s Ch. -32m to 0 to d/s Ch. +2m w.r.t. C/L of PH on
21.09.2016 & 22.09.2016. During the mapping on 22.09.2016, slope failure has been observed at
El ±535m.
The bench at El ± 535m between u/s Ch. -36m and u/s Ch. 17m has failed. Although, the
slope failure problem/ apprehension was pointed out by the Director Engineering Geology Div,
GSI after his visit to power house site on 09.07.2016 and as mentioned in his inspection note
issued to project authority wherein it was observed that failure of rock mass from El±535m may
have cascading effects on the stability of upper slopes. Excavation in the toe part of the slope
without stabilizing the excavated upslope area may lead to major slope stability problem in the
area between the surge shaft platform and powerhouse pit. It was also suggested that
“Excavation at the power house pit is to be taken up only after stabilization of upslope area
as per design specification.”
The observations of GSI regarding the cut slope failures, geotechnical assessment of
failed slopes and stability measures have been provided to the project authorities in form of a
note. The recommendations include:


Proper scaling of the detached/loose rock mass followed by installation of proper
rockbolts, chain link, shotcrete and drainage holes as per design specifications.



Removal of distressed or highly fractured and highly sheared rock mass, wherever
necessary or required, followed by concrete back filling.



In the areas of deeper wedge failure space so created should be backfilled with concrete
of suitable strength.



Provision of increasing the thickness of shotcrete in highly weathered, sheared and
slumped zone.



In view of large scale distressing, it is advised to provide two rows of deeper rock bolts
(L-10m) of 30/32 mm diameter at 3 m spacing, staggered, at El ±535m and El ±525m.



Excavation at the power house pit is to be taken up only after stabilization of upslope
area as per design specification immediately.



Drainage/weep holes should be provided in the treated part of the transition zone.
It was also recommended that “Excavations in any form (manually/mechanically) in the
back slopes, toe and at the pit of powerhouse should be carried out only after providing proper
support measures, complete in all respects as per the design specifications and as advised by
GSI, to the excavated cut slopes of the power house area”.
Item Code: EG/C/NR/UK/2016/058
Title: Geotechnical evaluation of communication and transportation projects, stability of slopes
and geological feasibility of artificial lakes, major and minor civil structures in Uttarakhand.
Objective: To carry out geotechnical evaluation for 1) Communication Routes: bridge sites, road
alignment, rail alignment, communication tunnels, ropeways and road widening (National
highways), artificial lakes; 2) Sites for Power Transmission Line towers; 3) Landslides and hill
slope stability of societal relevance.
Highlights:
SLOPE STABILITY PROJECTS
1. Demarcation of Landslide zone I & II (GSI) in and around Nainital Lake, Nainital
district, Uttarakhand.
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Highlights: Ground points were verified and these points need to be rechecked after
georeferencing.
2. Preliminary Geological/ Geotechnical Assessment of Reservoir Rim, Tehri Dam Project
(in connection with filling of Tehri Dam reservoir to RL 828 m), district, Uttarakhand
Highlights: GSI team carried out preliminary geological assessment of slopes of both the banks
flanking the Tehri dam reservoir (RL±823m) covering the reservoir spread in Bhilangana and
Bhagirathi valleys and their tributaries. Number of slide scars has been observed at the toe of the
slopes forming the rim of the reservoir. Based on preliminary geological assessment of the
reservoir rim, it was recommended that the water level of reservoir of Tehri dam may be raised
up to RL 828m and effects of such raising and subsequent drawdown in the reservoir between
RL825m to RL 828m should be continuously monitored and the report of the same should be
provided to GSI on regular basis.
Item Code: EG/C/NR/UP/2016/059
Title: Geotechnical evaluation of Water Resource Development Projects in Uttar Pradesh.
Objective: To carry out preliminary, pre-construction, construction and post construction stage
geotechnical investigations of water resource development projects.
Highlights: During the quarter no request has been received from projects because of water
logging at sites. Officer was engaged for Mission-III work, as well as in reports writing
pertaining to FS 2015-16.
Item Code: ENV/NR/UP/2015/053
Title: Evaluation of the groundwater quality with relation to trace elements, their spatial
distribution and to ascertain the cause of contamination in Baghpat district, U.P.
Objective:


To study the nature and magnitude of contamination.



To delineate the spatial distribution of contaminated groundwater.



To correlate the high incidence of toxic metals with geological/geomorphological/
anthropogenic control.



To study the subsurface geology for locating uncontaminated groundwater aquifers.



To identify carrier mineral phase, if any, responsible for high toxicity.



To study the impact of high incidences of toxic metals on human health and suggest
suitable remedial measures.

Highlights:


Analytical results of major ions in the pre-monsoon samples from the study area of
Baghpat district shows high content of fluoride (1.8 to 3.5 ppm) in the groundwater of
Barauli, Mukkarampur, Gajari and Barka villages.



High sulphate content (307ppm) was recorded from the groundwater sample from
Baghpat.

Item Code: GL/NR/HQ/2016/060
Title: Long term monitoring of Mass Balance of Hamtah glacier, Lahaul and Spiti District,
Himachal Pradesh (On expedition basis).
Objective: To carry out long-term monitoring of Mass Balance of Hamtah glacier.
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Highlights:






Preparation of the inventory of the camp and field equipments and departure to field.
Field party left headquarters on 18.07.2016.
All the studies as per NQT were undertaken and party returned to headquarters on
5.10.2016.
Snout was mapped in August 2016 and two set of stake coordination was taken up in
August and September 2016.
The average maximum and minimum temperatures for July and August 2016 were found
to be 14.0 and 7.5 and 15.0 and 5.00C respectively. The precipitation recorded in July
(part) and August was 4.6 mm and 219.4 mm respectively. Other filed data will be
analysed in headquarters.

Item Code: GL/NR/HQ/2016/061
Title: Evaluation of potentially vulnerable areas for high Glacial Lake Outburst Floods (GLOF)
risk areas in Uttarakhand. (On expedition basis)
Objective: To study the high-risk areas for Glacial Lake Outburst Floods, this could be
potentially dangerous to human settlements downstream identified through remote sensing
studies.
Highlights:


Preparation of the inventory of the camp and field equipments and departure to field.



The identified lakes, viz. Kedar Tal, Uttarkashi district and Basudhara Tal, Chamoli
district are proposed to be studied during the course of field work.



The areas around the potential lakes identified during the compilation of the lake
inventory were studied using available LISS IV (2011) and latest and historical Google
Earth data studied for assessing the growth and expansion of the lakes.



Kedar tal, Uttarkashi district was monitored. Snout of the Kedar Bamak glacier was also
monitored. The lake is fed by snow melt and rain is bounded by moraine. There is no
visible outlet and the water level has fluctuated in the past.



Detailed mapping (1:5000 scale) was carried out for an area of 0.7 sq km. Glacial
geomorphological mapping was also carried out for an area of 18 sq km. Six number of
samples were collected for OSL dating.

Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2016/022
Title: Compilation of an Inventory of Glacial Lakes of North Western Himalaya and
identification of potentially vulnerable areas for high GLOF-risk; based on Remote Sensing
Multi-Spectral Data.
Objective:


To compile a complete inventory of Glacial Lakes of Himachal Himalaya and to identify
high-risk areas for Glacial Lake Outburst Floods, which could be potentially dangerous to
human settlements downstream.



To be published as planned publication of GSI.

Highlights:


Consulted literatures and available GSI reports pertaining to glacial lake inventory and
GLOF.



Preparation of the basemap of entire Himachal Pradesh in ArcGSI environment.
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Demarcation and digitisation of district boundaries of Himachal Pradesh is in progress.



Demarcation and digitisation of Vth order basin boundaries of the river basins of
Himachal Pradesh is in progress.



The digitisation of the glacial lakes of Himachal Pradesh (>500m2) from the Survey of
India toposheets.



Study of the LISS III images obtained from Archives of RS Division and also from the
NRSC Portal and preparation of the mosaic of all the satellite images.



Digitization of lakes in Beas, Chandra, Bhaga, Parvati, Miyar (part) V order basins from
LISS III images completed. Altogether 114 lakes have been digitized. Officers are also
associated with field work for Hamtah and Uttarakhand expeditions.



Based on the indent from Glaciology Division, the processing for the procurement of
LISS IV data has been completed by RS Division and the work will be taken up after the
availability of the same from NRSC.

Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2016/023
Title: Mineralogical studies of geological samples by X-ray diffraction and separation of heavy
and clay minerals and their identification.
Objective:


Mineral identification of geological and other material by X-ray Diffraction and other
studies.



Sample processing and separation of heavy minerals by density separation using
bormofrom and /or magnetic separation.



Chemical treatment of soil/sediment samples for carbonate, organic mater and free iron
removal followed by clay mineral separation.



Clay fractions are subjected to different treatments like glycolation, saturation with
calcium, potassium, magnesium followed by heat treatment at various temperatures.
Treated samples are further subjected to XRD analysis for identification of clay mineral
phases.



Outside agencies sample’s XRD studies such as characterization of materials and
calculation of particle size of nano materials on payment basis.

Highlights:


A total of 124 samples pertaining to FS 2015-16 have been analyzed. Total numbers of
763 mineral phase determinations were done. Total 22 samples have been processed for
carbonate removal; organic removal and free Fe removal and clay size fraction separation
were carried out.



5 samples received from CDRI, Lucknow through TCS Division, on payment basis were
scanned on XRD.

Item Code: RP/NR/HQ/2015/054
Title: Detailed study of Pleistocene vertebrate fossils of marginal Gangetic plain of Jalaun,
Hamirpur and Kanpur Nagar and Kanpur Dehat districts of Uttar Pradesh and ultrastructural
study of different fossil groups to bring out palaeoclimate and palaeoecology.
Objective:


Detailed study of vertebrate fossils to bring out faunal diversity.



Establishing palaeoclimate and palaeoecology.
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Comparative ultrastructural study of tooth of different fossil group to understand food
habits.

Highlights:


The vertebrate fossils identified as Cervid limb bone, metacarpal bone of Cervus and
Shoulder blade of a bovid.



Samples were processed and study is going on. Gastropodes and bivalves are obtained
from the study.



Litholog was prepared, digitized and finalized.

Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2016/024
Title: Miscellaneous services of Palaeontology Division, Northern Region.
Objective:


Morphological and ultra microstructural studies with microchemical analysis of samples /
fossils with the help of SEM-EDX.



Identification of fossil samples submitted by officers of the region and guidance to
officers in palaeontological and stratigraphical problems.



Maintenance of Repository of Palaeontology Division and its upgradation.



Maintenance of the Palaleontology Gallery in the Museum.



Maceration of samples, study of micro fossils and submission of the reports.

Highlights:


Job order for the new SEM machine has been released. A.P& M Division initiated the
process for opening the LC.



No sample was received during this period

Item Code: RP/NR/HQ/2016/062
Title: Characterization of Ore Fluid vis-a-vis Copper Mineralization in North Delhi Fold Belt,
Mahendragarh District, Haryana.
Objective:


To evaluate the potentiality/capacity of the mineralizing fluid in extensional part of the
Khetri Copper Belt (KCB).



To fingerprint the evolution of the mother fluid and



To constrain the P-T condition of mineralization.

Highlights:


All the concerned officers are engaged in consultation of available literatures including
unpublished GSI reports on Mahendragarh District and papers related to fluid inclusion
systematic and copper mineralization.



Pre-field preparation involving issue of store items for field use and applying RCA,
vehicle, TA advance, hotel stay permission etc. for 2nd phase field departure.



The officers are engaged in the pre-field preparation for initiating the 2nd phase fieldwork
of FS 2016-17 in and around Mahendragarh district, Haryana (TS 54A/1). All three
officers have already visited the area on 24th May 2016 and carried out field work for 08
days to study the regional geology and collect samples for analytical purposes as per
NQT. The officers were engaged to study the thin section petrography including ore
petrography, fluid inclusion petrography and microthermometry data generation of the
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collected samples from the area (Golwa-Gangutana-Antri-Biharipur-Berondla transect).
The concerned officer carried out the fluid inclusion petrography with microthermometry
data generation to know the composition, salinity and density of the fluid for determining
the characteristics of fluids responsible for copper sulphide mineralisation in the area.


100 microthermometry data were generated from ten samples so far. Their salinity and
density were also calculated in PVTX software.

Item Code: RP/NR/HQ/2016/063
Title: Establishment of Tectono-stratigraphic sequence of Indus-Tsangpo Suture Zone (ITSZ) in
Spontang, Sapi-Shergol and Drass areas, Leh and Kargil districts, J&K (On expedition basis).
Objective:


Detailed characterization of the different ophiolite and associated ultramafic-mafic suites.



Establishment of tectono-stratigraphic sequence in ITSZ and palaeotectonic activities in
the region.



Interrelation of Indus Flysch vis-à-vis Indus molasse



Search for chromite, PGE and any other minerals of economic importance.

Highlights:


Palm fossils and fossil woods were reported from the transitional marine to continental
fluvial system of the Indus Flysch/Molasse sequence in and around Sumdo and Kargil.



High resolution section measurement of selected sections in ITSZ and molasse sections
provide clues about the Indo-Asia collision and subsequent closure of Tethys. The dating
will be provided by the associated fossils. Further, marginal marine- coastal facies shows
interesting sedimentary structures indicating change in the environment through time.



The presence of Chromite with the layered ultramafic-mafic complex may prove to be an
interesting finding. Samples have been submitted for assessment of Cr and PGE.

Item Code: RP/NR/HQ/2016/064
Title: Lithostratigraphy, palaeontology and paleoenvironmental studies of Tethyan sequence
around Malari, Chamoli and Pithoragarh districts, Uttarakhand.
Objective:


To search and study fossils



To establish lithostratigraphic succession and to characterize geological time/event
boundaries: Precambrian-Cambrian and Permo-Triassic boundaries



To study geological evolution based on sedimentological, structural, and geochemical
data



To compare Tethys sequence of Spiti valley with that of Uttarakhand.

Highlights:


Extending our study in Spiti valley, the Permian-Triassic boundary was studied in detail
both in Kiogad and Yong Gad valley-sections (between Kuling and Kalapani formations)
and collected samples for petrography and geochemical study.



Recorded for the first time hardground surface from Middle Jurassic Lapthal Formation.



The 2.5 m thick highly ferruginous, oolitic, weathered, fossiliferous bed of the
Ferruginous oolite Formation mark the contact with underlying Lapthal Formation and
overlying Spiti Formation. The similar ferruginous oolite bed was recorded earlier (FS:
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2015-16) from Spiti valley, Himachal Pradesh and the lateral correlation suggests
deposition during marine transgression in Callovian time.


Collected Ordovician bryozoa from the Shaiala Formation of the Geldung area.
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MISSION-V
TRAINING AND CAPACITY BUILDING
During Annual Programme 2016-17, the Regional Training Institute (RTI), Northern
Region, Lucknow and Field Training Centers (FTC) Bhimtal and Saketi conducted training
courses for the Officers/Officials of Geological survey of India, Officers of State DGM’s and
other Organisation under the ambit of Mission-V activities. The RTI conducted eleven training
courses/workshops as per the Approved FSP 2016-17 and two need based additional training
courses. The FTCs Bhimtal and Saketi conducted training courses for the new incumbent
Geologists in GSI under the OCG training courses i.e. Orientation Courses for Geologists.
Regional Training Institute imparted training to the officers of different disciplines of
Geological survey of India, officers of State DGM’, and State Departments like PWD. One
training course on “Paleontology and Biostratigraphy” was conducted in collaboration of Birbal
Sahni Institute of Paleobotany (BSIP) in which eight scientists of BSIP also participates. The
officers from DGM Mizoram, DGM Rajasthan, DGM Uttar Pradesh and Public Works
Department, Uttarakhand were trained during the two courses i.e. on Engineering Geology and
Landslide Studies & Earthquake Geology conducted at Dehradun.
Specific courses on GCM Data Handling and its Interpretation, Arc GIS, Electron
Probe Micro Analysis (EPMA) were also conducted for imparting training to the young
geoscientists in the latest technologies being used in geo-scientific studies. The Group A
(STS/STS) & B officers of GSI NR were also imparted training on Administration, Vigilance and
Financial Management at Jaipuria Institute of Management.
Training courses were conducted by Regional Training Institute for the Surveyors and
other officials of GSI NR. During these training courses lectures and interactive sessions were
arranged in the topics on Office Procedure & Computer Application, Administration, Finance
and Vigilance related matters. In order to increase use of Hindi in official work, workshop on
“use of Hindi in day to day official work” was also arranged.
Field Training Centre, Saketi, conducted Orientation Courses for Geologists (OCG)
for two batches of 38th and one each of 39th and 40th OCG. Field Training Centre Bhimtal
conducted OCG course for one batch of 39th OCG. In all 121 officer trainees of GSI and a few
from State DGM’s were trained in the field of Himalayan mapping thus enabling them to handle
mapping projects in the complex terrain of Himalayas.
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NORTHERN REGION (HQ)
DIVISION: POLICY SUPPORT SYSTEM
The Support System provides administrative, scientific and technical support to interregional projects and divisions. A total of 19 service Items will be taken up during F.S. 2016-17.
Out of 19 items, one items is related to Policy support System which deals with perspective
planning and technical coordination; formulation, implementation and monitoring of Annual
Programme, one item of CGPB Committees & report processing, one item of Technical
Consultancy Services, two item of Park & Museum cell, one item of Core Library, 6 items for
technical coordination of States Units & Geophysical Division, 3 items are related to chemical
stream and lab network pertains to analysis of NGCM and Non-NGCM samples, one linkage
item of Drilling Division and 3 items pertain to geophysical lab network.
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DIVISION: TECHNICAL CONSULTENCY SERVICES
(PSS-COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS)
Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2016/035
Title: Evaluation/Costing of geological/ geo-technical services rendered to sponsored projects
and other request received for analysis of samples, survey work and contractual jobs etc. Pricing
of unpublished geological reports. Interaction and liaisoning with sponsors for signing MoU and
realisation of outstanding payments.
Quantum of work and achievements:
Sl. Nature of Work
No.
1

Pricing of reports

2

General correspondence
and Interaction with
sponsoring agencies

3

Processing of Quarterly
Reports on Internal
resource generation
Principal amount of bills
raised for Geotech. Studies
Service tax of the bills
raised for Geotech. Studies:
Principal amount received
from Geotech. Studies
Service tax received from
Geotech. Studies
Amount received towards
Lab Tests
Service Tax received from
Lab Studies
Amount received from sale
of 41maps
Amount received from sale
of 4 Publications
Service Tax Deposited on
13.06.2016 for the period
from 01.01.2016 to
30.03.2016

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Target for
Achievements
FS: 2016-17 July 2016 to Sept.,
2016
As per
No report could be
availability priced as most of the
and Demand reports are with RMHIII for soft copy
conversion.
As and when Attended in full.
required
Personally visited and
contacted officers of
UJVNL and Irrigation
Deptt. Uttarakhand for
the recovery of pending
payment of Maneri
Bhali-II HEP.
As per
Attended in full
availability

Achievements Since
inception of FSP
2016-17
Pricing of 02 reports
of M-II G-3 and G-4
as per the SoC-2001
and guidence of TCS
Dn. CHQ
Attended in full.

Not fixed

4,15,800/-

11,17,116/-

Not fixed

62,370/-

1,64,062/-

Not fixed

32,10,064/-

45,98,032/-

Not fixed

4,47,206/-

6,00,422/-

Not fixed

2,89,268/-

4,62,316/-

Not fixed

44,304/-

69,396/-

Not fixed

28,560/-

34,580/-

Not fixed

2,794/-

5019/-

Not fixed

NIL

2,21,062/-
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Attended in full

• No. of (MoU’s)
• No. of LoU’s
On Going MoU
• SU: Uttarakhand
• SU: P&HP

: 10 (including under process)
: 4 (Letter of Understanding)
: 2 (Gagas Barrage, SJVNL-3 Proj)
: 5 (Sahapurkandi, N. Rly., SJVNL-9 Proj, HPPCL-4 Proj, Sainj &
Jaisi
: Nil
: Nil

• SU: J&K
• SU: UP
On Going LoU,s
• SU: Uttarakhand :
• SU: P&HP
:
• SU: J&K
:
• SU: UP
:
MoU’s in process of signing
• SU: Uttarakhand :
• SU: P&HP
:
• SU: J&K
:
• SU: UP
:

2 (Naitwar bazaar slide, THDC reservoir)
Nil
1 (Tawi river front under Jammu Development Authority)
1 (Kanhar Dam Proj.) UP Irrigation
2 (Tapovan Vishnugad & Vyasi HEP)
Nil
1 Rail link between Udhampur-Srinagar-Baramula
Nil
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CORE LIBRARY
Item Code: SER/NR/HQ/2015/038
Quantum of work and Achievement:
Name of
work
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Creation
of Core
Library

Work
Progress of work 1stApril - 30th
proposed
June 2016
for 2016-17
Skeletonisation of boreholes As necessary No core received
stored in existing core shed
hall no. 1 & 2
Procurement of Racks
As necessary Manufacturing of steel racks by
the firm for storing drill core is
under progress.
Taking
custody
of As necessary No core received
skeletonised drill cores from
ongoing drilling projects of
NR
Taking
custody
of As necessary No core received.
skeletonised drill cores from
other agencies
Civil works
As necessary 1. Reminder letter for shifting the
materials pertaining to Drilling
Division from the erstwhile
"E&T
Workshop"
space
earmarked for Core Library
send to The Suptdg. Engineer,
Drilling Div. on 08.07.2017 and
27.07.2016.
2. Visited Core Library on
22.09.16
for
identifying
location to install Hydraulic
Core splitter.
3. Notesheet sent to security and
maintenance
officer
on
22.09.16 regarding removal of
RCC platform from Core
Library to make a plastared
even floor.
4. Notesheet sent to security and
maintenance
officer
on
28.09.2016 through shri Alok
Kumar, Suptg. Geologist to
resolve the water dripping
problem from metal roof of
Core Library.
Total Workload
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Name of
work

Work
Progress of work 1stApril - 30th
proposed
June 2016
for 2016-17
6. Procurement of hardware & As necessary 1. Hydraulic
core
Splitter
software, furniture, charts/
received on 13.07.2016
models and display material
2. ACA applied for procurement
of Hydraulic oil and vibration
free table for installation of
Hydraulic core splitter on
27.07.2016.
3. Notesheet
sent
to
the
maintenance
officer
for
installation
of
3
phase
connection in the Core Library
(erstwhile E&T workshop).
4. 2 buckets (40 ltr) Hydraulic oil
procured on 15.09.2016.
7. Shifting of skeletonized As necessary To be initiated after renovation of
core boxes from core shed 1
the E&T workshop.
& 2 to propose new core
shed at E&T workshop and
their
upkeep
and
maintenance
8. Data entry of bore holes in
Data Entry of drilling projects of
GSI Core Repository
Item No. 1997software.
98/MIE/NR/UP/1996/001,
LSZ/NR/HQ/2008/001,
SEI/NR/HQ/2005/001,
SEI/NR/HQ/2002/001,
NF/44P/NR/HAR/77/10, and
MIP/NR/UPUA/2006/003 in
prescribed excel sheets.
Total Workload
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PARK AND MUSEUM CELL, GSI, NR, LUCKNOW
During this period all the exhibits in the palaeontological and petrological galleries were
displayed properly. All the display boxes were illuminated with tube lights. A new poster of “Life
Through Ages” was displayed in the museum.
The Park and museum cell N.R. which maintains the above museum also showcased the
activities of Geological Survey of India by participated in the 11th MMMM-2016 (Minerals,
Metals, Metallurgy & Materials) International Exhibition held at Pragati Maidan, New Delhi
from 10th to 12th August 2016. Beautifully displayed posters and exhibits were appreciated by
visitors.
The park and museum cell of NR also maintains two life size models of Indian
Dinosaurs viz. Rajasaurus measuring 30 ft. Long and Titanosaurus measuring 42 ft long that
were fabricated and erected in the park facing the museum.
Other valuable exhibits are models of Hexaprotodon sivalensis (Hippoptamus),
Colossochelys atlas (Giant Tortoise), Gavialis browni (Gharial), Stegodon ganesa (Extinct Giant
Elephant) etc. There are in all about 186 palentological exhibits in the museum.
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Annexure-1
MAJOR MINERAL RESOURCES [UNDER VARIOUS UNFC CATEGORIES]
ESTIMATED BY THE REGION, SHOWING STATE-WISE FIVE-YEARLY
INCREMENT, FOR THE LAST 10 YEARS
COMMODITY/
STATE
1995
MINERAL
Gold
Uttar Pradesh
4.5 MT
(Gurhar Pahar, Grade 0.77 g/t
Sonbhadra)
Uttar Pradesh
(Sona Pahari,
Sonbhadra)
Base Metal
Uttarakhand
(Askot,
Pithoragarh)
Uttarakhand
(Chamri,
Kwanu,
Dehradun)
Uttarakhand
(Amtiargad,
Dehradun)
Haryana
-(Gangutana)
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2000

2005

2010

7.12 MT
7.29 MT
Grade 1.04 g/t Grade 1.03 g/t
UNFC-G3
0.053 MT
Grade 3.03 g/t
UNFC-G3
0.77 MT
(8.91% TMC)
UNFC-G3
0.39 MT
(8.13% TMC)
UNFC-G3

-

1.41 MT
(6.57%TMC)
UNFC-G3
--

-

-

--

2.318 MT
Grade
0.34% Cu
UNFC-G3

-

-

-

Annexure-2
ACTIVITY DOMAIN OF MISSION-I, II & IV OF THE REGION AND
ACHIEVEMENTS PERTAINING TO FIELD INVESTIGATION DURING THE XII
PLAN PERIOD [2012-16]
AS ON 30.09.2016
S.
Major Activity area
No.

Programme Achievement
Target F.S.
during
2016-17
September’ 2016
Mission- I: Baseline Geoscience Data Generation
a) Ground Survey
i) Specialized Thematic Mapping
1360 Sq km
250.0 Sq km
on 1:25,000 (Sq. km)
ii) Geochemical mapping on
9208 Sq km
1414.0 Sq km
1:50,000
(Sq. km)
iii) Geophysical Mapping on
14,000 Sq km 1350.0 Sq km
1:50,000 (Sq. km)
Mission- II: Natural Resources Assessment
i) Large Scale Mapping on
775 Sq km
83.8 Sq km
1:12,500/10,000/25,000 (Sq. km)
ii) Detailed Mapping on
4.9 Sq km
0.7 Sq km
1:2000/5000/1000 scale (Sq. km.)
iii) Drilling (meters)
7050 m
527.7 m
Mission- IV: Fundamental & Multidisciplinary Geosciences
i) Large Scale Mapping on
180 Sq km
10.0 Sq km
1:12,500/25,000
(Strip Mapping/Morphotectonic
studies) (Sq. km)
ii) Detailed Mapping on 1:1000/
1.5 Sq km
0.8 Sq km
1:2000/1:5000 scale (Sq. km.)
iii) Traverse Mapping on 1:25,000
125 L.km
32.0 L.km
scale (L .km)
iv) Drilling (meters)
990 m
42.0m

Achievement since
commencement of
F.S. 2016-17

440.0 Sq km
3578.0 Sq km

1350.0 Sq km

226.6 Sq km
1.07 Sq km
1402.4 m
88.0 Sq km

0.8 Sq km
130.0 L.km
129.0 m

SPILL OVER DRILLING TARGET OF FS: 2015-16 TO BE COVERED DURING FS:
2016-17
S.
Major Activity area
No.
1.
2.

Mission-II
Drilling (meters)
Mission-IV
Drilling (Seismic Microzonation
studies of Srinagar Metropolitan
area, J&K)

Programme
Target F.S.
2016-17
2921.80 m

Achievement
during
September’ 2016
0.0 m

Achievement since
commencement of
F.S. 2016-17
2617.95 m

533 m

0.0 m*

103.0 m

* Drilling could not be carried out due Law & Order problem in Kashmir valley.
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Annexure-3
STATEMENT SHOWING THE MONTHLY AND PROGRESSIVE NON-PLAN EXPENDITURE FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER-2016 IN
RESPECT OF THE NORTHERN REGION, GSI, LUCKNOW (VALUES IN LACS)
Code No.

2853

1

01.00.01

1
01.00.01
01.00.02

Minor
head/Sub-head

-Non-Ferrous
Mining and
Metallurgical
Industries
(Major Head )
-Geological
Survey of
India
(Sub-Major
Head )
-Direction and
Administration
(allocation
directly from
CHQ to the
Regions)
Administrative
Support
Salaries
1600.00
-Wages
15.00

Allocation of Budget Grant
2016-17

On 1st of month

Changes
during the
month (+/-)

1

2

4400.00
65.00
115

Progressive Target Expenditu Progressive
Exp. up to the for the
re
Exp. Up to the
previous
month incurred
end of the
month
during the
month
month
On last
(4+6)
day of
Month
(1+2)
3
4
5
6
7

6000.00
80.00

1378.13
9.72

460.00
15.00

450.95
19.55

1829.08
29.27

Balance

(3-7)

8

4170.92
50.73

01.00.03
01.00.06
01.00,11

01.00.12

01.00.13

01.00.13

01.00.14

01.00.20

01.00.28
2853.01.001

-Overtime
0.00
Allowances
-Medical
10.00
- Domestic
0.00
Travel
Expenses
-Foreign
0.00
Travel
Expenses
-Office
3.00
ExpensesVoted
-Office
0.00
ExpensesCharged
10.00
Rent,Rates,Tax
es
- Other
0.00
Administrative
Expenses
-Professional
0.00
Services
Total1638.00
Direction &
Administration

0.75

0.75

0.00

0.25

0.00

0.00

0.75

90.00
0.00

100.00
0.00

7.74
0.00

10.00
0.00

11.81
0.00

19.55
0.00

80.45
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

50.00

53.00

2.67

10.00

11.96

14.63

38.37

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.00

19.00

1.31

1.50

1.90

3.21

15.79

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

4614.75

6252.75

1399.57

497.75

496.17

1895.74

4357.01
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STATEMENT SHOWING THE MONTHLY AND PROGRESSIVE PLAN EXPENDITURE FOR THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER-2016 IN RESPECT
OF THE NORTHERN REGION, GSI, LUCKNOW (VALUES IN LACS)
Statement showing the monthly and progressive NON-PLAN Expenditure for the month of September - 2016 in respect of the Northern Region, GSI, Lucknow (Values in Lacs
Code No.
Minor head/Sub- Allocation of Budget Grant 2016-17
Progressive Exp. Up Target for Expenditure incurred Progressive Exp. Up to Balance
to the previous month the month during the month
head
the end of the month
On 1st of Changes during On last day of
(4+6)
(3-7)
month
the month (+/-)
Month (1+2)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
2853
-Non-Ferrous
Mining and
Metallurgical
Industries
(Major Head )
1
-Geological Survey
of India
(Sub-Major Head )
01.00.01
-Direction and
Administration
(allocation directly
from CHQ to the
Regions)
1
-Administrative
Support
01.00.01
Salaries
6000.00
0.00
6000.00
3312.42
460.00
608.00
3920.42
2079.58
01.00.02
-Wages
80.00
0.00
80.00
48.73
15.00
8.00
56.73
23.27
01.00.03
-Overtime
0.75
0.60
1.35
0.21
0.25
0.13
0.34
1.01
Allowances
01.00.06
-Medical
100.00
0.00
100.00
46.21
10.00
17.46
63.67
36.33
01.00,11
- Domestic Travel 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Expenses
01.00.12
-Foreign Travel
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Expenses
01.00.13
-Office Expenses- 53.00
0.00
53.00
39.30
10.00
11.05
50.35
2.65
Voted
01.00.13
-Office Expenses- 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Charged
01.00.14
-Rent,Rates,Taxes 31.00
0.00
31.00
22.16
1.50
1.13
23.29
7.71
01.00.20
- Other
0.00
1.50
1.50
0.00
0.00
1.50
1.50
0.00
Administrative
Expenses
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Statement showing the monthly and progressive NON-PLAN Expenditure for the month of September - 2016 in respect of the Northern Region, GSI, Lucknow (Values in Lacs
Code No.
Minor head/Sub- Allocation of Budget Grant 2016-17
Progressive Exp. Up Target for Expenditure incurred Progressive Exp. Up to Balance
to the previous month the month during the month
head
the end of the month
On 1st of Changes during On last day of
(4+6)
(3-7)
month
the month (+/-)
Month (1+2)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
01.00.28
-Professional
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Services
2853.01.001
Total-Direction & 6264.75
2.10
6266.85
3469.03
496.75
647.27
4116.30
2150.55
Administration
Statement showing the monthly and progressive PLAN Expenditure for the month of September - 2016 in respect of the Northern Region, GSI, Lucknow (Values in Lacs)
2853
-Non-Ferrous
Mining and
Metallurgical
Industries(Major
Head)
1
-Geological Survey
of India
(Sub-Major Head )
01.00.01
-Direction and
Administration
(allocation directly
from CHQ to the
Regions)
1
-Administrative
Support
01.00.01
-Salaries
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
01.00.11
-Domestic Travel 300.00
0.00
300.00
206.10
50.00
26.35
232.45
67.55
Expenses
01.00.12
-Foreign Travel
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Expenses
01.00.13
-Office Expenses- 155.00
25.00
180.00
95.46
25.00
14.96
110.42
69.58
Voted
01.00.14
-Rent,Rates,Taxes 0.00
10.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
01.00.20
Other
1.30
0.00
1.30
0.50
0.25
0.53
1.03
0.27
Administrative
Expenses
01.00.28
-Professional
10.00
3.00
13.00
5.19
1.00
2.28
7.47
5.53
Services
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Statement showing the monthly and progressive NON-PLAN Expenditure for the month of September - 2016 in respect of the Northern Region, GSI, Lucknow (Values in Lacs
Code No.
Minor head/Sub- Allocation of Budget Grant 2016-17
Progressive Exp. Up Target for Expenditure incurred Progressive Exp. Up to Balance
to the previous month the month during the month
head
the end of the month
On 1st of Changes during On last day of
(4+6)
(3-7)
month
the month (+/-)
Month (1+2)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
01.00.28
Total-Direction & 466.30
38.00
504.30
307.25
76.25
44.12
351.37
152.93
Administration
1.101
(Mission- I) Survey & Mapping
1.0
-Ground, Aerial &
Marine Survey
01.00.02
-Wages
30.68
0.00
30.68
8.95
1.00
1.10
10.05
20.63
01.00.24
-P.O.L
11.93
0.00
11.93
4.05
0.75
0.83
4.88
7.05
01.00.50
-Other Charges
21.12
0.00
21.12
9.21
3.00
2.99
12.20
8.92
2853.01.101
Total-Survey &
63.73
0.00
63.73
22.21
4.75
4.92
27.13
36.60
mapping
1.102
(Mission-II) –
Mineral
Exploration
1
-Economic
Minerals
01.00.02
-Wages
60.00
0.00
60.00
34.18
5.00
5.48
39.66
20.34
01.00.24
-P.O.L
22.50
0.00
22.50
10.96
1.50
2.88
13.84
8.66
01.00.50
-Other Charges
147.00
0.00
147.00
82.61
2.00
26.80
109.41
37.59
2853.01.102
Total-Mineral
229.50
0.00
229.50
127.75
8.50
35.16
162.91
66.59
Exploration
1.800
(Mission-III) Other Expenditure
(Minor Head)
01.00.16
- Publication
16.30
0.00
16.30
7.34
0.50
0.16
7.50
8.80
01.00.20
-Other
6.60
0.00
6.60
1.95
0.50
0.13
2.08
4.52
Administrative
Expdt.
02.00.20
- Information &
85.00
40.00
125.00
52.11
25.00
21.26
73.37
51.63
Technology O.E.
2853.01.800.02
(Mission-III) Total 107.90
40.00
147.90
61.40
26.00
21.55
82.95
64.95
1.004
(Mission-IV)Research and
Development
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Statement showing the monthly and progressive NON-PLAN Expenditure for the month of September - 2016 in respect of the Northern Region, GSI, Lucknow (Values in Lacs
Code No.
Minor head/Sub- Allocation of Budget Grant 2016-17
Progressive Exp. Up Target for Expenditure incurred Progressive Exp. Up to Balance
to the previous month the month during the month
head
the end of the month
On 1st of Changes during On last day of
(4+6)
(3-7)
month
the month (+/-)
Month (1+2)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
-Laboratory
Research
01.00.02
-Wages
19.00
0.00
19.00
9.70
4.00
2.94
12.64
6.36
01.00.21
-Supplies and
38.50
0.00
38.50
31.14
10.00
4.18
35.32
3.18
Materials
01.00.24
P.O.L.
2.80
0.00
2.80
1.16
0.25
0.22
1.38
1.42
01.00.50
-Other Charges
55.00
0.00
55.00
48.67
15.00
0.78
49.45
5.55
2853.01.004
Total-Research & 115.30
0.00
115.30
90.67
29.25
8.12
98.79
16.51
Development
1.005
(Mission-IV) –
Investigation
1
-Laboratory
Research
01.00.02
Wages
23.50
0.00
23.50
18.66
4.00
1.55
20.21
3.29
01.00.24
P.O.L.
11.00
0.00
11.00
7.33
1.50
1.24
8.57
2.43
01.00.50
Other Charges
17.75
0.00
17.75
6.23
0.75
1.51
7.74
10.01
2853.01.005
Total-Investigation 52.25
0.00
52.25
32.22
6.25
4.30
36.52
15.73
2853.01.2001.00.5 Other Exploration
0
Antarctica
01.00.50
Other Charges
20.00
0.00
20.00
5.28
0.50
2.04
7.32
12.68
2853.01.200
Total-Other
20.00
0.00
20.00
5.28
0.50
2.04
7.32
12.68
Exploration
2.796
SCHDULED
TRIBE SUB
PLANS Tribal
Welfare
01.00.50
-Other Charges
100.00
0.00
100.00
87.56
15.00
1.23
88.79
11.21
Total Tribal
100.00
0.00
100.00
87.56
15.00
1.23
88.79
11.21
Welfare
1.003
(Mission-V)Training (Minor
Head)
1
-Human Resource
Development
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Statement showing the monthly and progressive NON-PLAN Expenditure for the month of September - 2016 in respect of the Northern Region, GSI, Lucknow (Values in Lacs
Code No.
Minor head/Sub- Allocation of Budget Grant 2016-17
Progressive Exp. Up Target for Expenditure incurred Progressive Exp. Up to Balance
to the previous month the month during the month
head
the end of the month
On 1st of Changes during On last day of
(4+6)
(3-7)
month
the month (+/-)
Month (1+2)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
01.00.20
-Other
20.00
0.00
20.00
12.54
2.00
4.61
17.15
2.85
Administrative
.Expenses
2853.01.003
Total-Training
20.00
0.00
20.00
12.54
2.00
4.61
17.15
2.85
1.800
-Other
Expenditure
(Minor Head )
1
-Miscellaneous
Major Expenditure
on different
Operation
(S&TSS)*
01.00.21
Supplies and
3.00
4.00
7.00
2.45
0.00
3.72
6.17
0.83
Materials
01.00.25
-Clothing and
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Publicity
01.00.26
-Advertising and
10.95
0.00
10.95
8.46
0.25
1.40
9.86
1.09
Publicity
01.00.27
-Minor Works
163.09
16.1896
179.28
75.18
0.00
0.00
75.18
104.10
2853.01.800.01

4853

1

TotalMiscellaneous
Total Revenue
Expenditure

177.040

20.19

197.23

86.09

0.25

5.12

91.21

106.02

1352.02

98.19

1450.21

832.97

168.75

131.17

964.14

486.07

Capital Outlay on
Non ferrous
Mining and
metallurgical
Industries (Major
Head)(Contd.)
-Mineral
Exploration &
Develop
-Ment (Sub-Major
Head)(Contd.)
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Statement showing the monthly and progressive NON-PLAN Expenditure for the month of September - 2016 in respect of the Northern Region, GSI, Lucknow (Values in Lacs
Code No.
Minor head/Sub- Allocation of Budget Grant 2016-17
Progressive Exp. Up Target for Expenditure incurred Progressive Exp. Up to Balance
to the previous month the month during the month
head
the end of the month
On 1st of Changes during On last day of
(4+6)
(3-7)
month
the month (+/-)
Month (1+2)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Misc. Capital
Expenditure
1.800
-Other Capital
Expenditure
(Minor Head)
(Contd.)
3
Acquisition of
Capital Assets
1
Geological Survey
of India
- Motor Vehicle
10.00
0.00
10.00
5.57
1.50
1.04
6.61
3.39
- Machinery &
130.08
77.00
207.08
85.91
45.00
4.08
89.99
117.09
Equipment
Total-Capital
140.08
77.00
217.08
91.48
46.50
5.12
96.60
120.48
Assets
Grand Total of
1492.10
175.19
1667.29
924.45
215.25
136.29
1060.74
606.5
Region
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Annexure-3A
PLAN ALLOCATION AND EXPENDITURE
Sl. No. Scheme

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Survey & Mapping Mission-I
Mineral Exploration Mission-II
Information Dissemination Mission-III
R & D and other Exploration Mission-IVA
Specialized Investigation Mission-IVB
Human Resource and Development
Mission-V
Construction Minor Works
Total
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FY 2016-2017 (Rs in lacs)
Approved Outlay Actual Expenditure
(up to Sept., 2016) as on 30/09/2016
63.73
27.13
229.50
162.91
147.90
82.95
115.30
98.79
52.25
36.52
20.00
17.15
179.28
807.96

75.18
500.63

Annexure-4
PRORATA EXPENDITURE OF MISSION-I, NR (1st JULY TO 30th SEPTEMBER 2016)
S.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

FSP Item
STM/NR/JK/2015/001
STM/NR/JK/2016/001
RP/NR/PHP/2016/002
STM/NR/UP/2016/003
STM/NR/UK/2016/065
STM/NR/UP/2016/066
GCM/NR/JK/2016/004
GCM/NR/JK/2016/005
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/006
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/007
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/008
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/009
GCM/NR/PHP/2016/010
GCM/NR/UP/2016/011
GCM/NR/UP/2016/012
GCM/NR/UP/2016/013
GCM/NR/UK/2016/014
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/015
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/016
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/017
GPM/NR/HQ/2016/018
HM/NR/HQ/2016/019

Expenditure
Bills not submitted
65,521.00
21,464.00
38,134.15
52,844.00
37,738.00
Bills not submitted
Bills not submitted
32,650.00
124,587.00
31,118.00
45,764.00
54,683.00
95,559.00
121,224.00
78,156.00
78,407.60
43,249.00
Bills not submitted
Bills not submitted
Bills not submitted
Bills not submitted
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Man Days
118
63
12
54
54
52
124
119
62
146
36
58
62
61
108
87
23
19
57
46
61
14

Expenditure/man days
----Rs. 1040.01/Nil
Rs. 1788.66/Rs. 978.59/Rs. 725.73/--------Rs. 526.61/Rs. 853.33/Rs. 864.38/Rs. 789.03/Rs. 881.98/Rs. 1566.54/Rs. 1122.44/Rs. 898.34/Rs. 3409.02/Rs. 2276.26/-----------------

PRORATA EXPENDITURE OF MISSION-II, NR (1st July to 30th September 2016)
Item No.

EXPENDITURE HEADS &
Amount
WAGES POL OC
NRCA

TOTAL Officer's Name
Expenditure

ME/NR/HR/2016/020

107098

19467 32102

0

158667

ME/NR/HR/2016/021

105770

17275 14775

0

137820

ME/NR/HR/2016/022

30108

4000

28000

0

62108

ME/NR/PHP/2016/023

27960

16160 20714

0

64834

ME/NR/PHP/2016/024

16620

18400

6059

0

41079

ME/NR/JK/2016/025

0

0

0

432713

432713

ME/NR/JK/2016/026

10332

8890

23434

0

42656

ME/NR/JK/2016/027

16728

20519

8200

0

45447

ME/NR/JK/2016/028

16236

0

8069

25800

50105

ME/NR/UK/2016/029

1476

500

12971

0

14947

ME/NR/UP/2016/030

67665

12200 22143

0

102008

ME/NR/UP/2016/031

96925

10000 17705

0

124630

ME/NR/UP/2016/032

20915

2500

3770

0

27185

ME/NR/UP/2016/033

63430

5960

12082

0

81472

Ishwar
Prashant Pareek
Pawan Kumar
Roshan K. Mallik
Zahid Habib
Abhishek K. Singh
N. Surdas Singh
Nishat
Tripti Baba
Rupali Lohani
Nazia Khan
Balbir Singh
S.K. Gahlot
Tarsam Kumar
Hemant K.Yadav
Naveen Kumar
Yadav Shailesh Nand K.
Sanjeev Kumar Sharma
Mohd. Ibrahim
Arindam Das
Subodh Verma
Mukesh R. Srivastava
Vishal D. Nikose
Tapas Mahajan
Arguslal A. Ashok
Pritam Mohapatra
Mridul Gupta
Rajesh K. Yadav (PT)
Ankur Dwivedi (PT)
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Field days of Project
Each Officer Total
26
11
29
11
15
14
0
34
34
32
32
60
60
12
16
17
25
22
22
0
0
21
27
28
43
5
5
14
18

Prorata
(Total Exp./Total Field
Days)

37

4288.30

40

3445.50

29

2141.66

68

953.44

64

641.86
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3605.94

28

1523.43

42

1082.07

44

1138.75

0

0.00

48

2125.17

71

1755.35

10

2718.50

32

2546.00

Item No.

EXPENDITURE HEADS &
Amount
WAGES POL OC
NRCA

TOTAL Officer's Name
Expenditure

ME/NR/UP/2016/034

43192

9097

5264

0

57553

GT/NR/NEnR/2016/035

10368

0

86143

0

96511

GT/NR/NEnR/2016/036

0

0

0

0

0

Sangeeta
Rajesh K. Yadav (PT)
Ankur Dwivedi (PT)
Parashar Mishra (PT)
A.K.Srivastava (Chemist)
Nathu Singh
Parashar Mishra (PT)
A.K.Srivastava (Chemist)
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Field days of Project
Each Officer Total
18
10
12
0
0
0
0
0

Prorata
(Total Exp./Total Field
Days)

40

1438.83

0

0.00

0

0.00

PRORATA EXPENDITURE OF MISSION-IV, NR [JULY-SEPTEMBER 2016]
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

FSP Code No.
LSM/NR/PHP/2016/042
LSM/NR/PHP/2016/043
LSM/NR/PHP/2016/044
LSM/NR/PHP/2016/045
LSM/NR/JK/2016/046
LSM/NR/JK/2016/047
LSM/NR/UK/2016/048
LSM/NR/UK/2016/049
LSM/NR/UK/2016/050
LHZ/NR/UK/2016/051
RP/NR/UK/2015/044
SER/NR/UK/2016/019
SEI/NR/HQ/2016/052
RP/NR/UK/2015/044
(Linkage Item)
SEI/NR/HQ/2016/052
(Linkage Item)
SEI/NR/HQ/2014/047
SEI/NR/HQ/2014/047
(Linkage Item)
SEI/NR/HQ/2016/053
EG/C/NR/PHP/2016/054
EG/C/NR/PHP/2016/055
EG/C/NR/JK/2016/056
EG/C/NR/UK/2016/057
EG/C/NR/UK/2016/058
EG/C/NR/UP/2016/059
ENV/ NR/UP/2015/053
GL/NR/HQ/2016/060
GL/NR/HQ/2016/061
RP/NR/HQ/2015/054
RP/NR/HQ/2016/062
RP/NR/HQ/2016/063
RP/NR/HQ/2016/064

Expenditure
(Rs.)
12716
50290
39992
29214
0
6100
42340
0
37283
48168
4442
0
0
0

17
50
63
18
27
10
40
0
41
49
5
0
0
0

Expenditure/Man days
(Rupees per day)
748
1006
635
1623
0
610
1058
0
909
983
888
0
0
0

0

0

0

140
0

0
8

0

31018
0
0
5735
6968
0
0
2215
886353
170460
0
0
650315
180397
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Field days

24
174
24
26
11
18
10
0
178
66
0
0
72
84

1292
0
0
221
633
0
0
4980
2583
0
0
9032
2148

Annexure-5

PROGRESS & PENDENCY REPORT OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF NGCM SAMPLES, GSI, NR
Sl.
Item
No.
1 Machine Capacity In
Region [nos of samples]
month
2 Capability to analyze in
Region [nos of samples]
month

4

Total Nos. of
Samples
collected/analyzed
during the Field
Season 2015-16

Particular
the
per

Pkg.A
400

Pkg.B
200

Pkg.C
800

Pkg.D
300

Pkg.E
250

Pkg.F
400

Pkg.G
600

Pkg.H
600

Pkg.I
-

the
per

Pkg.A
400

Pkg.B
200

Pkg.C
800

Pkg.D
300

Pkg.E
500

Pkg.F
400

Pkg.G
600

Pkg.H
600

Pkg.I
-

Month

Oct
2015

Nov
2015

Dec
2015

Jan.
2016

Feb.
2016

March
2016

April
2016

May
2016

June
2016

July
2016

Aug
2016

Sep
2016

Nil

356
FSP
201516

Nil

396
FSP
201516

73

164

@2328
pack-J for
FSP
2014-15
& 1355
pack-J for
FS
2015-16

Nil

nil
FSP 2015-16

138
FSP
2016-17

64
FSP
2016-17

27
FSP
2016-17

Target
Collected
Submitted
to lab

Analyses Reported, during the month
Pkg.A#

1026

69

-

297

212

144

191

0

0

442

-

-

Pkg.B#

570

491

739

375

323

140

258

107

31

111

57

-

128

Pkg.C#

807

-

-

624

-

182

320

229

0

-

138

-

Pkg.D#

306

388

370

751

156

55

86

112

555

190

113

83

Pkg.E

692

196

233

182

225

218

167

104

317

-

-

-

Pkg.F

378

261

317

252

221

140

105

59

0

81

-

-

Pkg.G

97

305

155

68

307

-

107

331

82

-

-

49

Pkg.H*

497

215

-

195

229

-

121

362

233

-

121

-

Pkg.I

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pkg-J@

220
656
(2014-15) (2014-15)

1056
(2014-15) +
215
(2015-16)

210
114
550
(2014-15) (2015-16) (2015-16)
+ 312
(2015-16)

Pendency [ upto the end of the month:]
Pkg.A

366

653

653

752

613

633

442

442

442

138

202

229

Pkg.B

1505

1370

631

652

402

426

168

61

30

57

64

91

Pkg.C

366

722

722

494

567

549

229

0

0

138

64

91

Pkg.D

1806

1774

1404

1049

966

1075

989

877

322

270

221

165

Pkg.E

366

526

293

507

355

301

134

30

0

138

202

229

Pkg.F

366

461

144

288

140

164

59

0

0

57

121

148

Pkg.G

366

417

262

590

356

520

413

82

0

138

202

180

Pkg.H

366

507

507

708

552

716

595

233

0

138

81

108

22312

22312

22312

22450

22514

22541

Pkg.I

21323 21679 21679 22075 22148 22312

129

Pkg-J@

2108(14- 1452(1415)+
15)+
1355(15- 1355(1516)
16)

396(14-15)+
1140(15-16)

186(1415)+
828(201516)+
138(201617)

@Pack-J started at Faridabad lab. in the month of April 2016.
# Machine is utilized for Non-NGCM samples and NGCM samples of other region.

Analysis of other region NGCM samples from July-Sept., 2016
Month
Pack-A
Pack-B
Pack-C
Pack-D
Pack-E
Pack-F
Pack-G
Pack-H
Pack-I

July.2016
0
638
102
231
215
334
360
-

Aug 2016
54
71
472
198
167
170
228
0
-

Sept 2016
392
25
1000
359
240
301
240
0
-

Total
446
96
2110
659
638
686
802
360
-

NGCM water analysis from 1st July to 30th Sept. 2016
Month
NGCM water W(A)
NGCM water W(B)by ICPMS
NGCM water W (C)
NGCM water W(D)-Hg

July 2016
-

130

Aug 2016
-

Sept 2016
21
-

Total
21
-

186(1415)+
714(201516)+
202(201617)

186(1415)+
164(201516)+
229(201617)

Analysis of NON-NGCM samples from 1st July to 30th Sept. 2016
Month

July 2016

Aug 2016

Sept 2016

Total

Major-Oxide (XRF)(FBD)

98

567

47

712

Au-(AAS)

0

155

246

401

PGE(GTA)

-

-

-

-

Base metal (AAS)

-

14

20

34

30

37

10

77

-

-

Complete water analysis
Trace elements (AAS) in water by AAS

-

Trace elements (AAS) in water by ICPMS

59

35

-

94

Env. Water (As) analysis

65

-

-

65

Gas analysis by gas chromatograph

-

-

-

-

REE (ICPMS)

-

463

246(WR)+142

851

ICPAES( FBD)

102

505

378

985

Misc.

22

126

14

162

During the period review 1. 2110 samples of NGCM for Pack-C at Chandigarh ; 659 pack-D ; 638 pack-E; 686 pack-F; 802 pack-G & 360 pack-H of other region were analyzed
on priority during this period.
Quality check of analytical results of NGCM samples at Chemical Division, GSI, NR
1. 5% duplicate samples are received along with every batch of samples as per NGCM guidelines They are analyzed in routine and results are
compared by concerned geologist.
2. Standard reference material (SRM) of international level are analyzed with every batch of NGCM samples . The analytical results are monitored
by the chemist. The results are within the international norms and permitted relative standard deviation.
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Annexure-6
MISSION WISE STATUS OF CIRCULATED AND PENDING REPORTS OF NORTHERN REGION FOR FS: 2016-17
(As on 30-09-2016)
Region
GM STM

NR

00

07

M-I
GCM GPM

05

03

RSAS/ MCS
PRS

00

00

M-II
M-III
M-IV
Total Nos. Total Nos. Total Nos. Total Nos. Total Nos.
Nos. of
CoalDBMulti_ Funda- of Reports of Reports of Reports of Reports of Reports Reports
due on
due on
due on
to be
circulated pending
Lignite/ MAP disp
mental
30/10/16
30/11/16 circulated
on or
on
Water
(R&D) 30/09/16
(to be
(to be
(to be
on or
before
01/10/2016
Circulated Circulated Circulated
before
30/09/16
30/11/16
13
02
03
22
04
55
1
3
59
55
Nil

MI

Remark:
 Date of circulation of three reports of G2 items has been extended upto 30th November 2016.
 One G2 item of Tosham area, SU: Haryana has been converted into continued item by DG, GSI and excluded from above data.
 Date of circulation of one report of Glaciology item has been extended upto 30th October 2016.
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Annexure-7
CASE STUDIES FROM GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA, NORTHERN REGION
UPLOADED IN GSI PORTAL UPTO JUNE 2016
Sl.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

TITLE

Gold Investigation in Malari Area, Chamoli District, Uttarakhand
Expedition of Mineral investigation in Tethyan Himalaya, Uttarakhand
Puga Geothermal Field, J&K
Salal HEP, J&K
Sohna Geothermal Field, Gurgaon, Haryana
Seismic Microzonation study of Urban Agglomerations-Geophysical approach
Seismic Microzonation of Chandigarh Urban Complex
Tapoban Geothermal Field, Alaknanda Valley, Chamoli, Uttarakhand
Ediacaran multicellular biota from Krol Group, Lesser Himalaya and its stratigraphic
significance
10. Nathpa-Jhakri Hydroelectric Project, HP
11. Manikaran Geothermal field, Parbati Valley, Kullu district, HP
12. Geotechnical assessment of landslide at Reckong Peo area, Kinnaur district, HP
13. An overview of Ranjit Sagar Dam Project, Gurdaspur district, Punjab.
14. Ground Fissures in Uttar Pradesh.
15. Magnesite mineralisation in the Proterozoic rocks of Lesser Himalaya, Bageshwar
district, Uttarakhand, India
16. Morphotectonics of the Chambal and the Yamuna Valleys in the Western Marginal
Gangetic Alluvial Plains
CASE STUDIES UPLOADED DURING APRIL TO JUNE 2011
17. Gold and Associated Mineralisation in Lameri-Ratura Area, Rudraprayag District,
Uttarakhand
18. Dolomite hosted magnesite minerlisation in the Proterozoic rocks of Lesser Himalaya,
Bageshwar district, Uttarakhand.
19. Occurrence of tungsten mineral (scheelite-powellite), in the rocks of Mahakoshal
Group,Wyndhamganj area, Sonbhadra district, Uttar Pradesh
20. Indo-Nepal Earthquake of 4th April 2008
21. Geotechnical appraisal of Barrage, power House & De-sanding chamber of ShongtongKarchham HEP (402 MW) district Kinnaur, HP
22. Geotechnical and geological evaluation of proposed diversion tunnel and main dam area
of Renukaji Dam Project, district Sirmour (HP)
23. Koshalliya Dam Project, Panchukula district, Haryana
24. River bank collapse in Bir-Ghaggar Colony, Panchukula district, Haryana.
25. Geotechnical investigation for Ban Sagar Feeder Canal Project, Mirzapur & Sidhi
districts, UP & MP (in Hindi)
26. Recession of Gangotri Glacier
27. Gold mineralisatiion in Gurhar Pahar, Sidhi district, MP.
28. Geological and Geomorphological mapping of part of NCT Delhi for Seismic Micro
zonation
CASE STUDIES UPLOADED DURING JULY TO SEPTEMBER 2011
29. Gold Exploration in Proterozoic Rocks of Sonapahari Area, Sonbhadra District, Uttar
Pradesh
30. Treatment and Stabilisation of Varunavat Parvat Landslide, Uttarkashi District,
Uttarakhand
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Sl.
TITLE
No.
31. Feasibility Stage Geotechnical Investigations for Gandak Ganga Link Canal Project, Uttar
Pradesh
32. Construction Stage Geological Investigations for the Kol Dam Project, Bilaspur District,
Himachal Pradesh
33. Landslide at Northern Slope of Shimla Ridge, Himachal Pradesh.
34. Case Study of Tehri Dam Project, District Tehri Garhwal, Uttarakhand.
35. Maneri Bhali Hydroelectric Project Stage-II, Uttarkashi District, Uttarakhand
36. Rangrik landslide, Lahul-Spiti District, Himachal Pradesh
37. Nehru Kund Landslide, Kullu District, Himachal Pradesh.
38. Rockfall incidents in Nathpa village District Kinnaur, Himachal Pradesh
39. Gold Mineralisation in Gulaldih, Sonbhadra district, U.P.
40. Aeolian History at the Northeastern Fringe of Thar Desert in Haryana.
41. Geological Investigations for the Ground Cracks in Madarpur Village, Hamirpur district,
U.P.
CASE STUDIES UPLOADED DURING OCTOBER TO 15th DECEMBER, 2011
42. Active Fault Mapping of Spiti Valley Fault by Micro-earthquake Survey
43. Bundelkhand Granitoid Complex-A potential zone for Tungsten Mineralisation
CASE STUDIES UPLOADED IN 2012
44. Geological investigation for Meja Thermal Power Plant near Meja Tehsil, Allahabad (UP)
45. Koteshwar HEP, district Tehri Garhwal, Uttarakhand
46. Orbicular Structure in Bundelkhand Craton
CASE STUDIES UPLOADED IN 2013 (JAN. TO MARCH 2013)
47. Gypsum in Bundelkhand Region
48. Preventive measures to mitigate the potential risk of GLOF hanging over Manali-Leh
national Highway and Sissu village, H.P.
CASE STUDIES UPLOADED IN 2013 (APRIL TO SEPTEMBER, 2014)
49. Record of fossil assemblage from Papro Formation (Lalitpur Infratrappean), Uttar Pradesh
50. Revisiting Central Crystallines in Pindar and Ramganga Valleys, Kumaon Hills,
Uttarakhand-An expedition based case study.
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Annexure-8
TRAINING COURSES CONDUCTED AT RTI, NR AND FTCs,
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA, NR ALONG WITH NO. OF FACULTY
(1st July 2016 to 30th Sept. 2016)
Sl Training course
No.
1. RTI, Lucknow
1
Refresher Course in Geophysical
Mapping
114/RC-GEOPH/NR/RTI/2016
2.

3.

4.

“Training on Transect Mapping in
Trans-Himalayas, Ladhakh area”
108/BAS-GM/NR/RTI/2016

Dates

Venue

No. of
trainees

7th July
2016 Lucknow
to 27th July
2016

16 nos. of
GSI, NR

14thth July to Leh
24 July
2016

16 nos.
from
different
regions of
GSI
th
Field Training Course in Glaciology 8th August to At
17 nos.
at Hamtah Glacier, Lahul & Spiti
9 Sept.
Chandigarh 16 from
Distt. H.P. (Sponsored by SERB,
Manali,
2016
different
New Delhi)
Hamtah
Universities
109/FT-GL//NR/RTI/2016
and
Institutes
and 1 from
GSI
th
11 Orientation Course for
26th Sept. to Lucknow
19
Chemists
Chemists
continued
up
th
to 14 Oct.

2. Field Training Center, Saketi (H.P.) (Hqrs. At: Chandigarh)
1. 41st Orientation Course for
Saketi
25
Commenced
Geologists
on 19th Sept.
and
continued
up
to 18th Oct.
2016
3. Field Training Center, Bhimtal (Uttarakhand) (Hqrs. At: Lucknow)
1. 40th Orientation Course for
16th August Bhimtal
28
Geologists Batch-C
to 14th Sept.
2016
2.

41st Orientation Course for
Geologists-Batch-A

Bhimtal
Commenced
on 19th Sept.
and
continued
up
to 18th Oct.
2016
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26

Total
faculty
2 Core + 9
GSI +
1 outside
faculty
3 Core + 5
GSI +
1 outside
faculty
3 core
faculty +
9 GSI +
26
Outside

2 Core
faculty +
11 GSI
Guest
Faculty
2 Core + 3
GSI TI +
5 GSI + 5
outside
faculty
4 Core + 7
GSI + 4
outside
faculty
4 Core + 5
GSI + 2
outside
faculty

Annexure-9
LIST OF RAC/OAC MEETINGS WITH DATE AND STATUS OF UPLOADING OF
MINUTES
(1st JULY TO 30th SEPTEMBER 2016)
REGION/STATE
SU: J&K
SU:P&HP
SU: Uttarakhand
SU: UP
SU: Haryana
XII_NR_18th RAC

RAC/OAC/SGPB/
STAGE REVIEW
18th OAC
18th OAC
18th OAC
18th OAC
18th OAC
18th RAC

PLACE
Jammu
Chandigarh
Dehradun
Lucknow
Faridabad
Lucknow
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DATE OF
MEETING
08.07.2016
13.07.2016
14.07.2016
12.07.2016
12.07.2016
18.07.2016

MINUTES
STATUS
Uploaded
Uploaded
Uploaded
Uploaded
Uploaded
Uploaded

Annexure-10
PERSONNEL/MAN IN POSITION IN RESPECT OF GROUP A & B OFFICERS
AS ON 30th SEPTEMBER 2016
GROUP-A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
GROUP-B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Additional Director General
Dy. Director General (Geology)
Dy. Director General (Geophysics)
Dy. Director General (Chemistry)
Director (P&A)
Director (Geology)
Director (Geophysics)
Director (Chemistry)
Director (Mineral Physics)
Superintending Geologist
Superintending Geophysicist
Superintending Chemist
Superintending Engineer
Senior Geologist
Senior Chemist
Senior Geophysicist
Executive Engineer (NFJAG)
Executive Engineer
Asstt. Executive Engineer
Geologist
Geophysicist
Chemist
Joint Director (P&A)
Dy. Director (P&A)
Dy. Controller of stores
Mineralogist (Sr.)
Mineralogist (Jr.)
Assistant Director (P&A)
Survey Officer
Assistant Engineer Gr.-II
Store Manager
Sr. Private Secretary
Assistant Cost Account Officer

1
9
1
1
Nil
23
1
2
1
30
9
1
2
126
17
13
2
3
1
52
11
20
Nil
1
Nil
1
2
2
1
Nil
1
1
1

Administrative Officer
Officer Surveyor
Private Secretary
Store Officer
Assistant Geologist
Assistant Chemist
Assistant Geophysicist
Cost Accounts Officer
Assistant Library Information Officer
Assistant Drawing Officer

5
Nil
5
3
5
9
9
Nil
Nil
1
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Annexure-11
VEHICLE/DRIVER POSITION, GSI, NR
AS ON 30.09.2016
A. Field going vehicles/Office Vehicles
Sl.
Particulars/
No. Type of vehicle

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Jeep (diesel)
Amb ISZ
Indica
Bolero LX
Qualis
LCV
HCV
Geo logger van
Mini Bus
Amb Mk-4 &
Deisel
11 Gypsy
12 Xylo
Total

Kilometer run

Total Sanctioned
strength of
Drivers

Less than
2500150,001>1,50,000
25000 km <50000 km <1,50,000 km
km
0
0
32
26
0
0
1
2
0
0
2
0
2
1
0
4
0
0
0
11
0
0
5
0
1 (Spl.Van)
0
2
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
5

0
0
1

5
0
51

1
0
46

Effective
Strength of
Drivers
available for
NR operations

58 118 Nos. as
44 Nos. -06
per recent
nos. posted at
03
02 redistribution N. Delhi + 01
from TI = 39
07
Nos.
11
05
05
01
01
02
06
02
103

39 Nos.

AGE WISE STATUS OF VEHICLES
B. Field vehicles/Office Vehicles
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Particulars

Jeep (diesel)
Amb ISZ
Indica
Bolero LX
Qualis
LCV
HCV
Geo logger van
Mini Bus
Amb Mk-4 &
Deisel
11 Gypsy
12 Xylo
Total

Vehicles < Vehicles 6 years & Vehicles 10 years &
6 years old
> 6 years < 10
> 10 years < 15
years old
years old
0
0
24
0
0
2
0
0
2
3
0
4
0
0
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
5

0
0
0

0
0
44
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Vehicles 15 years
& >15 years old

Grand Total

34
1
0
0
0
5
5
1
0
2

58
03
02
07
11
05
05
01
01
02

6
0
54

06
02
103

Annexure-12
(A) STATUS OF PROCURMENT OF EQUIPMENTS UNDER ME HEAD FOR THE YEAR 2016-17 AS ON 20.10.2016
Sl.
No.

1

Item

Cost (Rs.)

Supplier

Tender
Opened/
Due

6
06.06.14

7
19.06.14

8
24.07.14

Tender
Evalulation

Core Barrel
NWT, BWT &
66MM
Core Barrel
HWT& 66MM

8,88,559/-

M/s AMCO
Mining,
Mumbai
21,46,935/- .M/s Wesben
Dia Drill,
Kolkata

06.06.14

27.06.14

04.08.14

23.03.15

13.08.15

06.06.14

27.06.14

04.08.14

23.03.15

13.08.15

Hydraulic Core
Spliter

4,98,375/-

M/s HBS
Technologies
, Nagpur
Iron Steel Racks 18,95,400/- M/s Kamla
for Core Library
Safe Works,
72 Nos.
Lucknow.
High Pressure
1,84,842/- M/s National
Hose
Rubber
Indut.
Rajasthan.
Steel Wire rope 5,50,000/-

17.06.14

30.06.14

31.07.14

26.04.16

20.02.15

02.03.15

09.04.15

02.12.15

7

Steel Almirah &
Racks

2,30,325/-

M/s Hari Om
Const., Lko

15.10.15

8

Spare parts of
DMA-80

5,12,388/-

28.01.16

Proprietary
item.

9

Total Field
6,69,375/Proton
Magnetometer
for Geophy. Div.
NR

M/s I R
Technology,
Noida.
M/s
Toshniwal
Brothers.

02.12.15

17.02.16

2b

3

4

5

6

9

P.O.
issued

3
3,83,040/-

2a

5

Tender
floated

2
Casing (NX)

1

4
M/s Engg.
Tooling,
Mumbai.

Lead Indent
time received

29.09.15

29.09.15

10
29.09.15

07.04.16

16.10.15

L/C
Applied

11

L/C
opened/
Shipping
Date
12

Advance Date of
Date of
Remark& Reasons of
intmn/
Delivery/ Installation delay in procurement.
D.O.
Due
Received
13
14
15
17
30.01.16
PO issued on 29.09.15.
Due date of delivery
31.01.16. PDI call
awaited.
30.04.16
Supply received on
29.09.16. Bills under
process.
30.04.16
P.O. Issued on 13.8.15.
Due date of delivery
30.04.16. PDI done. Road
Permit issued on 29.09.16
and supply awaited.
30.06.16
Awaited service engineer
for installation &
commissioning.
30.03.15
Supply received on
17.10.16
29.04.16

19.11.15

19.01.16

04.04.16

03.05.16
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30.08.16

23.09.16

09.05.16

31.07.16

Supply received on
29.07.16. Bill sent to
party bill for payment.
P.O cancelled with the
approval of the
competent authority.
PO cancelled. Case under
retender process through
CPP Portal.
P.O. Issued on 30.08.16
and supply awaited.
Supply received on
01.07.16. Installation &
Commissioning done.
Bill sent to PAO.

Sl.
No.

Item

Cost (Rs.)

1
10

SEM

11

TL-OSL

12

Advanced
Trinocular
Microscope.

13

G.P.S.

14

Total Field
Magnetometer

6,69,375/-

15

Accessories for
Leica
Reflectorless
Electronic
Automatic
Compression
testing M/c
Split AC for
publication
division

16

17

2

Supplier

3
4
76,21,150/- M/s Carl
Zeiss, U.K.

1.5 Cr

16,97,045/- M/s Leica
Microsystem,
Germany

Lead Indent
time received

5

Tender
floated

Tender
Opened/
Due

Tender
Evalulation

P.O.
issued

6
06.10.15

7
05.04.16

8
29.14.16

9
09.06.16

10
08.08.16

02.12.15

02.05.16

30.06.16

22.04.16

08.06.16

07.07.16

14.07.16

28.07.16

22.08.16
extended
upto
05.09.16

L/C
Applied

11

L/C
opened/
Shipping
Date
12

Advance Date of
Date of
intmn/
Delivery/ Installation
D.O.
Due
Received
13
14
15
20 weeks
after
opening
of LC.

Remark& Reasons of
delay in procurement.

17
P.O. Issued on 08.08.16
and L.c documents issued
to PAO for opening of
L.C.
As per the
recommendations of the
Sr. TEC held on 28.09.16,
clarifications have been
sought from the firms on
technical points. Reply
from one firm received
on 20.10.16 & from
another firm awaited.
P.O. Issued on 06.09.16.
and L.c documents issued
to PAO for opening of
L.C.
Sr. TEC done. Sr. TAC
conducted on 20.10.16.

06.09.16

20 weeks
after
opening
of L.C.

01.08.16

01.09.16

30.11.16

Repeat P.O. Issued on
01.09.16. Supply awaited.

3.47 Lac

30.06.16

05.10.16

30.12.16

P.O issued on 05.10.16.
Supply awaited.

9.0 Lac

22.08.16

80,000/-

10.05.16

12 Lac

M/s
Toshniwal
Brothers.

19.08.16

Tender published through
CPP Portal. Opening
fixed on 15.11.16
Under TAC

08.09.16
& Extd.
Upto
17.10.16
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(B) DETAILS OF CASES UNDER R&D HEAD AS ON 30.09.2016

Sl.
Description of Stores
Qty Estimated
Present Status
No.
Cost/ Value
1 CPU Card 2000 for Fridabad 01
3,54,167/- Supply received, bill sent for T/T to
office.
No.
PAO.
2 CAMC of Voltas AC
1
86,258/Job Order issued. Period of contract is
from 01.09.15 to 30.08.18.
3 CAMC of Varian AAS, DUO 1
3,39,223/- Job Order issued. Period of contract is
from 01.09.15 to 31.08.16.
4 AMC of DMA-80
1
85,000/Job Order issued. Period of contract is
from 01.09.2015 to 30.08.2016.
5 AMC of PE-400 AAS
1
81,785/Job Order issued. Period of contract is
from 14.06.15 to 13.06.16.
6 CAMC of Planetary Ball 1
3,43,500/- Job order issued on 25.4.16 for the
Mill
period 01.05.16 to 30.04.17.
7 CAMC
of
ICPMS-820 1
18,26,950/- Job Order issued on 16.9.15 for one
Instrument, Lucknow.
year.
8 Fume Exhaust System with 1
54,600/Purchase order issued, due date of
Scrubber in 02 nos.
delivery 08/07/16. Supply received.
9 AMC of Broad band scimic
1
1,70,268/- Job Order issued, dated 01.05.15, period
of contract from 15.02.16 to 14.02.17.
10 DSLR Camera (Nikon)
4
1,80,000/- P.O. Issued on 04.07.16, supply
received.
11 Graphite Tube
5,37,220/- P.O issued on 19.01.16, supply received.
12 AMC of bruker, Model GC- 1
1,03.050/- Job order issued on 09.06.16 upto
450
14.06.17.
13 Renewal of CAMC of 1
63,846/Job order issued.
Emerson make UPS 20 KVA
14 Wide mouth (PP) bottle 250
1,51,925/- P.O. issued & supply received.
& 500ml
15 Chemical Gases of different
2,33,922/- Rate contract issued on 04.05.16 for one
types.
year.
16 Fume Hood for chemical 1
2,55,000 /- Under TAC.
Divn.
17 Spare Parts of ICP-MS
7,03,969/- Job Order issued.
18 Repairng of F.A Furnace-A 1
66,216/Job Order issued.
for Chemical Divn.
19 Repairng of F.A Furnace-B 1
21,353/P.O. issued, supply received.
for Chemical Divn.
20 Chemical & Glassware
92,000/P.O., issued, due Date of Delivery
28.11.16
21 AMC of ICPMS - 820
6,32,500/- Job Order issued. w.e.f 03.10.2016.
1
22 SRM for chemical Divn.
90,000/T/E issued, due Date of opening
03.10.16 & Extended upto 07.11.16
23 Microscope Digital Cemera 3
9,00,000/- P.I. Received, under Tender enquiry.
for Petrology Divn.
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(C) Details of Cases under OE(V)Head as on 30.09.2016
Sl. Description of Stores
No.
1 Summer liveries for
Driver & MTS
2

Cleaning items.

3

I. Card

4

Winter Liveries

5

Towels 145x72.5Cms
-------Do----------

5a

Duster 100x100Cms

6

P.B.R

7

Photocopier Paper, A-4
size
8 Photocopier Paper, A-4
size
9 Stationery items
10 High Back Revolving
chair
11 Life bouy soap
12

Field Diary

13
14

Cleaning stores
Apron & Dungree cloth

15

Turbon Cloth

16

Curtain Cloth

17

Curtain Cloth

19
20
21
22

LED TV 40”
LED TV 32”
Toner Cartridges
Printing of unpublished
report, GSI,NR

Qty
-

Estimated
Cost/Value
1,15,000/-

68,074/-

900
Nos.

40,568/-

1,28,289/250
Nos
350
Nos
325
Nos

39,075/55,125/-

12,350/-

10 Nos
1500
Nos
275
Nos
04 Nos
(32
mtrs)
116
Mtrs
850
mtrs
01
01
02

Part purchase order issued & supply
received, rest P.O. issued & supply
awaited.
Firm replaced the required stores and
same is under inspection. Inspection
done, bill sent for payment.
J.O. issued, due date of delivery
12.10.2015 or earlier. & amendment
upto 09.09.2016. Job has already been
completed. Fresh J.O. renewal to be
iusse for one year.
Part supply received, rest P.O. issued
and supply awaited.
P.O. issued & cancelled, due to non
supply of stores. Fresh P.O issued on
DGS&D R/C.

80,000/-

P.O. issued & cancelled, due to non
supply of stores. Fresh P.O issued,
supply received.
Purchase order issued & supply
received.
Supply received, bill sent for payment.

14,250/-

Supply received, bill sent for payment.

68,200/90,000/-

P.O. issued & supply received.
Supply received, bill sent for payment.

36,000/-

P.O. issued & supply received.

13,283/-

P.O. issued & supply received.

39,633/96,110/-

Repeat P.O. issued & supply received.
P.O. issued, due date of delivery
31.10.2016.
P.O. issued & supply received.

9,500/500
Rim
100
Rim

Present Status

1408/-

8700/93,500/31,050/3178/2800/2,52,781/-
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P.O. issued, due date of delivery
12/7/2016. supply awaited
P.O. issued & supply received.
Supply received, bill sent for payment.
P.O. cancelled.
Supply received, bill sent for payment.
Job order issued, due date of delivery
19/8/2016.

23
24

Sofa set
Photo Copy paper &
Dairy Register

25

Room Coolers for GSI,
NR, Lucknow
Budget Slip & TR-30 etc.
Dak Dispatch Register &
File Cover

26
27

28

1 set
500
Ream
& 25
Nos
100

25 Nos
&
4000
Nos

Duster & Gum Tape Roll

24,800/77,900/-

P.O. issued & supply received.
T/E issued , due date of Opening
24.10.2016

6,00,000/2,977/23,925/-

T/E issued, due date of opening
14.11.2016.
P.O. issued, Supply received.
P.O. issued, Supply awaited.

8,750/-

P.O. issued, Supply received.

Details of Cases under I.T. Head as on 30.09.2016
Sl.
Description of Stores
No.
1 CAMC of Computer &
Peripherals
2 Software/Anti-virus for
two years.
3 36” Plotter Scanner

4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16

Rate Contract for Toner
Cartridges
Battery for Geophysics
(OEM)
Laserjet Printer HP M1005
Printer HP M1136
Colour Printer, A-3 size
Digitization/softcopy
conversion of unpublished
documents of GSI, NR.
HP ink Cartridge No.
851& 854
HP ink cartidge Sets No.
727
Procurement of HP -22
Colour Cartridge & HP80A Toner Cartridge,
UPS 1 KVA for HOD Cell.
CCTV Security System
HP Laserjet Printer
AMC of Toshiba studio
digital Copier

Qty

320 Nos
01 No.

Estimated
Present Status
Cost/ Value
11,82,071/- Job order issued for one year & work
under progress.
2,15,680/- Supply received & installed.
4,90,102/-

6,23,674/6

1,32,300/-

1

13,500/-

1
1

1 No
each
9 No
(1 Set)
1 No
each
01 No.
01 No.
01 No.

Referral Supply Order cancelled and
fresh issued on DGS&D R/C and supply
received.
P.O issued on 23.12.16 & valid for one
year.
P.O. issued on 19.02.16, due date of
delivery 12.03.16. Firm has asked
extention of Delivery period.
P.O. issued & supply received.

10,900/P.O. issued & supply received
1,50,000/- T/E issued and opening date 28.07.16.
58,88,000/- Work order issued on 04.11.16, work
under progress.
2600/-

P.O. issued, supply Received

15,000/-

P.O., issued shortly

6,300/-

P.O. issued on 04.10.16 & Delivery
Received, Bill Sent for Payment

4,300/95,000/14,900/30,000/-

P.O. issued, supply Received
Under L.P.C.
P.O. issued, supply Received
T/E issued, due date of opening
17.11.16.
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E) Details of Cases under Supply & Material Head as on 30.09.2016
Sl. Description of Stores
No.
1 Vacuum Cleaner for
M&C/Library
2 Vertical filing Cabinets
3

Dwaring file cabinate

Qty
02
Nos.
03
Nos.
55 Nos

Estimated
Present Status
Cost/Value
25,000/P.O. issued & cancelled due to non
supply of stores.
31,806/Supply received.
9,90,000/-

T/E to be issued shortly.

F) Details of Cases under M-II/IV OC(P)Head as on 30.09.2016
Sl.
Description of Stores
No.
1 Core
Drilling
work,
Distt. Sonbhadra (U.P.)
Project 1 D
2 Core
Drilling
work,
Project 1A, 1B & 1C
3 Core Drilling work at
Golwa Area, Haryana
4 Core Drilling work at
Sonbhadra
5 Core Drilling work at
Golwa Area, Haryana
6 Core Drilling work at
mMahendragarh, Haryana
7 Core Drilling work
8

AMC of XRF

Qty
1

3

Estimated
Present Status
Cost/Value
24,98,000/- Job order awarded on 14.10.15.

1

52,75,000/- Job order awarded on 26.10.15 upto
15.03.16.
38,85,000/- Job order awarded on 15.01.16.

1

19,50,000/- Job order awarded on 31.12.15.

1

35,89,000/- Job order awarded on 14.03.16.

1

47,68,500/- Job order awarded on 12.05.16 upto
30.11.16.
18,84,000/- Job order awarded on 09.06.16 upto
30.11.16.
13,74,000/- Job Order issued, dated 05.01.16, period
of contract from 07.01.16 to 06.01.17.

1
1

G) Details of Cases under Antarctica Head as on 30.09.2016
Sl.
Description of Stores
No.
1.1 Spare parts of LAICPMS

Qty.

Estimated
Present Status
Cost/ Value
17,32,997/- P.O. issued, supply received

Sl.
Description of Stores
No.
1 Sweeping and House
Keeping at GSI, Faridabad
2 Power
Pc
Board
Cteennicalty USBC for
GSI, faridabad
3 House Keeping GSI,
Lucknow
4 Out souresing of Secutrity
Staff at GSI, Fridabad
5 GPS
GAGAN for
Petrology Division

Qty.

Estimated
Present Status
Cost/Value
21,00,000/- T/E issued, due date of opening
27.10.16.
5,19,052/- Tender issued, due date of opening
29.11.2016.
36,00,000/- T/E issued, due date of opening
25.10.2016.
12,00,000/- T/E issued, due date of opening
11.11.2016.
90,000/T/E issued, due date of opening
17.11.2016.
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Annexure-13
DETAILS OF DRILLING RIGS DEPLOYMENT & PROGRESS
(01.07.2016 TO 30.09.2016)
(A) INHOUSE DRILLING
Sl.
No.

1

2

3

1

Project

Item No.

Unit No.

North of Pulwar,
Exploration of
segment 'A',
Andalusite
Sonbhadra District, UP
(G-2 stage)
North of Golwa area, Exploration of
Mahendragarh District, Copper
Haryana (G-2 Stage)
Mineratlistion
NNW of Islampur,
Exploration of
Mahedragarh Distt,
Copper
Haryana (G-3 Stage)
Mineratlistion
Mission-II Total
Meerut Urban Area,
UP

Seismic
Microzonation
Studiess.(SPT)
Mission-IV Total
TOTAL DRILLING (M-II & IV)

Annual
Prorata
FSP No.
Target Target/Achievement
(01.07.2016 to
(mts)
30.09.2016) mts
Mission-II
467
1000
240/210.25
ME/NR/UP/2016/033

500

1000

240/404.25

ME/NR/HR/2016/021

496

1000

240/Nil

ME/NR/HR/2016/022

3000
Mission-IV
442
450

720/614.50

450
3450

108/105
828/719.50

108/105

SEI/NR/HQ/2016/052

(B) OUTSOURCING DRILLING
Sl.
No.

1

2

3

1

Area of Operation

FSP No

North of Golwa
ME/NR/HR/2016/021
Mahendragarh Hayana
(G-2 stage)
South of Gangutana
ME/NR/HR/2016/020
Mahendragfarh Distt
(Haryana) (G-2 stage)
Block 'B' North of
ME/NR/UP/2016/034
Pulwar, Sonebhadra
District, UP M-II (G-3
stage)
Mission-II Total

Project

Mission-II
Copper
Mineralization

Annual Progress up
FSP achievement
Target to 30.09.2016
(mts.)
(mts.)
(April 16 to Sept. 16)
1000

321

331

Copper
Mineralization

2550

423

423

Exporation of
Andalusite

500

Nil

Leter of intent issued

4050

744

540

Nil

540
4590

Nil
744

Mission-IV
Srinagar Urban Area
SEI/NR/HQ/2014/047 Seismic
(J&K) Mission-IV
Microzonation
studies (SPT)
Mission-IV Total
Total (M-II + M-IV)
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No firm participated
even after extension
of time.
744

(C) SPILL OVER TARGET DETAILS OF FS 2015-16 UPTO 30.06.2016
1. INHOUSE DRILLING
Sl.
No.
1

Area of Operation
Mission-II
Tosham area Distt
Bhiwani (Inhouse)
Unit No 480*

FSP NO

Project

Annual
Target (mts)

Progress
up to 30.06.2016.

ME/NR/HR/2015/0012

Multi Metal deposit

500

407.40

* Re Drilling operation started 15/07/16 Rig Unit No. 480 from Central Region.
2. OUTSOURCED DRILLING
Sl.
No.

1
2

1

Area of Operation

FSP NO

Project

Mission-II
ME/NR/HR/2015/012 Multi Metal deposit
ME/NR/HR/2015/023 Exploration for
Copper
Mission-II Total
Mission-IV
Srinagar Urban Area (J&K)
SEI/NR/HQ/2014/047 Seismic
Mission-IV
Microzonation studies
(SPT)
Mission-IV Total
Total (M-II + M-IV) 4890
Tosham area Distt Bhiwani
SE of Golwa Mahendragarh
Hayana M-II (G-2 stage)
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Annual
Target
(mts)

Progress
up to 30.06.2016

1500
1850

1223.2
1855

3350

3078.2

540

110

540
3890

110
3188.2

STATUS OF EXISTING DRILLING AND OTHER HIGH-END (RS. >1 CORE) EQUIPMENTS TO BE PROCURED DURING FY 2016-17

ment

TSS-MI, MII & MIV]

-MI, MII & MIV]

EY [STSS-MI, MII & MIV]

L

Indenting
Region

Qty

Cost

Lead Time
PAC/ Sr. PAC

-

-

-

------

-

-

-

---
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DG’s approval &
Tendering/ TEC TAC PO
LC
CPMC
Re-tendering
Placed Opened
recommendation
NIL
-

Annexure-15
POSITION OF PENDING LEGAL COURT CASES IN RESPECT OF GSI, NR
AS ON 30.09.2016
QUARTER ENDING
01.04.16 to 30.06.16
01.07.16 to 30.09.16

TOTAL PENDING
LEGAL CASE
69
74

REMARKS
Cases Filed
Cases disposed
Closing balance as on 30.09.16

08
03
74

QUARTERLY REPORT OF PENDING COURT CASES IN G.S.I, NR
AS ON 30.09.2016
Total number of cases pending in previous quarter
Total number of cases added in present quarter
Total number of cases disposed in present quarter
Total number of cases pending in present quarter
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69
08
03
74

Annexure-16
GRIEVANCE STATUS APPEARING IN PG PORTAL OF GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF
INDIA, NORTHERN REGION, LUCKNOW AS ON 30.09.2016
Unit/Region

Northern Region,
Lucknow

Pending at the
start of month
July, 2016
07

Received during
the period Julysept., 2016
10
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Disposal during Pendency at the
the period July- end of the month
sept., 2016
of Sept., 2016
11
06

